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SIMPLE PROVEN GEOMETRY
COMPLEX AEROSPACE FASTENING -Taper-Lok by Voi-Shan

VOI-SHAN MANUFACTURING COMPANY
8463 Higuera Street, Culver City, California

Where else can you get a Navigator
weighing only 48 pounds?

Don’t spend too much time looking. We’ve checked care-

fully and can’t find any other Doppler radar system

that even approaches GPL’s GPK-1000 in lightness

(only 48 pounds) and compactness (only one cubic

foot total for all components)

.

Chosen by U.S. Navy. Designated by the U.S. Navy
as AN/APN-153 (V) for use in new ASW, attack and

weather aircraft, this GPL system is fully operable

within 45 seconds; provides automatic acquisition

in less than 20 seconds; operates in any weather, 0 to

70,000 feet; retains high accuracy through virtually all

aircraft attitudes. Easy to install . . . operate . . . maintain.

Components can be interchanged without recalibration.

Meets Requirements of High-Performance Air-

craft. Model GPK-1000 meets the air navigation needs

for just about all aircraft, all speeds, all altitudes. For

further details contact: General Precision Aerospace,

GPL Division, Dept. DPA. Pleasantville, New York.
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CRITICAL-MISSION
HARDWARE IS FORGED
BY WYMAN-GORDON

Aerospace forgings are the long-time
specialty of Wyman-Gordon. Intimate
association with every milestone in the
history of flight—Kitty Hawk to Canav-
eral-developed here a unique range of
sophisticated skills and special facilities

for hot working metal to the critical re-

quirements of both sky and space.

Moreover, Wyman-Gordon pioneer-
ing first brought to operational use many
of the light metals, superalloys and re-

fractory materials which have signifi-

cantly advanced performance from jet
ceilings to space-craft apogees. Broad-
front research in the industry’s most
completely staffed metallurgical and
developmental laboratories continues to
extend size, configuration and strength-

to-weight design parameters of com-
ponents for frame, propulsion, guidance
and support applications.

Whatever the problem in forging any
such critical-mission hardware, Wyman-
Gordon experience can prove invaluable

to its solution—an engineering team
stands ready to counsel on your designs.

HARVEY, ILLINOIS

Miniature AGASTAT® time /delay/relay

offers more features than ever before!

Outstanding reliability, high repeat accuracy, small size. These fea-

tures make the improved Miniature acastat time/delay/relay the ideal

timing instrument for aerospace applications.

The new acastat offers design engineers a combination of advan-

tages never before available in a single timer package! Repeat accuracy

is ±5%. Ambient range has been increased to -f-180F. And, gold-bonded
contacts handle up to 10 amps, ac or dc, with greater reliability and
longer operating life.

Ease of adjustment is another feature. The exclusive acastat dial

head is used to set time delay. Nine models provide a total span from
.03 sec. to 3 min.—with delay on pull-in or drop-out. Pneumatic timing

S
rovides repetitive accuracy independent of voltage variations or am-
ient changes.
A variety of mountings, terminal types and operating voltages pro-

vide flexibility. Supplied in hermetically-sealed

or unsealed housings to meet all applicable mili-

tary specifications.

Since its introduction in 1956, the miniature
acastat has been specified by every major aero-

space contractor. To find out more about this

superior timing instrument write agastat—lead-
ing producer of time/delay/relays for over 30
years. Department M3-12.

AGASTAT
TIMING INSTRUMENTS

ELASTIC STOP NUT CORPORATION OF AMERICA

w' ELIZABETH DIVISION ELIZABETH. NEW JERSEY

IN CANADA: esna Canada, ltd., 12 sower st.. Toronto ie. Ontario, canaoa
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NEW-from ITTSurprenant

ITTSURPRENANT!

World’s most nearly perfect hook-up wire: new SURCODUR
in heavy duty abrasion-resistant Teflon

SURCODUR hook-up wire preserves

all the exceptional electrical and ther-

mal properties of Teflon TFE and FEP
insulation: lowest dielectric constant,

lighter weight, higher heat resistance,

greater mechanical strength, non-
flammability, no shrinkback or insula-

tion damage from soldering, chemical

insulation of ultra abrasion-resistant

material sandwiched between two lay-

ers of pure Teflon.

Specify Surprenant Mil Spec ML
17411. ML 17412 (WEP). Available

in all types and sizes, with tin-plated,

silver-plated or nickel-plated conduc-

See yourITT Surprenant representative

for full details or write for technical in-

formation. Surprenant Manufacturing

Company, a Subsidiary of International

Telephone and Telegraph Corporation,

Clinton, Massachusetts.



MEC has repeatedly demonstrated its ability to deliver metal ceramic traveling wave tubes

for advanced systems — many on a quick reaction basis. Typical of the difficult problems MEC
has solved in a hurry for military systems designers are the following:

TWT's covering the majority of frequency bands associated with electronic countermeasures.

Broadband, PPM focused, magnetically shielded low noise tubes for systems requiring a max-

imum of tangential sensitivity coupled with wide dynamic range. Tubes for military systems

requiring precise control of phase and amplitude (phased array radars). Miniaturized TWT’s for

airborne applications offering gain matching within -2 db for electromagnetic direction finding.

Serrodyne tubes for missile checkout-Atlas, Terrier, Tartar, Talos, Polaris, Typhon, Bomarc.

a High power harmonic generator with a 20 db conversion gain, designed for use as a maser

pump in the Telestar ground complex.

If your company requires quick action on problems involving specialized TWT's, BWO's, masers,

and other sophisticated microwave devices, MEC welcomes the opportunity to satisfy your needs.

Microwave Electronics Corporation
3165 PORTER DRIVE • STANFORD

AEROSPACE CALENDAR
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duct couplings

rn includes the reliability of pneumatic duct couplings in

plications, take a look at the Janitrol line. Janitrol bleed

have industry-wide acceptance because they provide vir-

sealing with low nut torque; lower stresses mean higher

solutely no gaskets are required. For the ultimate in safety

.ock® couplings that seal even if the bolt is disconnected.

>s, flanges, duct supports and other hardware are used in

', 990, DC-8, F-105D, F4H, F-110, F8U and other high

aircraft.

ndard and Dubl-Lock couplings are described in our 56-

a valuable reference for designers,

o designs and builds couplings for special applications—

irature and pressure, and cryogenics. Request catalog

anitrol Aero Division of Midland-Ross Corporation, 4200
Columbus 4, Ohio.

\ntrmoL j\ef*o

n of Midland-Ross Corporation CVjpl



FAR
OUT

One of the most advanced nuclear projects of our time is the development of

SNAP compact reactors for space. Atomics International is deeply involved

in this “far out” work. AI is developing a series of compact reactor systems

that will be used in space for communications and will also have world-wide

TV applications as well as stationary and mobile terrestrial uses. Their de-

velopment is a challenge worthy of the most dedicated engineer or scientist.

Immediate opportunities are

Core Analysis—Core analysis of compact reactors includ-

ing both core statics ( criticality, reactivity coefficients,

control statics) and stability analysis (core transients,

amplitude response, interpretation of oscillator and noise

measurements).

Heat Transfer— Senior Engineers to be responsible for

system engineering studies on the thermal, hydraulic and

thermodynamic performance of compact power reactor

systems.

System Analysis—Analysis and simulation of complete

nuclear power plants to develop reliable unattended, com-

pletely automatic control and instrumentation systems,

including reactor kinetics, dynamics, hazards and reliabil-

ity analysis.

Hazards Analysis—System safety and hazards studies on

available in:

compact nuclear power systems for space applications.

Background in radiation shielding and radiological haz-

ards evaluation desired.

Control Analysis-Dynamic control and simulation studies

to establish stability and control specifications for com-

pact nuclear power plants being developed for space appli-

cations. Familiarity with latest analog and digital

techniques required.

Space Environmental Testing - Component development

and space environmental testing of nuclear power plant

components including high vacuum, vibration, shock,

thermal and orientation testing.

Please contact: Mr.G.P. Newton, Personnel Office, Atomics

International, 8900 DeSoto Avenue, Canoga Park, Calif.

ATOMICS INTERNATIONAL

Can you think of a more punishing test for landing gear reliability?

Bringing a plane down on a carrier deck calls for a lot

more than an ordinary amount of strut strength. Never-

theless, the durability demonstrated here is designed into

every strut we build—whether it winds up on a carrier-

based fighter or a land-based bomber.

That's one reason our struts meet the most exacting en-

gineering specifications. One reason Bendix supplies struts

for so many military aircraft.

Bendix? struts are high in strength, light in weight.

They are designed with special emphasis on durability,

reliability and economy. May we tell you more? Write to

Airframe Equipment Sales Manager, South Bend, Indiana.

Bendix Products Aerospace Division



New Teletype consoles
for high-volume communications

This new Teletype equipment is designed to

transmit message and data traffic at 1,050

words per minute from punched tape, using

conventional telephone lines or other com-

munications facilities.

The transmitter console includes a Teletype

CX tape reader and signal serializer; the re-

ceiving console, a Teletype BRPE tape punch
and signal deserializer. Facilities are provided
for mounting modulating and demodulating

equipment for digital-tone conversion, as well

as alternate voice communication.

Applications cover a wide range of areas

where volume and speed are important consid-

erations—trunk line transmission between mes-
sage centers, data collection, data distribution,

data interchange, computer input and output.

For descriptive literature on these new Tele-

type consoles, write to Teletype Corporation,

Dept., 82B, 5555 TouhyAvenue, Skokie, Illinois.

gFa TELETYPE

MATTER OF RECORD. .. SCOTCH® BRAND INSTRUMENTATION TAPES

Thin coat tapes . . . like having

a quarter reel bonus in recording time

!

25'', more tape to the reel! That explains how “Scotch”

brand Thin Coat Heavy Duty Instrumentation Tapes extend

recording time, conserve data storage space, permit more

compact equipment for high frequency recording.

An .18-mil oxide coating (60% thinner than standard) re-

duces tape thickness, while polyester backings of normal

thickness assure no loss in strength or change in physical

properties. And the thinner coating

of high potency oxides provides

closer head-to-tape conformity and
improved high frequency resolution

in the bargain.

Heavy duty oxide-binder formu-

lation shrugs off heat as high as

225 °F, minimizes rub-off to assure

15 times the life of ordinary tapes.

Conductivity is 1000 times that of

ordinary coatings, drains off dust-attracting static. Silicone

lubrication protects against head wear, extends tape life. Choice
of 7 thin coat heavy duty tapes meets all high frequency and
short wavelength requirements.

TECHNICAL TALK Bulletin No. I provides helpful infor-

mation on handling and storing instrumentation tapes. It dis-

cusses splicing, ways of minimizing dropout errors, precau-

tions in handling and storing, and how to avoid tape distortion,

accidental erasure, etc. Free. Write 3M Magnetic Products

Division, Dept. MCJ-23, Si. Paul 19, Minn.

magnetic Products Division



Your very own
private eye

There are 400 of them at Packard

Electric. They're inspectors.

With a squad of electronic sleuths,

they close-check every inch of cable

Why spy so? It's our assurance,

and yours, that Delco Packard prod-

ucts are as good as we say they are.

Today—for Jets, missiles and rock-

ets—we produce all sizes and types

of aerospace cable. Single or mul-

tiple conductor. Different insula-

tions, shieldings, jackets. To with-

stand extreme heat, cold, abrasion

Got an aerospace wiring problem?

Call the experts, Packard Electric.

The home office is Warren, Ohio.

Segundo, Calif., 772-2124.
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THREE MORE
FOR SPACE

•HISTORY: NO ONE (repeat, no one) comes close to match-

ing DI/AN's history of reliability in magnetic logic equipment
for space. Proof : The operating history of these devices (and

their predecessors) approaches a million hours in over 30
different aerospace programs with no known failure. The
modules used have a billion hour history.

RELIABILITY: This, mind you, is a record of actual use of our
clocks, timers, counters, miniature memories, etc. The record

is supported by two life tests of modules, still underway,

which have logged 3'/, million module hours over 6 years —
no failures, and 1 '/, million module hours over 2 years — no

failures. These numbers are for complete logic elements —
but compare them with numbers for single components!
THE KEY to this history and reliability: The unique advan-

tages inherent in magnetic logic design: low power, few

Di/An Controls, Inc. d

!

7/3fj

components, non-critical semiconductor parameters, re-

sistance to radiation and to extreme temperatures. Plus,

extraordinarily high, fully cabled circuit density. (Over

10,000 high-logic-power CTL's per cubic foot.) 1000 CTL's
make a serial GP computer.

SHORT DELIVERY: One type of magnetic logic element is

used for all functions —function determined by intercon-

nections. New equipments are built with almost no electrical

engineering time required. Product line units illustrated

above are available on short delivery from currentproduction.

WRITE FOR DATA SHEETS and special reports on "APPLI-

CATIONS” and "RELIABILITY OF MAGNETIC LOGIC."

ALSO AVAILABLE: Literature covering three other DI/AN
product areas Magnetic Logic and Register Modules and

cards Standard Core Memories Data Systems

944 DORCHESTER AVE., BOSTON 25. MASS. 617-AV 8-7100 - TWX: 617-288-5963

IS



HE'S REDUCING THE COST
OF AN ENGINE OVERHAUL

It is customary for overhaul shops to use a

vapor blast to clean the baked-on carbon

from turbine engine blades and discs. This

is a slow process. The material to be re-

moved resembles a very tough varnish.

Every bit must be removed from the surface

of the metal so any cracks present will be

easily visible. But slurry covers up the work;

the operator works blind; the danger of

eroding the metal beyond maximum limits

Airwork looked for a better way—and

found it in the dry honer used in an allied

industry. This proved to be not only faster

—but gave the operator a constant, un-

obstructed view of the work. The result:

less chance of metal erqsion— and a better

inspectable surface that makes metal flaws

easier to spot.

This is one result of our constant effort

to reduce costs while increasing reliability.

It saves many labor dollars on a Dart engine

overhaul . . . and will soon be saving money

on piston engine overhauls, too.

There are over 55 Airwork dealers East

of the Mississippi who sell and service Air-

work overhauled engines. This organization,

the largest of its kind, includes every major

fixed base operator in the East . . . one more

good reason to buy and fly Airwork.

ESSENTIAL AVIATION
SERVICES
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New miniature, high-power oscillators
push range to 40 Gc for paramp pumping
A new family of V band two-cavity klystron oscillators

provides high power levels for parametric amplifier and
maser pumping, doppler systems, and FM communica-

tions systems. These tubes cover the frequencies from
31 to 40 Gc. You now get off-shelf to 60-day delivery

of two-cavity oscillators from Sperry Electronic Tube
Division at any frequency from 12.5 to 40 Gc.

The unique combination of 500 mW power output

at frequencies up to 40 Gc, exceptional AM stability, and
small size is found only in Sperry's two-cavity design.

These Sperry miniaturized pump tubes weigh just 12

ounces— yet offer the performance formerly found only

in much larger, heavier tubes.

The flat-topped "output power vs. beam voltage" mode
shape results in outstanding amplitude stability, since

variations in beam voltage and temperature produce only

negligible variations in output power.

Sperry’s two-cavity oscillators deliver power outputs

ranging from .5 to 2 watts. Typical output at U band
is 2 watts and at V band, 500 mW.

Use of two-cavity klystrons also permits considerable

system simplification, since equipment such as reflec-

tor power supply, automatic power leveler, and — in

most applications — automatic frequency control can be

eliminated.

For applications where outputs up to 300 mW and

wide tuning ranges are required, ask about Sperry’s

tunable, low-voltage reflex klystron pumps.

A free technical booklet describing the entire Sperry

line of paramp pump tubes— both two-cavity and reflex —

_

is now available. For your copy, write Sperry, Sec. 192.

Gainesville, Florida, or contact Cain & Co., Sperry’s

national representatives.

SPFRRY
|ELECTRONIC

TUBE
DIVISION



Why 3 out of 5 BWO’s in new microwave signal generators are Raytheon

RAYTHEON

AviationWeek
£ Spate Tethnology
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Here are two solutions to a timing headache!

Take aspirin, or . . . call The A.W.

Haydon Company! For the com-
plete cure, we recommend the lat-

ter, because we're unique.

We're specialists in the fourth di-

mension! Our only interest is with

time, and timing devices. Genera-

tion . . . observation . . . measure-

ment . . . transmission. We shrink

accurate timing into pill-sized

packages, as our tiny timing

motor shows.

We serve time up— to operate

underground or underwater. On
land. ..in the air. ..in the outer

reaches of Space. Anywhere in, on,

or off the earth!

Do you have a time problem?

We have a timely solution!

MAfUAYDON
nVTn COMPANY

EDITORIAL
Loud But Late

Belatedly, the Kennedy Administration appears to be
discovering an old axiom that the simple truth given at the
time to the American people on matters that affect their

safety will avoid considerable future political embarrassment.
The Cuban crises from the Bay of Pigs to the Soviet

MRBM deployment elicited the greatest effort by the Ken-
nedy Administration to manage the news given to the Amer-
ican public so as to create the maximum favorable public

image for itself by dispensing a minimum of simple truth.

The fact that these efforts would eventually produce exactly

the opposite of the image intended was easily predicted by
virtually everybody but the participants in this flim-flam

routine. It is an old story in official Washington and it

always has the same sorry ending, which is one of the great

virtues of the American form of government as opposed to

those whose structure more readily permits concealment of

facts for longer periods.

The extraordinary Defense Dept, photo-intelligence brief-

ing at which Secretary Robert McNamara presided last week
in the State Dept, auditorium (sec p. 31) was pretty con-

clusive proof that, at least on the politically-potent Cuban
situation, official secrecy and managed news have hit the

Administration where it hurts. Mr. McNamara, as he always
does when he feels it necessary, put on a remarkable show
with his lantern slides and pfioto-interpreters in reviewing

the Soviet military buildup in Cuba, as refracted through
the camera lenses carried on some 400 aerial reconnaissance

missions since last July. The photography ranged from pin-

point shots taken at 500 ft. that enabled measurement of

ground objects accurately within inches, to far-ranging shut-

ter-snapping of Soviet ships almost to the harbor mouths
of their home ports. This is truly one of the most remark-
able military performances in the cold war. It was not done
by "whiz kids” with sharp pencils in the Pentagon. It was
done by the operational military commands, by pilots, by
mechanics, by phototcchnicians and interpreters and by
many other facets of an organization that was equipped,
trained, ready and efficient when the challenge was flung to

it, and the fate of this nation depended on its professional

capability under fire. President Kennedy has passed out
some medals and citations to some units most directly in-

volved. But it would not be unseemly either if Mr. McNa-
mara and his amateur strategists doffed their hats more
noticeably in the direction of a vital job almost perfectly

executed by military professionals both old and young.
There were some interesting lessons to be learned from

the photo record of the Soviet military deployment in Cuba.
First is the tremendous scope of this effort, involving, as it

did, deployment of a substantial air, sea and land defensive
force of missiles, ships, aircraft and armored units to secure
the island as a base for launching its ballistic missiles toward
the U. S. and its jet bombers toward the rest of the Carib-

Second was the qualitv of the military equipment the
Soviet committed to its Cuban gamble. Almost everything
that poured into Cuba between August and October was
first-line Russian hardware and personnel, from the elite

guards of the ground forces to the rocket regiments manning
the Sandals and Guidelines and the Red Air Force pilots

and MiG-21s. Only the 11-28 Beagles were second-rate

equipment in the Soviet scale, although they would have
been an infernal nuisance in the Caribbean area.

What was the prize Chairman Khrushchev' sought from
this expensive cast of his military dice after his Dec. 15
operational readiness date was reached? Fortunately, we
may never know. But it must have been some extraordinary

AVIATION WEEK & SPACE TECHNOLOGY, February 11, 1963

coup he envisioned to justify such a huge commitment so
far out on the Soviet logistic tentacles.

Third, the speed, skill and initial deception with which
this Soviet deployment was executed was a surprising rebuff

to those who still denigrate the USSR technical capability
and still think the Soviets are primarily peasants plodding
along behind oxen and wooden plows. It should also be
noted that despite the excellence of U. S. photo-reconnais-
sance, it did not uncover the vital first evidence of the ballis-

tic missile deployment (AW Feb. 4, p. 23). The hairline by
which the Soviets missed their gamble to present us with a
fait accompli of MRBM missiles bristling from across the
Florida Straits should never be forgotten. For as noted
elsewhere, the six Sandal MRBM squadrons first achieved
this operational readiness for a double nuclear salvo from
each of their 24 launch pads on Oct. 28—six days after

President Kennedy’s warning to the nation and on the very
day that, back in Moscow, Chairman Khrushchev decided
that his gamble had failed and agreed to dismantle and
withdraw the missiles, then ready to fire. It was an ex-
tremely close shave and only eyeball reconnaissance and two-
legged intelligence provided the vital clues that enabled
the vast photo-reconnaissance machinery to become effec-

The big question raised by Mr. McNamara’s show was:
why was it done in February instead of a first installment
the week of Oct. 22 and similar chapters as the events—
withdrawal of Soviet missile and bomber forces from Cuba
—unfolded? Mr. McNamara was asked that question at his

briefing and replied that he felt it would have degraded
the U. S. intelligence-gathering capability. This is a weak
rejoinder. The primary U. S. intelligence-gathering capability
as the Cuban crisis unfolded was plioto-intelligence. Its use
and efficiency was certainly no secret to the Soviets or any-
body else. We think the answer is simply that the Admin-
istration and some of its amateur public relationists thought
they could carry off their gambits without really letting

the American people know what was going on. Their post-
crisis efforts to leak "authorized" versions of how splendidly
they behaved backfired badly until the credibilitv factor of
top Administration spokesmen and their brothers began to
deteriorate rapidly. At the same time the barrage of con-
gressional criticism found willing ears among a public
which felt it had been flim-flammed with a "managed” ver-

sion of what really transpired in Cuba last fall, just as it

had become certain that the authors of the Bay of Pigs
invasion had used official secrecy to attempt to hide that
fiasco.

It is too bad that the managed news concept undermined
the Administration’s public credibility factor so badly in
the two Cuban episodes, because its record during the fall

missile crisis is one of which it can be justifiably proud. It

was a fine performance, of a character badly needed after
years of supine retreat before the Communist threat. There
is little to criticize in its current policy of waiting to
see if the Soviet armored forces are reallv beginning to deploy
homeward, as the initial movement of Frog missiles might
indicate, before applying stronger pressures.

Cuba is still a festering sore in this hemisphere. This
nation eventually will have to pay a stiff price to remove its

contagion. We think the American people are willing to
do what must be done to solve the Cuban problem, but they
deserve more honest reporting from their leaders than they
received prior to Mr. McNamara’s recent briefing.

—Robert Hotz
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When a new time code is introduced . .

.

this plug-in module

is all you need

to bring your

Astrodata universal

tape search system

up to the minute

...to forestall system obsolescence
Astrodata Model 6222 Universal Automatic Tape Search

System has been designed to prevent system obsolescence

each lime a new time code format is introduced. Circuitry

common to all lime code translating is built into the system

—circuitry peculiar to each time code is built into individual

plug-in modules.

When working with 1RIG, NASA, AMR and other formats

already in existence, you merely insert the appropriate plug-in

module to change from one code format to another. When a

new time code format is introduced, it is necessary only to

add a corresponding plug-in module.

All solid-state construction, using exceptionally conservative

design criteria, gives you maximum protection against down-

time. More than 40 systems have been installed to date. All

customers report excellent operation ... names on request.

Considerable savings accrue to users because of Astrodata's

years of experience in the design and manufacture of time

code generation, translation, telemetry and tape search sys-

tems combined with a modular approach that permits many
engineering and production economies.

Astrodata produces a complete line of timing instrumentation.

Write today for your copy of the new tape search brochure,

or contact your nearest Astrodata representative.

ASTRODATA. ISTC.

WHO'S WHERE

In the Front Office

iarlcs D. Pcrr

president, General Dynamics / Pomona.
Pomona, Calif. E. R. Peterson succeeds Mr.
Perrinc as vice president-research and engi-

neering.

James S. Rice, vice president and general

manager, Curtiss Div., Curtiss-Wright
Corp., Caldwell, N. J.

Sidney L. Briggs, vice president-adminis-

tration, General Precision's Information

Systems Group, Clendale, Calif.

Cannon Electric Co.. Los Angeles, Calif,,

lias appointed the following as vice presi-

dents: James H. Cannon-new products;

Paul G. Kaponya-industrial relations; Mel-
vin H. Lockctt-finance. Also: Dr. Edward
Witting, director of research and devetop-

John „ .......
and treasurer. Rimal Electronics. Inc.,

North Hollywood. Calif.

Paul S. Mirabito, corporate vice president-

administrative programing. Burroughs Corp.,

Detioit, Mich.
John M. Ward, vice president, Havcg

Corp., Wilmington, Del.

B. F. Ravnes. executive vice president,

Rohr Corp. Chula Vista. Calif. Also:

Charles E. Cantwell, manager. Rohr’s Riv-

erside (Calif.) plant.

John Jipp, a vice president. Precision

Instrument Co.. San Carlos, Calif.

Gen. Thomas D. White (USAF, ret.),

formerly chief of staff. United States Air
Force, has joined the staff of Sverdrup &
Parcel St Associates, St. Louis. Mo., as
consultant on domestic and foreign pro-

grams.

Clyde W. Kaericher, secretary and as-

sistant treasurer. Ciannini Controls Corp.,
Duarte. Calif., succeeding

J. Murray Wil-

Sidney Browne, technical adviser to the

senior Wee president for engineering-R&D.
Page Communications Eneinecrs. Inc..

Washington, D. C., a subsidiary of Nor-
throp Corp. Formerly Mr. Browne was
Deputy Chief. Communications Group,
SHAPE Air Defense Technical Center,
The Hague.
" Gen. Hanv McK. Roper (USA,

rtric Co.

Opera

n Genei.
with the Defe

omuict, controller and treas-

urer. Menasco Manufacturing Co., Bur-

bank, Calif. Also: Edward P. Tighe, con-

troller, California Div., and assistant treas-

urer of the corporation.

F. A. Fisher, assistant vice president. Air

Reduction Sales Co., with offices in Hunts-
ville, Ala.

Brig. Gen. Tarleton H. Watkins, director,

Assault Airlift, Headquarters, Tactical Air

Command, Langley AFB, Va.
Air Commodore David Nigel Kington-

Blair-Oliphant, vice president. Ordnance
Board, War Office, Air Ministry, London.

(Continued on page 108)

INDUSTRY OBSERVER
Air Force’s Aeronautical Systems Div. last week was studying industry pro-

posals for airborne reconnaissance subsystems evaluations program under
which competitive evaluations of reconnaissance sensors will be conducted.

Types of sensors to be investigated will include photographic, radar, infrared,

electro-optical and passive countermeasures. Contract award will be made
late this spring.

National Aeronautics and Space Administration plans to transmit in real

time the television pictures to be taken by a slow-scan camera installed within

the MA-9 capsule (AW Jan. 21, p. 59) during its 18- to 22-orbit flight, now
scheduled for late April or early May.

High-temperature structural applications of zirconium diboride-molybde-

num disilicide for leading edges of lifting re-entry vehicles have been evalu-

ated on a small scale. Air Force’s Aeronautical Systems Div. has asked

industry to submit proposals by Feb. 20 for scale-up to sizes large enough for

realistic evaluation to generate preliminary design data for temperatures

approximating 3.500F.

Initial test flight of the giant Russian Ilyushin 11-62 airliner was made in

mid-January with veteran Test Pilot Vladimir Kokkinaki at the controls of

the aircraft.

Atlas Agena B vehicle has been selected to launch Biosatellite, the name
NASA has given to the capsule that will carry monkeys and other biological

specimens in orbit. Recoverable Discoverer-type capsule will be adapted with

a life cell and environmental system. First launch is scheduled from Pacific

Missile Range next year.

Navy is exploring development of a new type of anti-submarine warfare

destroyer capable of carrying manned helicopters for attack missions.

Armv Satellite Communications Agency has asked industry to bid on the

ground-communications system for the Air Force’s medium-altitude, random-
orbit satellite system in a procurement separate from, but coordinated with,

the recent Air Force proposal request (AW Feb. 4, p. 31).

Plan to transfer all spare Mercury-Atlas launch vehicles from the Mercury
project to Gemini has been fonned within NASA. Transfer decision will

not be made until after Maj. Gordon Cooper’s MA-9 flight, because studies

arc still progressing on a three-day MA-10 mission (AW Jan. 14, p. 29).

Atlas will launch the Agena B target in the Gemini mission.

Naval aircraft soon will take over much of the surveillance now performed
on the northern reaches of the DEW (Distant Early Warning) Line by
radar picket ships. Studies showed aircraft were more effective than ships

patrolling the stormy waters off Greenland and Iceland.

Digital propellant-loading control system will be designed and built for

servicing Saturn C-l space booster stages with liquid oxygen-kerosene and
liquid oxygen-liquid hydrogen. System will be required to withstand 150
db. acoustical noise over frequency range between 100 and 20,000 cps.

Industry proposals for the task must be submitted to NASA's Launch Opera-
tions Center, Cocoa Beach, Fla., by Feb. 18.

Zero-length launch booster for the F-l 1 1 (formerly TFX) bi-service tactical

fighter is tentatively scheduled to be given a pre-flight test during the middle
or 1967. Booster will be mounted on the tied-down F-l 11 tnockup.

Whistler propagation through the ionosphere will be investigated in an
industry study to be supported by Air Force Systems Command's Rome Air
Development Center. Study will seek to determine wave intensity at a

receiving station after ionospheric attenuation resulting from collisional

absorption in D, E and F regions, reflection losses caused by steep gradients

in the refractive index, and discontinuities in the magncto-ionic duct.
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Vibration/ Cockpit Monitoring... On-the-Line Analysis. Sperry teams the Turbine

Vibration Indicator (TVl) with the Turbine Vibration Analyzer (TVA) to take the guesswork out of engine

vibration. In flight, the TVI continuously monitors each engine— provides the pilot, on the new vertical

scale multiple indicator, with quick and positive presentation of any engine abnor-

mality. On the ground, the TVA diagnoses the individual elements of the vibration, £11 1 II llll

points out the nature and extent of any damage without the need for extensive y|| j|l||

engine tear-down. In the test cell and on the production line, too, the TVA as a I Llll”
performance test instrument greatly reduces lead time and costs. Write for technical divisions of

data. AIR ARMAMENT DIVISION, Sperry Gyroscope Company, Great Neck, N.Y. Iortoration

Navy Reorganization

House Space Hearings

Soviet Views U. S. Space

New Assault Helicopter

LOST in Outer Space

Washington Roundup
Radical sliakcup of the Navy's organizational structure is expected to abolish the

existing “two-Navy" system. Development and procurement bureaus such as BuWcps
and BuShips now report directly to the secretary along one line, while the operational

and doctrinal Navy under the chief of naval operations reports along a separate line.

Chief of naval operations' office has no direct authority to tell the bureaus what
to do. with the reccntly-crcated exception of the deputy chief for development, who
reports to both CNO and the secretary'. The new organization will resemble the staff

organizations of the Air Force and Army, forming a single pyramid.

Air Force made the first move to bring its applied research, development and pro-

curement under one roof, and logistics under another, early in 1961. It has recently

modified this (sec p. 34). Army combined all these functions into one command last

year. In the Navy's case, however, there may be legal complications which would
require congressional action.

House space committee now expects to begin its “posture" hearings about Feb.

25 to explore U. S. gains, delays and present status. Chairman George Miller told

Aviation Week & Space Technology lie hopes to wait until NASA budget hearings

begin, probably after Mar. 1. for subcommittees to make detailed examination of

reprograming of funds, combustion instability problems in the F-l engine (AW Feb.

4. p. 26). and the decision to use lunar orbit rendezvous rather than earth orbit

rendezvous in the Apollo program.
Subcommittees have been reduced from four to three. Rep. Olin Teague retains

chairmanship for manned flight, Rep. Joseph Karth for space science and Rep. Ken
Hechler for advanced research and technology. Duties of the former applications and
tracking and data acquisition subcommittee will be split between Rep. Teague and
Rep. Hechler.

Deadline of Mar. 15 has been set by Douglas Aircraft Coqj.’s board of directors

for a decision on whether to produce the 2086 short-haul turbojet transport, to be
known as the DC-9 (AW Feb. 4. p. 38). Debate on this question occupied a good
part of last week’s board meeting.

Soviet Chief Marshal of Aviation Konstantin Vershinin claims that “the cxjicndi-

tures to be made by the Pentagon for aviation technology, rocket weapons and mili-

tary cosmic means in 1965 will be respectively 30, 44 and 26% of the over-all sum to

be earmarked for these types of weapons. In 1970 these amounts will be 19. 40 and
41% respectively."

Although any direct comparison is difficult, Vershinin’s forecast would require

a great increase in military space spending. In the Fiscal 1964 Defense Dept, budget
just presented to Congress, military astronautics accounts for SI.6 billion, which is

17% of the research and development portion of the budget. Aircraft account for

10% and missiles for 31.5%. There arc no space funds in the procurement expendi-

tures portion of the new budget. Aircraft account for 37% of the procurement total,

missiles for 22%.

Air Force, which openly disagrees with Army over close support aircraft types and
missions (see p. 37). turned'down a chance to manage the counter-insurgency (COIN)
aircraft program because USAF thinking centers around faster aircraft. Navy was
reluctant at first but agreed to take on the program in order to enter a new development
field (see p. 35).

Competition for a new assault helicopter to be used in theaters such as South
Vietnam is planned by Amiy. Specifications arc still to be put into final form and
requests for proposals should go to industry within a few weeks.

A 50-man Electronics Research Task Group was fonned Feb. 8 to do the planning

for NASA's proposed Electronics Research Center. The group will be located in

Boston and will be disbanded when the permanent center is established, or if Congress
declines to approve of the center. Some group members would remain as the nucleus

of the center’s staff.

Soviet Astronomer Nikolai A. Kozyrev claims to have discovered evidence of

molecular hydrogen in spectrograms of gases issuing from the Aristarchus crater, the

brightest spot on the moon. This “testifies to the presence of high temperatures in

the interior of the moon, just as in the depths of the earth,” according to Soviet

reports. Prof. Kozyrev claims the first evidence of volcanic activity on the moon,
based on a flare observed in the center peak of the crater Alfonse on Nov. 3, 1958.

This week’s candidate for the Longest Outer Space Title (LOST) is a member of

the Defense Dept. Tripartite Technical Cooperation Program, Sub-Group M, Military

Space Research. His title: Assistant to the Deputy Special Assistant to the Assistant

for Space Office, Deputy Director, Research and Engineering (Tactical Warfare Pro-

grams). —Washington Staff



USAF, NASA
Bv Edward H. Kolcum

Washington—Air Force and National

Aeronautics and Space Administration

have begun two-year analytical studies

to determine what concepts and re-

quirements will dictate design of the

manned hypersonic aerospace research

vehicle that will follow the X-20A
(Dvna-Soar).

Although current work being con-

ducted by the two agencies is largely

independent, it is coordinated to the

extent that research tasks in critical

areas bas e been apportioned, joint work-

ing panels have been formed to assure

rapid information exchange and a fund-

amental goal has been established.

The goal is to arrive at a national

policy position by 1965 on whether

the next generation aerospace research

vehicle should be an air-breathing cruise

vehicle, a singlc-stage-to-orbit Aerospace

Plane, a combination of the two. or an

entirely new concept. When this posi-

tion is determined, it is expected that

Defense Dept, and NASA will request

substantial funding for a jointly-man-

aged hypersonic vehicle system which

will have hardware and program status.

Agreement to conduct cooperative

studies into the hypersonic research ve-

hicle area was made last November after

preliminary discussions which began

three months earlier. Basis of the agree-

ment is that NASA and Air Force de-

cided which agency will conduct system

research in the broad areas of aerody-

namics, propulsion, loads and structures,

Planning Hypersonic Research Aircraft
materials and performance tradeoffs.

These areas also are the names of the

five working panels, each of which has

co-chairmen from Air Force Systems

Command's Aeronautics Systems Divi-

sion and NASA, Team is headed by

Laurence K. Loftin, Jr., of NASA's
Langlev Research Center, and John

Balcli of ASD at Wright-Patterson.

USAF hopes that the studies will de-

termine whether a suborbital hypersonic

cruise vehicle is technically necessary as

a precursor to a single-stage-to-orbit

Aerospace Plane. At this point, NASA
believes the craft will be powered by

a hydrogen-fuel ramjet engine system—
not because this is the best propulsion

system, but because there is not enough
data available to eliminate a suborbital

air-breathing vehicle as the next step.

USAF has been working on the

Aerospace Plane concept for four years,

and has allotted about S46 million to it

through Fiscal 1963. Funding level this

year is S20 million, which probably will

be slightly increased in Fiscal 1964.

Although NASA is spending SI mil-

lion in Fiscal 1963 on research pro-

grams relating to hypersonic air-breath-

ing vehicle systems, the agency feels it

will be able to investigate the system

in depth during Fiscal 1964. for which
$5 million has been requested.

NASA's program in headquarters is

managed by John B. Parkinson, chief

of aerodynamics, and A. J. Evans, tech-

nical assistant for special projects, both

in the aeronautical research office.

Evans said the NASA work will con-

tribute to basic information on the

feasibility of a hypersonic vehicle, per-

formance parameters the system should

have, whether it should go to orbit or

cruise at high Mach numbers just be-

low orbital velocity, and the operational

need for such a system.

Parkinson pointed out that there is

primary NASA interest in a hypersonic

air-breathing vehicle as the first stage—
actually a recoverable booster—which
could launch a chemical second stage

carrying a manned satellite inspector

or supply payload to an orbiting space

station. (See Aviation Week & Space
Technology drawing above). Advan-
tages in addition to the recoverable

and re-useable booster would be the

ability to orient the second stage in

space, thus eliminating the narrow
launch window available for minimum-
energy rendezvous missions. Another
potential mission would be as a 10,000-

mi. range cruise aircraft, he said.

Parkinson said NASA will concen-

trate on ramjets as propulsion systems,

and that propellants have been nar-

rowed to hydrogen and some storable

fuels. Research will continue on super-

sonic burning, variable geometry en-

Hypersonic Studies
Washington—Air Force has requested

proposals for configuration studies of

forward two or three contracts ' this

month to airframe manufacturers.

gincs, inlets and jet exhausts for these

air-breathing systems. NASA plans to

do a considerable portion of its work
in-house at Ames, Langley, Lewis and
Flight Research Center. At present,

the agency is deciding whether any
Study contracts will be let to industry.

NASA also hopes to determine opti-

mum abort systems, tradeoffs between
horizontal and vertical takeoff and land-

ing and similar operating aspects. Con-
figuration of the vehicle will not be es-

tablished for some time. The agency is

conducting studies on generalized shapes

with large cylindrical bodies, large en-

gine inlets and large delta wings with
sweeps ranging to 75 deg.

In its studies, ASD is examining five

propulsion concepts and expects to

phase out the ones that arc less prom-
ising during the next two years.

Propulsion systems under study are

air-collection devices, supersonic com-
bustion ramjets, and turbo accelerators,

which would be the first stage for a
second stage chemical rocket or ramjet.

Various aspects of the Aerospace
Plane are under study both at Wright-
Patterson AFB and by contractors. Pri-

mary study contractors are Marquardt,
General Dynamics. Linde Co., and
Garrett. Additional contracts (sec box)
will be awarded soon.

A major problem which the two agen-

cies expect to resolve during the next
two years is whether talent and money
are available to conduct research pro-

grams simultaneously for suborbital

cruise and single-stage to orbit vehicles.
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U.S. Pushes Idea of Multi-Lateral Force
By George C. Wilson

Washington—Kennedy Administra-

tion is looking beyond the international

stonns created by its immediate defense

policies and is going ahead with long-

range plans for a multi-lateral nuclear

force which would bring sharp changes
in the U. S. aerospace industry.

State Dept, task groups already are

studying ways to implement the concept

of a force drawn from several countries

but serving under one command. Un-
like the North Atlantic Treaty Organi-

zation structure, the multi-lateral force

would not allow individual nations to

recall their men and equipment once

President Kennedy has shifted from
merely welcoming such a force to ac-

tively pushing for it. But lie and other

Administration leaders readilv admit
that implementing the multi-lateral

force will be extremely difficult, espe-

cially since President Charles dc Gaulle

of France has shown he is detennined

to develop a nuclear force of his own.
But the Administration's determina-

tion to internationalize defense is clear.

It follows that multi-lateral strategic

forces would be supported by weapons
and equipment developed and produced
on a multi-lateral basis. Therefore the
long-term trend is definitely toward in-

ternational competition for military re-

search and development contracts.

Negotiations over the next several

months will indicate the chances of

actually creating a multi-lateral force.

Major question right now is who should
command a multi-lateral force. Or. as

State Dept, policy makers put it, how
many fingers should be on the nuclear

button?

Smaller countries such as Belgium.

Luxembourg and The Netherlands wel-

come the type of protection such a force

could provide but they naturally want
some representation on the command
structure, even though their contribu-

tion would be conventional and not nu-

clear weapons. Vet any representative

command runs the risk of trying to fight

a war by committee.

Other sticky issues are the require-

ments for membership in the nuclear

armed force, whether such weapons as

bombers should be manned by mixed
crews or by nationals of the same coun-
try; the command language; the targets,

and the mix of weapons.

So far, the Kennedy Administration
has provided philosophic but not spe-

cific answers to these and scores of other

questions raised bv the multi-lateral

force concept. Administration officials

declare it is too early to expect specific

answers. They contend that the whole
matter is under study and will take

months, if not years, of negotiation.

Livingston T. Merchant, former assist-

and secretary of state for European af-

fairs, was called out of retirement to

work toward implementing the multi-

lateral concept. He has been consulting

with U. S. and foreign military officials

as part of the effort.

Basic rationale for the multi-lateral

Macmillan Upheld on Polaris Accord
London—Censure move by the opposition Labor Party on

the British government's defense policics-ccntering on the

much disputed Nassau Polaris agreement with the United

States-was defeated in Parliament by a vote of 330 in favor of

Polaris and 236 against.

An intense debate brought out these major points:

• British Polaris submarines will be entirely manned bv Royal

Navy crews, under control of the British government to main-

surcharge on Polaris A-3 as its R&D contribution (AW Feb.

4. p. 37).

• President Kennedy offered to share Skybolt development costs

with Britain, if the nation saw fit to continue with the missile,

but emphasized that the U. S. would not buy any Skybolts from

Great Britain. The offer was declined, according to Prime

Minister Harold Macmillan, because of Britain's limited re-

sources and because of the need to work through an American

company on a weapon for which the U. S. armed forces had no

• Hound Dog was offered as a weapon for the Royal Air Force

because construction of th! \ b I d tffizat

practicable.

• Since 1948, Great Britain has spent $2.8 billion on mainte-

nance of its independent nuclear deterrent. Total figure

includes research and development, capital cost of the V-bomber

force-about 180 aircraft-thcir weapons and the country's

of service. Minister of Defense Peter Thonieycroft
P
admitted,

however, that the total figure included costs of Blue Streak,

tactical missile, which was canceled.'

Another important factor revealed in the debate is that

Britain will assign the V-bomber force to NATO if the govern-

allies. At present. Bomber Command is working out details

with the Strategic Air Command.
As Thorneycroft put it:

“We would keep the V-bombcrs in British Bomber Com-
mand. That is important for its morale, discipline and above

all for its fighting efficiency, but there is much discussion taking

place in NATO about the control system and details of assign-

ment. I do not wish to prejudge that."

Thorneycroft charged that the opposition Labor Party is

against a British deterrent, and added:

"Some oppose even American bases here, and for this they

arc prepared to give up an independent foreign policy, to leave

France the only nuclear poyvcr in Europe, to fade out the

Leading the attack on the government. Labor's defense

spokesman, Patrick Gordon-Walker, estimated the cost of 100

Polaris missiles-the number needed for four or five submarines

planned bv the government-at about SI-10 million. The sub-

marines. he contended, would cost about $980 million. Adding

to the deterrent cost. Cordon-Walker said, is development of

the TSR-2 tactical strike fighter, which he said was about

$1 billion.

Gordon-Walker said that he thought the Polaris submarine-

today is the least vulnerable weapon, but claimed that no

“The United States is already thinking of a weapon system

to replace Polaris altogether. With this long process ahead of

us. we may well find that when we get them, or soon after >ve

get these weapons, they will be already far advanced toward

obsolescence and that new and infinitely more expensive altcrna-

Dcspitc the defeat of the opposition’s censure motion, the

British government will be faced with another important de-

fense issue later this month, when the White Paper on defense

for 1963 is published.

Ibis is followed by funding allocations for the three services.
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force js that the time has come to go
beyonr) NATO and build a truly united
Western force. Kennedy Administra-
tion argues that it makes no sense for

other countries to duplicate the expen-
sive development work already done by
the U. S. on nuolear weapons. Instead,

other nations should supply conven-
tional forces and rely on the U. S., Brit-

ain and France for missiles and other
nuclear arms.

Such a unified force has been dis-

cussed for years but the impetus for the

U. S. to implement it came during the

Nassau talks Dec. 18-21 between Presi-

dent Kennedy and Prime Minister Mac-
millan. The formal statement after

those talks focused on the U. S. offer to

supply Britain with Polaris missiles,

without nuclear warheads, to supplant
the USAF-Douglas Skybolt missiles

which originally were slated for British

Vulcan bombers (AW Dec. 24, p. 21).

But Administration leaders went be-

yond this in a background press con-
ference. They said the Nassau agree-

ment was of “immense importance"
and would help achieve these four ma-
jor objectives of the Kennedy Admin-
istration's nuclear policy':

• “Clear recognition” that strategic

nuclear war is indivisible.

• Prevention of both the further spread

of nuclear weapons and further develop-

ment of independent national nuclear

• Recognition that nuclear forces can-

not deter all forms of political and mili-

tary aggression and therefore conven-
tional forces continue to be needed.
• “Institutional arrangements for greater

cohesion in the Western world."

Nuclear Policy

The U. S. and British governments
devoted only a li-page communique,
issued last Dec. 21, to the explanation
of how the Nassau agreement affected

nuclear policy.

Paragraph 9—one of the few clear

paragraphs—states that nuclear war is

indivisible in this wording:

“The President and the Prime Min-
ister are convinced that this new plan
will strengthen the nuclear defense of
the Western Alliance. In strategic terms
this defense is indivisible, and it is their

conviction that in all ordinary circum-
stances of crisis or danger, it is this very

unity which is the best protection of the
West.”
The confusing paragraphs relate to

the assignment or nuclear forces to

NATO. Paragraph 6 states that both
the U. S. and Britain might assign part

of their strategic and tactical nuclear
forces to NATO immediately. But these

forces still would be subject to recall

from NATO by the U. S. and Britain.

Therefore, such nuclear forces would
bolster NATO but they would not ful-

fill the concept of a multi-lateral force

that serves under one command.
Paragraph 7 of the communique said

the U. S. agreement to supply Britain

with Polaris missiles, without nuclear
warheads, should be considered as a
step toward a truly multi-lateral West-
ern force. The language: “Returning to

Polaris, the President and the Prime
Minister agreed that the purpose of
their two governments with respect to

the provision of the Polaris missiles

must be the development of a multi-

lateral NATO nuclear force in the clos-

est consultation with other NATO al-

lies. They will use their best endeavors

to this end.”
Paragraph 8 requires the U. S. to sup-

ply Polaris missiles, less warheads, to

Britain “on a continuing basis” and
states the U.S. "will also study the
feasibility" of providing support facili-

ties for the Polaris submarines Britain

will build. The resulting U. S.-British

Polaris submarine fleet would be as-

signed to NATO under the agreement.
Further, this fleet would be assigned to

the future multi-lateral force if it is

formed.

While negotiations for a multi-lateral

force are in progress, the Nassau agree-

ment pledges that British Polaris forces

will be considered as part of the West’s
defense-not Britain’s alone. The lan-

guage: “The Prime Minister made it

clear that except where H. M. G. (Her
Majesty's Government) may decide
that supreme national interests are at

stake, these British forces will be used
for the purposes of international defense
of the Western Alliance in all circum-

stances.” State Dept, officials insist the

“supreme national interests" escape

clause does not alter the U. S.-British

commitment to develop an interna-

tional force.

Thus the assignment of U.S. and
British nuclear forces to NATO at this

time is designed to pave the way for the

formation of a truly multi-lateral NATO
force later. The case for a multi-lateral

force was argued in several Administra-
tion speeches as long as six months be-

fore the Nassau meeting. The following

excerpts from these speeches help ex-

Mirage Pilot Training
Paris—Fourth preproduction Dassault

Mirage TA twin-jet strategic bomber
made its first flight on Jan. 23 and
French air force announced it had be-

gun pilot training on the initial Mirage

bomber prototype which first flew in

June, 1959.

First flight of Mirage 4A-04 marks the

completion of the preproduction pro-

gram. Initial deliveries of 50 Mirage

bombers will begin late this year. French

air force expects to be fully opera-

tional with its Mirage bomber fleet by

mid-1965 (AW Jan. 14, p. 30).

plain why the Administration is fighting

so hard for a multi-lateral force in spite

of the controversies swirling around
even its present nuclear policies (see

p. 30):

• Defense Secretary Robert S. Mc-
Namara at the University of Michigan
June 16, 1962 “.

. . Relatively weak
national nuclear forces with enemy
cities as their targets are not likely to

be sufficient to perform even the func-

tion of deterrence. If they are small,

and perhaps vulnerable on the ground
or in the air, or inaccurate, a major
antagonist can take a variety of meas-
ures to counter them. Indeed, if a

major antagonist came to believe there

was a substantial likelihood of it being
used independently, this force would
be inviting a pre-emptive first strike

against it.

“In the event of war, the use of such
a force against the cities of a major
nuclear power would be tantamount
to suicide, whereas its employment
against significant military targets would
have a negligible effect on the outcome
of the conflict. Meanwhile, the crea-

tion of a single additional national nu-
clear force encourages the proliferation

of nuclear power with all of its attend-

ant dangers.

“In short, then," McNamara said,

"limited nuclear capabilities, operating
independently, are dangerous, expensive,

prone to obsolescence and lacking in

credibility as a deterrent. Clearly, the

United States nuclear contribution to

the alliance is neither obsolete nor dis-

pensable.”

Military Targets

The nuclear strategy of striking at
the enemy’s military targets rather than
cities "magnifies the importance of unity
of planning, concentration of executive
authority and central direction. There
must not be competing and conflicting

strategies to meet the contingency of
nuclear war,” McNamara said.

“We are convinced,” McNamara
continued, "that a general nuclear war
target system is indivisible, and if,

despite all our efforts, nuclear war
should occur, our best hope lies in con-
ducting a centrally controlled campaign
against all of the enemy’s vital nuclear
capabilities, while retaining reserve

forces, all centrally controlled.

"We know that the same forces

which are targeted on ourselves are also

targeted on our allies. Our own
strategic retaliatory forces are prepared
to respond against these forces,

wherever they are and whatever their

targets. . . . The character of nuclear
war compels it. . . . We have under-
taken the nuclear defense of NATO on
a global basis. This will continue to be
our objective . . . We want and need a

greater degree of alliance participation

in formulating nuclear weapons policy
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to the greatest extent possible. We
would all find it intolerable to contem-
plate having only a part of the strategic

force launched in isolation from our
main striking power.”
• President Kennedy in Philadelphia

last July 4—"We do not regard a strong

and united Europe as a rival but as a

partner. To aid its progress has been
the basic objective of our foreign police

for 17 years.

•We believe” Kennedy said, "that a

united Europe will be capable of play-

ing a greater role in the common de-

fense, of responding more generously to

the needs of poorer nations, of joining

with the United States and others in

lowering trade barriers, resolving prob-

lems of currency and commodities and
developing coordinated policies in all

other economic, diplomatic and politi-

cal areas. We see in such a Europe a

partner with whom we could deal on
a basis of full equality in all the great

and burdensome tasks of building and
defending a community of free na-

tions . . . building the Atlantic partner-

ship will not be cheaply or easily

finished.

But I will say here and now on
this day of independence that the

United States will be ready for a

declaration of interdependence— that we
will be prepared to discuss with a

United Europe the ways and means of

forming a concrete Atlantic partner-

ship, a mutuallv beneficial partnership

between the new union now emerging

in Europe and the old American union
founded here 175 years ago.”

• McGeorgc Bundy, special assistant to

the President, before the Atlantic

Treaty Assn, at Copenhagen, Denmark,
last Sept. 27-"

. . . Behind the general

failures named appeasement, how often

in the 1930s it was a narrow suspicion

of the wrong people that became the

immediate cause, or excuse, for in-

action—the Italians mistrusting the

French, the French mistrusting the

British, the British mistrusting the

Czechs, Mussolini mistrusting everyone

until in a final irony lie was the last to

try trusting HitTcr. This detailed record

of the follies of nations which tried to

act alone carries a deeper lesson than

simply the warning against appease-

ment. And that lesson is that already

in the 1930s no foreign nation could
serve itself well if it tried to serve itself

alone. ... A third lesson from the

1930s is that governments without

courage can be expected at critical mo-
ments to take wrong decisions which
they will defend on grounds of domestic
political necessity. . . .

"It would also be wrong," Bundy said

in discussing U.S. nuclear policy, “to
suppose that the reluctance which we
feel with respect to individual, ineffec-

tive and unintegrated forces would be
extended automatically to a European
force, genuinely unified and multi-

lateral, and effectively integrated with

our own necessarily predominant
strength in the whole nuclear defens.

of the alliance."

Bundy then added a statement which
President Kennedy has since contra-

dicted by pressing hard for a multi-

lateral force.

“We ourselves,” Bundy said, "cannot

usurp from the new Europe the re-

sponsibility for deciding in its own way
the level of effort and of investment

which it wishes to make in these great

matters.”

Defense Policy Topples Canada’s Leaders
Ottawa, Canada-New defense policy

for Canada was probable last week when
a coalition of opposition parties ousted

the Conservative government headed by

Prime Minister John Dicfenbakcr amid
charges that he failed to fulfill nuclear

arms commitments to the Western

alliance.

The Social Credit and the New
Democrats joined the Liberal Party and
passed an amendment on a 141-to-lll

vote which said the Conservative gov-

ernment had lost the confidence of the

people because of its wavering and

confusing defense poliev.

Before the vote on Eeb. 5, Defense

Minister Douglas Darkness resigned

because of what lie called "irreconcil-

able” differences with Diefcnbaker.

Harkness had urged that Canada accept

nuclear warheads from the U. S. for

North American Air Defense and North

Atlantic Treaty Organization forces

(AW Feb. 4, p.' 37).

The controversy over Canada's de-

fense policy erupted into a national

issue after the U. S. State Dept, issued

a press release which traced negotiations

for supplying nuclear warheads to

Canadian forces. The release said two

Boeing Bomarc B anti-aircraft missile

squadrons were deployed to Canada in

1962. However, the Canadian govern-

ment never agreed to accept nuclear

warheads even though the Bomarc B is

useless without them.

State Dept, also said the Canadian

government has not proposed "any ar-

rangement sufficiently practical to con-

tribute effectively to North American

defense” nor has it agreed to accept

nuclear arms for its NATO forces.

Dicfenbakcr agreed in 1958 to accept

Bomarcs after cancelling the Avro CF-
105 Arrow program partly on grounds

that manned interceptor aircraft were

obsolete. In 1959 Canada also agreed

to modernize its NATO force with

Canadian-built Lockheed F-104G
strike-reconnaissance fighters, which
further committed Canada to accepting

nuclear weapons.

The first of eight Canadian recon-

naissance-strike NATO squadrons of

CF-104Gs is stationed at Zweibracken,

Germany. But the aircraft are not op-

erational since they are not armed with

nuclear weapons. They are flying only

with camera pods since no provision was

made in the CF-1 04Gs for conventional

armament.
Also at issue is whether Canada

should accept nuclear missiles for its

66 McDonnell F-101B Voodoo jet in-

terceptors. The aircraft had been flown

by the USAF armed with Douglas MB-
1 Genic nuclear-tipped missiles but were

equipped with Hughes Falcon missiles

with conventional warheads for Cana-

dian use.

Diefcnbaker assailed the U.S. for

intruding in Canada’s affairs and de-

clared such recent events as the Nassau

agreement justified a review of his

country's defense policies. He said the

U. S. cancellation of the Douglas Sky-

bolt indicated Canada's Bomarc's were
of questionable value.

But these and other arguments failed

to stave off the no-confidence vote.

Elections will be held Apr. 8. The
principal issue appears certain to be the

role Canada should play in the Western
alliance, with emphasis on the question

of accepting U. S. nuclear warheads.

The nuclear weapons issue brought

these developments in other nations:

• France. President de Gaulle said

last week that Britain's decision at

Nassau to combine its defense with that

of the U.S. rather than Europe was
a major reason for France's opposing

Britain’s entry into the Common Mar-

ket. De Gaulle said British Prime Min-
ister Macmillan had told him in Decem-
ber that Britain and France should

"unite our forces and put everything

together." British diplomatic sources

denied this.

• West Germany’s role in the defense

of Europe was the subject of much con-

cern in both the East and West be-

cause of the defense treat recently

signed with France. Moscow attacked

the treaty and warned in a note to both

nations that nuclear armament of West
Germany would be considered a threat

to the Soviet Union. At the same time.

West Germany assured the U.S. that

the new alliance would not lessen West
Germany’s participation in NATO.
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Extent of Cuban Missile Threat Revealed
Washington—Soviet Sandal medium-

range ballistic missile squadrons were

at operational readiness, capable of firing

a double salvo of nuclear warheads at

U. S. targets from 24 launch pads in

Cuba, on last Oct. 28-the day that

Chairman Nikita Khrushchev' informed

President Kennedy he would order

them dismantled and removed from

that island—U. S. Defense Dept, officials

revealed here last week during an ex-

traordinary two-hour photo-intelligence

briefing.

The briefing by Defense Secretary'

Robert S. McNamara and John Hughes,

special assistant to Defense Intelligence

Agency Director Lt. Gen. Joseph Car-

roll, was aimed at answering congres-

sional critics of the Administration’s

Cuban policy’, who charged that Soviet

military' strength in Cuba is increasing.

Six squadrons of Soviet mobile San-

dals were completely operational for

the first time on Oct. 28, although they

achieved their first limited capability

with a single squadron operating under
field conditions on Oct. 14 at San

Cristobal in western Cuba.

U-2 Photos

The first deployed Soviet Sandal
squadron was photographed by a

USAF-Lockheed U-2 near San Cristobal

early on the morning of Oct. 14. Its

initial deployment indicated the San-

dals had arrived cither late the previous

day or during the night, but were al-

ready capable of a single-strike salvo

from temporary positions. Other U-2
high-altitude photo coverage later on
Oct. 14 revealed two other Sandal

squadrons deploying in the San Cristo-

bal area, one still on the road with its

convoy of missile trailer-erectors, fuel

and oxidizer vehicles, nose cone vans

and troop transports, and another fan-

ning out into the area where it later

built a permanent-type firing base.

Bv Oct. 28, the Soviet missile troops

had six sites operational, including four

in the San Cristobal area in western

Cuba and two at Sagua La Grande in

central Cuba. Each of these squadrons
had four concrete launch pads, perma-
nently-sited guidance gear, nuclear war-

head storage facilities and revetted vehi-

cle parks for fueling trucks, oxidizer

trailers, nose cone vans, and missile

checkout tents. They were equipped
with two Sandals for each pad, giving

them a second strike capability.

Interpretation of the low-level oblique

photos taken of the sites revealed that

the Sandal missile first seen in the

Moscow armed forces day parade of

1961 was 70.3 ft. long, of which the

booster section measured 59.6 ft. and
the nose cone, transported separately

in special vans, 10.7 ft. Missile diam-

eter at the tail was 5.4 ft. Defense
Dept, still credits this missile with a

range of 1,100 naut. mi., although pre-

Cuban assessment of its range was be-

tween 500 and 700 naut. mi. The
Sandal was deployed in Cuba on the

same type trailer-erectors on which it

was hauled through Red Square in the

Moscow parades. DOD officials said

flatly that the Sandal squadrons were
equipped with nuclear warheads in

Cuba during the October crisis.

Soviet target for operational readi-

ness of the four planned IRBM sites

in Cuba was Dec. 15, according to

Defense Dept, officials. Three of the

sites were nearly completed by Oct. 28,

two at Guanajay in western Cuba and
one at Remedios in central Cuba. A
fourth site was planned for Remedios,
but construction was never started.

Each of the IRBM sites was to be

equipped with four launch pads with

a double strike capability of two mis-

siles for each pad.

Five Soviet ships loaded with

IRBMs and their related equipment
were on the way to Cuba on Oct. 23
when the U. S. blockade was an-

nounced. They were among the 18
Soviet ships that turned back to Soviet

ports after that date. The only IRBM
support equipment actually spotted in

Cuba were special fueling trailers, al-

though guidance installations, launch

pads and nuclear warhead storage facili-

ties were under construction.

After Oct. 23, Soviets reacted to

USAF and Navy low-altitude photo
cover of specific missile sites already

spotted by high-altitude U-2 coverage

by installing radar-controlled mobile 57
mm. anti-aircraft batteries around the

sites. They also attempted to con-

ceal and camouflage missiles, fuel

trucks, warhead storage areas, power
generators and guidance installations.

Defense Dept, officials indicated these

moves were ineffective, and displayed

pictures taken from a photo plane show-
ing Soviet troops running toward their

guns while the plane was already pull-

ing out of range.

U. S. has admitted loss of only a

single U-2 during the Cuban opera-

tions. It was hit on a high-altitude

mission by an SAM-2 Guideline missile

credited with an 80,000-ft. altitude ca-

pability and a 30-mi. slant range.

Soviets still have 24 Guideline sites with

six launch pads each and a total of 500
missiles in Cuba, giving almost com-
plete coverage of the island. DOD said

more than 400 photo sorties have been
flown over Cuba since last July.

First indication that the Soviets

would withdraw their missiles from

Cuba was revealed by photo recon-

naissance on Oct. 29 at San Cristobal,

where the missile-erectors had been
moved from their positions next to the
firing rings and flame deflectors into a

storage area. By Nov. 1, the last of

the six Sandal sites was being vacated

at Sagua La Grande and photos showed
the final Soviet convoy pulling out.

By Nov. 9, photos of IRBM sites

showed their concrete launch pads also

broken up, power and guidance cable

trenches filled in and the concrete con-

trol bunkers leveled. Both Sandal and
IRBM missile troops and construc-

tion units were followed along their

roads back to Cuban ports by photo-

graphic coverage several times a day,

and the ships carrying the missiles were

photographed at sea regularly.

Soviet 11-28 Beagle bombers and Mas-
cot trainers were deployed at San Julian

airfield at the western tip of Cuba and
Holguin in northeast Cuba. Main ac-

tivity was at San Julian, an established

pemianent base, where 33 Beagles and
Mascots were delivered in crates and

seven eventually assembled in flyable

condition. Four of these seven planes

were Mascot trainers evidently intended

to check out Cuban crews for bomber
operations. Nine Il-28s at Holguin, a

newer field consisting only of a runway
with no base facilities, never got beyond
the initial uncrating stage.

Beagle Disassembly

Disassembly of the Beagles and Mas-
cots at San Julian began on Nov. 25,

and by Dec. 4 this field and Holguin
were clear of bombers. Photo reconnais-

sance followed the crated bombers from
San Julian to the port of Mariel where
they were loaded aboard Soviet freight-

ers as deck loads, and from Holguin to

the port of Neuvilas where they were
also taken aboard Soviet ships. The last

Il-28s left Mariel on Dec. 5. Ships

carrying the bombers were photo-
graphed by U. S. aircraft all the way
back to their home ports on the Baltic

and Black Seas.

Total of 42 MiG-21 Fishbed fighters

have been deployed at three Cuban air-

fields—Santa Clara, Camaguev and San
Antonio. The first MiG-2 Is were spotted

by photo-reconnaissance on Sept. 5 at

Santa Clara where they were emerging
from crates. By Oct. 17, a total of 39

MiG-2 Is had been photographed fully

assembled. The next day a USAF photo
plane caught the first MiG-21 in the air

shortly after take-off from Santa Clara.

By Nov. 20, the MiG-21s were being

fitted with Soviet AA-2 missiles similar

to Sidewinder (AW July 24, 1961, p.

28). There has been no photo evidence

that any MiG-2 Is have left Cuba.
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Gilpatrie Explains Defense DecisionPolicy
Washington—Deputy Secretary of

Defense Roswell L. Gilpatrie recently

outlined the philosophy behind the radi-

cal shift toward centralization of deci-

sion making in the Defense Dept, and
explained the methods lie and Defense
Secretary Robert S. McNamara use

in making the one thousand or so major
management decisions they must
handle each year. He told the National

Defense Committee of the National

Assn, of Manufacturers:

"Much has been said during the past

12 months about the trend toward cen-

tralization of decision-making within

the military establishment. Some com-
ments have been critical, others have

been approving. What I have to say

. . . will be explanatory.

"As I see it, there are basically only

two choices open today to a defense

secretary as to how he should go about

his job. One is to conceive of his func-

tion as primarily policy-making with

his determinations backed up by fiscal

sanctions, that is, budget ceilings.

Under this concept, most of the deci-

sion-making in such important areas

as military planning and programing

would be handled by the Joint Chiefs

of Staff and the principal commands
and in other significant areas such as

research and development and procure-

ment would be delegated to the service

secretaries and their staff. Under the

other concept of the role of the Secre-

tary of Defense, he retains in his own
hands, assisted by his civilian and mili-

tary advisers, the basic decision-making

power in all of the areas just mentioned,

leaving to the military and civilian com-
ponents of the services and the com-
mands the responsibility for executing

his decisions and performing the opera-

tions called for by them.
“There are several reasons why, in

my judgment, the second concept of

the Secretary of Defense's role is,

under today's conditions, more in the

national interest than the first.

"In the first, in contrast to the state

of affairs which existed when I was

Under Secretary1 of the Air Force over

a decade ago and Mr. [Robert] Lovett

was in my position, the principal roles

of the military generally cut across

service department lines. This is true

for example of the strategic mission in

which the Navy Polaris operation now
plays such a large part, also of the

forces for conventional wars—that we
call General Purpose Forces—where each

of the services has a part, none of which

can be performed independently of the

other, and of counter-insurgency opera-

tions to which, again, each of the four

services has a contribution to make.

"Moreover, also in contrast to condi-

tions in earlier periods, all combat
operations, as distinguished from sup-

port and training, are now in the unified

and specified commands functioning di-

rectly under the Joint Chiefs of Staff

who, in turn, derive their authority

from the President, as commander-in-

chief. through the Secretary of Defense

and do not report to the service secre-

taries. Accordingly, it no longer makes
sense, as it did 1 0 years ago, to leave to

the service secretaries some of the major

decision-making except insofar as a serv-

ice secretary acts as executive agent for

"Secondly, the machinery for gather-

ing, analyzing and presenting the data

necessary for decision-making has, due
largely to the extensive and imaginative

use of automatic data computing by the

military, advanced to a point where

centralized decision-making is both ef-

ficient and effective. Nevertheless, it has

been said that unless the Office of the

Secretary of Defense is to be occupied

bv an individual with the managerial

genius of a Robert McNamara the pres-

ent system of centralized decision mak-
ing would break down. In my opinion,

this does not follow; let me tell vou
why.

"In the last budget go-round leading

up to the $52.5 billion Defense [Dept.]

Budget for Fiscal 1964 which the Presi-

dent recently submitted to Congress,

there were in all about 630 subject/

issues presented to the Secretary of De-
fense and myself for determination, fol-

lowing which the services came back
with some 70 reclames requiring further

Office of the Secretary of Defense con-

sideration. We dealt with these 700
issues over a period of several months.
They ranged in character from such

major questions as whether the Nike-

Zeus system should be scheduled for

immediate production and deployment,
whether the Skvbolt program should be
tenninated and whether the RS-70 pro-

gram should be enlarged, to minor
issues involving only a few hundred

Rocket Exhaust

Cocoa Beach. Fla. One critical problem

area is the sandblasting effect of metal

additives in propellants and the possible

sponse to NASA anticipation of o|iera-

thousand dollars in appropriations, such

as whether the new hospital addition

at Andrews AFB should have 150 or

175 beds, or whether new barracks con-

struction at Ft. Jackson should be
funded next year or deferred for a later

period.

“The data necessary to reach a con-

clusion on these budget issues, whether
they be large or small, is capable of

being compiled and presented with all

the pros and cons and alternatives in

such succinct and readily assimilable

form that it was no unbearable chore

for Mr. McNamara and myself to make
these decisions, within the time allotted,

personally and without delegating the

task to others.

"In addition to budget issues there

are. of course, many other questions

that under our system must ultimately

be decided by civilian authority, includ-

ing those relating to force structure, and
strengths, new weapon systems, loca-

tion of new installations, source selec-

tion for major production programs and

the like. Issues such as these come up
from time to time throughout the year

rather than being concentrated in a

single period such as the annual budget
cycle. So far as I know no precise count

of such decisions has been kept, but I

would estimate them to run in the

course of the year to not over three

“In short, the major decision making
involved in the management of the mili-

tary establishment requires perhaps a

thousand decisions in the course of the

year, most of which are of a character

that are susceptible of adequate consid-

eration at the executive level at the

average rate of several per day for the

individual executive involved.

"Looking at the Defense Dept, deci-

sion-making process in these terms, I

am not aware, after two years on the

job, of any crushing or unmanageable
burden resting upon the Office of the

Secretary of Defense as a result of the

present system of centralization. On the

contrary, I believe the present system

not only is preferable in theory but

works in practice and does not require

super men to make it function.

"1 do not want to leave the impres-

sion, however, that Mr. McNamara and
I try to run the entire show by our-

selves single-handedly. Managing an or-

ganization comprising nearly four mil-

lion people, spending annually over S50
billion obviously requires the efforts of

thousands of individuals in responsible

positions. In my judgment, the Defense

Dept, is now staffed, on both the mili-

tary and the civilian side, with personnel

of the caliber to fill those positions capa-

bly
”
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Development, Procurement Roles

Split in USAF Headquarters Shift

By Larry Booda

Washington—Air Force headquarters

responsibility for monitoring develop-

ment and procurement has been divided

between two deputy chiefs of staff in a

reorganization, effective Feb. 1, which

nearly restores the situation that existed

before July 1. 1961.

Hardware procurement is directly af-

fected, as development cognizance has

been taken from the systems office un-

der the deputy chief for systems and
logistics and has been placed under the

deputy chief for research and develop-

ment in the directorate for develop-

ment planning. The deputy chief for

research and development is a new
title, replacing that of deputy for re-

search and technology (AW Sept. 10,

p. 35).

Two other deputy’s offices have also

been reshuffled and their names
changed. The moves were aimed at

bringing the establishment of require-

ments, programing, planning and active

operations responsibilities more in har-

mony with the methods employed by
the Office of the Secretary of Defense.

Reducing Size

The reorganization partly resulted

from Project 39 (a), which was initiated

last year by Defense Secretary Robert

S. McNamara when he directed that

studies be made aimed at reducing the

size of headquarters staffs and decen-

tralizing management by transferring

many functions to field commands.
An immediate result of the studies

and reorganization will be the reduction

of 1,825 military and civilian billets in

the air staff, or 27.-1%. The reduction

is more than three-quarters completed.

Lt. Gen. Thomas P. Gerritv is deputy

chief of staff for systems and logistics.

His title remains unchanged. Lt. Gen.

James Ferguson is deputy chief of staff

for research and development. Gen.
Ferguson assumed his position Dee. 1.

1961, and Gen. Gerritv reported to his

post, July 1, 1962.

The title of deputy for materiel and
deputy for development was created

when the Air Research and Develop-

ment Command was formed in 1951.

These titles were changed for the first

time shortly after the Air Force Sys-

tems Command was formed in the

spring of 1961. This command has cog-

nizance over applied research, technol-

ogy, development and procurement.

The Air Force Logistics Command,
formed at the same time, takes care of

system supply and maintenance.

The directorate of systems acquisi-

tion. the directorate of systems services

and the 12 designated systems offices

will be combined into a directorate of

production under Gen. Gerritv. Elimi-

nation of the systems offices from the

air staff will transfer to Systems Com-
mand the responsibility for technical

expertise and systems advocacy before

the air staff and OSD officials.

In making the change, one of two

co-equal assistant depute chiefs of staff

-for systems and for logistics—was abol-

ished. Maj. Gen. William O. Sentcr

has taken the remaining assistant posi-

tion, while Maj. Gen. Joseph R. Ilol-

zapple has been reassigned as director

of production. The director of pro-

curement management. Maj. Gen. W.
T. Thunnan, has been renamed director

of procurement policy.

Superficially, the organization under

Gen. Ferguson remains the same, with

an assistant for nuclear energy and direc-

torates for advanced engineering, sci-

ence and technology and development

planning. However, the assistants for

foreign developments and research pro-

graming have been eliminated as or-

ganizational entities and their functions

absorbed or transferred. Gen. Ferguson

assumed control of all space develop-

ment programs last August.

The changed acquisition organization

is generally credited to the initiative of

Gen. W. F. McKee, who became vice

Advanced U.S. Missiles

Washington—Future strategic retalia-

tory weapon systems could include new

versions of existing missiles by the end

of Fiscal 1968. Defense Secretary Robert

S. McNamara said.

McNamara told the House Armed
Services Committee that "an advanced

ICBM" project was initiated this year,

the possibility of an improved version

of the Polaris A-3 is under consideration.

missile system is being developed "for

possible application in Europe or else-

where in the world within reach of

Communist bloc targets." Defense Dept,

also is doing "a great deal of work on

improved propulsion, structures, guid-

ance, etc." for land-based missiles that

contribute to the improvement of ex-

isting missiles or to new missiles, he said.

USAF's Ballistic Systems Division re-

cently met with industry representatives

to outline needed missile studies and

development projects (AM' Nov. 5. p.

103). Some study awards were an-

nounced last month (AW Jan. 21, p. 23).

chief of staff last summer after serving

as the first commander of the logistics

command. Gen. Ferguson and Gen.
Gerrity will both monitor the Systems
Command activities of Gen. Bernard

A. Schricver for Chief of Staff Gen.
Curtis LcMay. Gen. Gerrity alone will

monitor Logistics Command.
Organization changes made to re-

align programing, generation of require-

ments. formulation of plans and direc-

tion of operations are more complex.
Before Feb. 1. Lt. Gen. David A.
Burchinal was dqmtv chief for plans

and programs. His new title is deputy
for plans and operations.

Under the old structure. Lt. Gen.
Gabriel P. Disosway was deputy for

operations. He is now deputy for pro-

grams and requirements.

Thus the operations functions were
transferred from Gen. Disosway to Gen.
Burchinal, and the programs functions

were transferred from Gen. Burchinal

to Gen. Disosway. The directorate for

operational requirements remains under
Gen. Disosway.

There are two directorates under
Gen. Burchinal. one for plans, the

other for operations. This aligns the

deputy’s staff to actions of the Joint

Chiefs of Staff in the formation of
operational plans. It also will establish

Air Force concepts, objectives and the
size and composition of USAF forces.

The directorate of operations will de-

termine operational concepts, missions

and doctrines, and at the same time

carry out actual operations in support

of the Joint Chiefs of Staff.

Gen. Disosway has directorates for

operational requirements, aerospace pro-

grams. command, control and communi-
cations, civil engineering and manpower
and organization.

Translate USAF Objectives

The programs directorate will trans-

late Air Force objectives into program
documents, which are the heart of

budget submissions to the secretary of

defense. The directorate of operational

requirements will be the focal point
for determining what the Air Force will

need in future weapon systems and ma-
jor items of equipment.
Among the objectives which the Air

Force hopes to accomplish:

• Optimum working relationships be-

tween elements of the air staff, between

the air staff and the major commands
and between the air staff and the joint

chiefs of staff and the office of the

secretary' of defense.

• Manpower savings by decentralizing

management at the staff level. This will

be done bv placing the functions into

the major commands and applies to op-

erations and weapon systems procure-

• Elimination of excessive levels of rc-
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Future Navy Might Lack Large Carriers
Washington—Possibility of a U. S.

fleet without large aircraft carriers or

other big combat ships in the late 1970s

or 1980s is being studied by a special

board convened to take a hard look

at the Navy of the future.

Cost-effectiveness analyses conducted

by the office of the secretary of defense

prodded the Navy into a detailed exami-

nation of anti-submarine warfare early

last year. Recently, a board began a

close scrutiny of Naval aviation. This

has been broadened into a study of

all Navy doctrine, including non-Polaris

submarines.

Defense Secretary Robert S. Mc-
Namara revealed what he and his ad-

visers arc thinking about present Navy
effectiveness in his recent statement be-

fore the House Armed Services Com-
mittee. Here are some of his points:

• Attack aircraft carriers. Even with

construction of a conventionally pow-

ered carrier starting every other year,

the three Midway class carriers, which

were built shortly after World War 2.

would be 30 to 32 years old by the time

they were phased out of the force. "The
20-year rule-of-thumb is an artificial

standard for measuring the useful life

of naval vessels," McNamara said.

• Anti-submarine warfare aircraft car-

riers. Construction of new ones will

be needed eventually, but it is not clear

COIN Controversy

Washington—Navy and the office

of the secretary of defense arc try-

ing to resolve differences about how
the Navy-managed light couutcr-insur-

gciicy (COIN) aircraft program should

be pursued (AW Dec. 10, p. 26).

Defense Dept, argues that quickest

results could be gained by first building

several prototypes. Navy wants to de-

velop a complete weapon system.

An earlier disagreement among the

services on what fomi tile aircraft would

take (AW Dee. 24. p. 15) has been re-

solved. In general, the specifications will

call for a twin contrarotating turboprop

aircraft weighing 3,500 lb., with a wing

40 kt. with power on and 60 kt. with

power off. Takeoff and landing would

lie made in 500 ft. over 50-ft. obstacles.

Navy contends that it would be more
logical to integrate all of the weapons,

fire control and the navigation system

from the beginning of the program. The
navigation system would be a modifica-

tion of the British Dccca system.

Target cost of the aircraft alone is

$100,000 each in quantity. The com-

plete weapon system would raise the

cost to about $125,000, DOD said.

when, according to McNamara, These
carriers are all Essex type, former attack

carriers from World War 2, and all will

soon exceed the 20-year mark. They
could be serviceable up to 30 years of

age, he said. Proposed new ships would
be smaller and slower.

• Large surface combat ships. Mc-
Namara questioned their need by say-

ing: "The proposed cruisers would
carry a Typhon air defense system utiliz-

ing a very large radar, which because of

its bulk, could be installed only in a

vessel of that size. However, there is a

question as to whether the benefits to

be gained from such a radar would be
worth the cost. There is also the long-

standing question as to how much it

is reasonable to invest simply to defend

the fleet against air attack.

• Destroyer and escort-type ships. Be-

cause of the cost of the Typhon missile

system, a smallcr-scale version will be

built for testing in the test ship Norton
Sound. Some destroyers and escorts will

be converted to missile-launching ships,

but future new construction will de-

pend on the Typhon system.

• Submarines. Six new non-Polaris nu-

clear-powered submarines will be started

in 1964. There will be more in the

future, but meanwhile. 26 convention-

ally powered subs will be modernized.

The McNamara statement has made
it clear to the Navy that it will have

to either justify continuation of its cur-

rent type force structure, or change it.

The Navy has found that the longer

a ship operates, the more its upkeep

and overhaul costs. This is especially

true of the large aircraft carriers. The
cost of operating and maintaining a

fleet of 20- to 30-ycar-old carriers could

absorb most of the Navy's budget

eventually. It also cannot afford to buy
nuclear-powered carriers. These alterna-

tives arc being examined:
• Changing the character of aircraft op-

erating from carriers or the ships them-

selves. McNamara indicated his think-

ing in discussing the anti-submarine

warfare carriers. “New developments,

either in ships or in ASW weapons or

techniques, which we can reasonably

anticipate during the next six or seven

years, may well make possible the de-

sign of radically different types of

ASW carriers, or may lead to the re-

duction of the number required. For

example, the successful development of

a vcrtical-takeoff-and-landing aircraft

. . . could substantially reduce the size

required of an ASW carrier. So. too,

the successful design of a destroyer es-

cort equipped with manned helicopters

could reduce the number of carriers

needed.”

• Changing mission concepts. Adher-

ence to the doctrine of delivering large

nuclear weapons by aircraft has been
responsible for development of large,

complex aircraft and building of larger

aircraft carriers. By abandoning this

concept and retaining the ability to par-

ticipate in less than nuclear war, the

size and complexity of aircraft and ships

could be reduced. Garrison Norton,
the last assistant secretary of the Navy
for air before the post was abolished in

1959, warned against Naval aviation’s

continued encroachment into the stra-

tegic deterrence realm.” His advice was

ignored.

Anti-aircraft protection of the fleet.

The Typhon system is built around a
radar which extends from the bottom
of the ship to the top of a large tower.

Radar energy generated below is piped

to Luneberg lenses at the top. Mul-
tiple targets could be detected and in-

tercepted by missiles at extended ranges.

One proposal is to eliminate long-

range anti-aircraft protection altogether,

and disperse the ships among the thou-

sands of merchant vessels at sea.

Results of the board’s studies will be

reflected in future Navy budgets. In-

creased emphasis oil development of

VTOL aircraft and air cushion and hy-

drofoil vehicles can be expected.

MA-9 Rescheduled
Cape Canaveral. Fla.—Launch date of

Mercury-Atlas 9 (MA-9) was postponed

last week when National Aeronautics and
Space Administration decided to rewire

tlic autopilot system aboard Atlas 130-D
—the booster scheduled for the mission.

MA-9 had been scheduled for Apr. 2

but as of late last week. NASA had not

established a new target date.

Although there were no problems re-

ported in the autopilot wiring. General

Dynamics/Astronautics had developed a

new manufacturing technique for making

electrical connections inside the auto-

pilot's three canisters and recommended
to NASA that it be used on the already-

built 130-D. The booster, which had

been scheduled to arrive at Cape Ca-

naveral Feb. 4, had passed all test re-

quirements and had been accepted as

flight-ready by NASA on Feb. 1. The
three prime autopilot canisters and three

spares also had passed acceptance checks.

Ccneral Dynamics' new manufacturing

technique, developed late last year, is

said to reduce the possibility of loose or

broken electrical connections to almost

zero. There arc approximately 700 wire

connections in the three canisters of the

Atlas autopilot. After rewiring, the auto-

pilot canisters and the spares will be re-

validated three times.
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Re-entry Tests Led to Nike X Decision
Washington—Defense Dept, decision

to develop the new Nike X ICBM de-

fense system and not to recommend
Nike Zeus production results from ex-

tensive re-entry body tests which indi-

cate that atmospheric filtering is the

most effective means of discriminating

between warheads and decoys.

In one sense, Nike X is a competitor

to Nike Zeus since it is expected to

receive the bulk of the S450 million

which Defense Secretary Robert S.

McNamara lias requested for ICBM
defense in the Fiscal 1964 budget. But
in another sense the two systems are

complementary, with Zeus designed to

intercept targets at altitudes of about

70-100 mi. while Nike X would inter-

cept at altitudes of 20-30 mi.

Nike X is expected to utilize ex-

tremely high-accclcration missiles cap-

able of reaching intercept altitude and
making a kill within 10-15 sec. after

launch. It will utilize a multiple-func-

tion phased-array radar that is far more
readily suited to hardened installations

than existing Nike Zeus radars.

The Nike X concept of relatively low-

altitude intercept using missiles armed
with nuclear warheads, which might
detonate the incoming ICBM thermo-

nuclear warhead in the process of killing

it, envisions low-altitude radiation and
blast effects that will produce new em-
phasis on civil defense and shelters.

This is what McNamara was referring

to in a statement to the House Armed
Sendees Committee when he said: "The
effectiveness of an active ballistic mis-

sile defense system in saving lives de-

pends in large part upon the existence

of an adequate civil defense. Indeed, in

the absence of adequate fallout shelters,

an active defense might not significantly

increase the proportion of the popula-

tion surviving an all-out nuclear attack."

program sponsored by the Advanced Re-

search Projects Agency under its Project

Defender program has shown that the

most effective means of discriminating

between active warheads and smaller,

lighter-weight decoys or debris from an
exploded booster case is by observing

differences in their trajectories as they

If there is a great difference between
the mass of the warhead and the decoy,

20 to 1 or greater, the difference in

trajectories is sufficient to pennit de-

tection at moderately high altitudes of

loughlv 40-50 mi. But if the ratio of

warhead to decoy mass is less, dis-

crimination is not possible until lower

altitudes.

When Nike Zeus originally was de-

signed, the most important objective

appeared to be to accomplish intercept

as far out as possible. Knowledge on re-

entry characteristics and the discrimina-

tion problem was almost non-existent.

Now it is recognized that high-altitude

intercept greatly reduces the ability to

identify decoys and therefore requires

the launch of an expensive Zeus to

intercept every low-cost decoy in the

attack. This makes it relatively easy to

saturate such an ICBM defense system.

Defense Dept, officials believe,

If the system could afford to wait

for deeper re-entry and still achieve a

high kill probability, it would be far

more difficult for an enemy to confuse

and saturate the defenses with decoys.

This led to the concept of an extremely

high-acceleration missile, known as

Sprint. Because of its shorter range,

such a missile could be smaller, lighter

and less expensive than Zeus missiles.

At lower altitudes, the volume of po-

tential intercept airspace is smaller, in-

creasing the intensity of firepower

which can be applied bv a given number

The Army currently is sponsoring

Sprint feasibility studies at three com-
panies: Douglas, Martin-Orlando and
North Amcrican-Columbus. Army Mis-

sile Command is expected to issue re-

quests for industry proposals soon (AW
Dec. 17, p. 26).

There arc other challenging problem
areas in the Nike X low-altitude inter-

cept concept beyond that of developing

an extremely high-speed missile. The
prospect of' relatively low-altitude nu-
clear explosions from the interceptor

warhead and possibly the ICBM war-

head requires at least moderate harden-

ing of both the missile launch sites and
the radar used for target detection,

tracking and intercept guidance.
The Nike Zeus, as originally con-

ceived, required three different types of

radar: one for target acquisition at long
range, another for target tracking and
a third for interceptor missile guidance.
A fourth type radar was added later for

target-decoy discrimination. All are con-
ventional type radars that require large,

relatively soft, vulnerable facilities.

Several years ago the Army initiated

development of a phased-array elec-

tronically scanned radar at Svlvania,

known as ZMAR (Zeus multi-function

array radar). This type radar, similar

in principle to the Ef>AR (electronically

scanned array radar) radar under de-

velopment by Bendix Radio for space
surveillance use, can be used simultane-

ously for long-range surveillance and
multiple-target tracking. Such a radar

might therefore be able to perform the

functions that required three separate

radars in the original Zeus system-
target acquisition, discrimination and
tracking. It might even be suitable for

the fourth function—interceptor guid-

ance. Additionally, the phased-array

radar antenna, requiring no large mov-
ing structure, can be housed almost
completely in a hardened concrete struc-

ture. except for one exposed flat face

which can be made moderately blast-

icsistant.

Because ZMAR originally was viewed

as a possible hardened replacement for

the existing Zeus radars, Western Elec-

tric-Bell Telephone Laboratories, prime

contractor for Nike Zeus, were given

responsibility for supervising the pro-

gram. Now ZMAR emerges as the

primary radar sensor element of Nike

X, where its multiple functions and its

case of hardening are required.

Defense Dept, plans to continue its

Pacific tests of the Nike Zeus system,

incorporating any small changes or im-

provements in the experimental missiles

suggested by the tests. However, no

major new design effort is planned. By
the time the Zeus tests are concluded

The extensive re-entry measurements of missiles.

Pre-Landing Cargo Role Seen for LEM
Wasliington-Usc of tlic Grumman Lunar Excursion Module (LEM) as a cargo

supplier for the Apollo mission is being considered by the National Aeronautics

and Space Administration. A firm decision on whether a logistics system is an

absolute requirement for the lunar landing mission will not be made for several

months.

Use of the bug as a truck is one of a number of studies that will be described

at the second NASA-Industry Conference being held here Feb. 11 and 12. NASA
will release die list of all studies which it has approved.

Concept of the Lunar Excursion Module modified as a supply vehicle envisions

carrying the bug on the Apollo B manned circumlunar mission. While the Apollo

spacecraft is in a lunar orbit, the unmanned bug carrying several tons of supplies

In this mission, the braking rocket and landing system could be checked out, and

any critical supplies could be delivered before manned landing.

Modification would entail removing all equipment needed for manned flight,

along with the lunar takeoff engine, unless it is decided to leave a spare, powered
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late in 1964, Defense Dept, hopes to be
ready to evaluate the new Nike X sys-

tem in a similar series of tests.

While it is too early to obtain accu-

rate estimates of the cost of a Nike X
battery, some observers estimate it at
about $50 million, compared with an
estimated $300/5400 million for a Nike
Zeus battery.

If and when this or a future Admini-
stration decides to implement an ac-

tive ICBM defense system, it might
decide to deploy both Zeus and Nike
X at major urban areas to provide a
defense in depth, some observers be-

lieve. Zeus would be fired first at

any cluster of targets, with little effort

to discriminate between warheads and

Any targets which eluded the Nike
Zeus, and which atmospheric filtering

showed to be warheads, would then be
attacked by Nike Sprint low-altitude

intercept missiles. Nike X also might
form the core of a hardpoint ICBM
defense for protection of hardened mis-

sile silos and underground command
centers (AW Jan. 7, p. 34).

In explaining the Administration’s

decision not to seek early deployment
of the Zeus, McNamara said, "We

recognize that there are some reasons

why it might be desirable to proceed
immediately with . . . deployment of

an anti-ballistic missile system, even
one with a limited capability. Such a

system might reduce U. S. casualties

in the case of a ‘small’ or ’medium’
Soviet attack on our urban areas. Fur-

ther, it would complicate the design

of and tactics for the attacker’s offensive

"But there are even better reasons

whv we should not proceed at this time
with actual deployment of a system,”

McNamara said. The U.S. still has a

great deal to learn about re-entry

phenomena and techniques for dis-

criminating between warheads and de-

coys, he said, as well as about the
effects of nuclear detonation from one
of our intercepting missiles on other

elements of the defense system.

However, McNamara said “we pro-

pose to proceed with the greatest

urgency in the development of the

Nike X system, retaining the option to

move ahead with actual production and
deployment of such a system if the

capabilities of the system and the cir-

cumstances should warrant such a de-

USAF, Army Differ on Aircraft

Types and Mission Assignments
Washington-Air Force last week

brought into the open its disagreement
with the Army over what types of air-

craft should be used by each service

and what types are most effective.

Lt. Gen. Gabriel Disosway, USAF
deputy chief of staff for programs and
requirements, who recently visited

South Vietnam, argued that fixed-wing

aircraft traveling at speeds above 500
kt. are much less vulnerable to ground
fire in close support operations.

He said the Jan. 2 incident in South
Vietnam, in which a number of heli-

copters were destroyed or damaged by
ground fire (AW Jan. 7, p. 27; Jan. 14,

p. 26), was begun without the support

of fixed-wing aircraft as the result of a

decision by the South Vietnamese joint

staff. This was counter to the policy

laid down by Army Gen. Paul D. Hark-
ins, the U. S. commander in South
Vietnam, that fixed-wing support should

be used as a matter of course, Gen.
Disosway said. It was not until about
30 min. after Communist Viet Cong
forces had ambushed the fourth wave of

helicopters that North American T-28
aircraft were called in to wipe out Viet
Cong strong points, he said.

Gen. Disosway also said the Army’s
Tactical Mobility Requirements Board,

or Howze Board (AW June 25, p. 26),

had made proposals which encroached

on the USAF missions, especially in

reconnaissance, assault landing aircraft

and in research and development.

Sen. Barry Goldwater (R.-Ariz.)

carried the attack further, saying that

the Howze Board proposals would in-

crease Army aviation’s strength to 30,-

000 planes and 55,000 pilots and would
cost S5 billion per year for the next

“It would assign to the Army many
functions now adequately performed by
the Air Force and would result in waste
and confusion," according to Sen. Gold-

Gen. Earle G. Wheeler, Army chief

of staff, who also visited South Vietnam,
revealed that the obsolescent Vertol
CH-21 helicopters operating in South
Vietnam were averaging about 68%
availability. Problems of operating in

unfavorable climatic conditions have
increased maintenance difficulties, he
said, especially by causing engine
changes in 250 to 300 hr. instead of

every 600 hr.

Efforts are being made to increase

availability to 90%.
Adm. Felt believes that the concept

of the armored helicopter has been
proved but that fixed-wing aircraft

support will be the prime troop support
vehicle for the foreseeable future in

war theatres such as South Vietnam.

News Digest

Hamilton Standard Division of

United Aircraft Corp. will report to

United President William P. Gwinn
instead of to Charles M. Kearns, Jr.,

a corporate vice president and former
head of Hamilton Standard, under a

change announced last week. The divi-

sion is headed by William E. Diefen-

Meteoroid detection system will be
the payload on the eighth and ninth

Saturn test launches. Flight systems

to be designed and built by Fairchild

Stratos Corp., consist of two wings,

10 ft. wide by 96 ft. long. They will

be deployed in orbit and remain at-

tached to the S-4 second stage. Outer
Mylar skin will be electrically charged

and covered with aluminum. Meteoroid
puncture will create a pulse.

Morton J. Stollcr, NASA director of

applications programs, was awarded the

agency's leadership medal for directing

the U. S. “to its pre-eminent position in

development of meteorological and
communications satellites."

Brig. Gen. William T. Sewall, com-
mandant of cadets at the Air Force
Academy, has been named vice presi-

dent-operations and engineering for the
Air Transport Assn. The post has been
vacant since 1958. William B. Becker
will be named assistant vice president-

operations and Walter A. Jensen will

become assistant vice president-air traf-

fic control.

Lockheed Propulsion Co. last week
was made a division of Lockheed Air-

craft Corp. and propulsion company
President Robert F. Hurt was named a

corporate vice president.

USAF will buy 1,000 McDonnell
F4C and RF4C fighters at a cost of
about $1.6 billion over the next five

years, Lt. Gen. Gabriel P. Disosway,
deputy chief of staff for programs and
requirements, said last week. They will

be formed into 14 wings of about 75
fighters each. This will include 14 re-

connaissance squadrons.

First Titan 2 ICBM to be launched
by an all-Air Force crew was fired from
Cape Canaveral Feb. 6 by the Titan
Weapons Division of USAF’s 6555th
Aerospace Test Wing. The missile,

carrying a General Electric Mk. 6 re-

entry vehicle-the heaviest in Air Force’s
current inventory—was flown more than
6,500 stat. mi. down the Atlantic Mis-
sile Range. Launch crew consisted of
nine officers and 63 airmen.
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AIR TRANSPORT

New U.S. Air Policy Threatens Merger
Pan American, TWA told that government will not

condone a chosen instrument on international routes.

By L. L. Doty

Washington—Proposed Pan American World Airwavs-Trans World Airlines

merger received a severe setback last week with a warning from the U.S. gov-

ernment that a chosen instrument type of operation on international routes

will not be condoned under the new air transport policy.

Hie warning came during a briefing of five carriers on the new policy by the

Civil Aeronautics Board and Federal Aviation Agency. The new policy, al-

though not fonnallv adopted bv the White Mouse, is ready for implementa-

tion (AW Feb. 4. p. 39).

The stand against the chosen instru-

ment principle is being interpreted to

mean cither that the merger will be re-

jected, or that a third carrier will be

certificated on North Atlantic routes if

the proposed merger is approved.

The new policy, as outlined in the

briefing, is quite similar in context and

philosophy to the details of the findings

of a survey conducted last year by priv-

ate consultants, disclosed for the first

time by Aviation Wef.k & Sface
Technology (Sept. 10. p. 33). The
briefing was called as a direct result of

violent industry reaction to a disclosure

late last month that a team of top gov-

ernment officials was planning to discuss

the policy with the six European gov-

ernments before revealing it to U. S.

carriers. The team tour of six European

capitals was subsequently postponed for

several months, without explanation.

The new policy has been withheld

from the public and the airline industry

under a State Dept, classification of

"confidential,” because, according to

one White Mouse spokesman, it has a

direct effect on "U.S. foreign rela-

tions." However, one government offi-

cial admitted to Aviation Week S;

Si'ace Technology that there was

some fear the airlines, once they be-

came acquainted with the policy, might

attempt to scuttle those phases of it

with which they disagreed.

Airline officials attending the meeting

were allowed to read the policy, but not

one was permitted to leave the room
with a copy of it. Attending were:

Charles Beard, president of Braniff

Airways, and an associate; Juan Trippe

and Hubert Schneider, president and
sice president of Pan American respec-

tively; Charles Tillinghast. president of

TWA and his Washington vice presi-

dent, Thomas Taylor; Richard Jackson,

president of Seaboard World Airlines

and vice president John Mahoney; Rob-

ert L. Griffith, vice president of Delta;

and Donald Nyrop, president of North-

west Airlines, and an associate. The
briefing was conducted by FAA Ad-

ministrator N. E. Ilalaby and CAB
Chairman Alan S. Boyd. Stuart G. Tip-

ton. president of the Air Transport

Assn., and Harvey Wexler of the ATA
were present as observers.

Although most of those who attended

the briefing were reluctant to discuss

their reaction, this much is evident: the

new policy undermines the arguments

presented in recent months by Pan

American and TWA for their merger.

The policy kills one of the principal

aims of the proposed merger—reduction

of U.S. competition on major interna-

tional and around-thc-world routes.

Under the policy, not only is the U. S.

strongly opposed to the chosen instru-

ment concept, but it will not pennit the

formation of any cartels or pools that

will restrain competition.

From the foreign carriers standpoint,

the policy is liberal. It was developed

on the premise that U.S. carriers can

compete effectively with foreign flag

carriers and that emphasis should be

placed on the expansion of the market

lather than on the share of the market

U. S. carriers should have.

In addition, the new policy is de-

signed to conform with President Ken-

nedy's trade expansion program. The
policy presumes that U. S. international

air transportation is an important seg-

ment of this program, and that the role

of the government is to assist in the

growth of international civil aviation so

that airlines can make their contribution

to the expansion of foreign trade.

In this connection, the U. S. is not

concerned with the unfavorable dollar

flow resulting from the use of foreign

flag carriers by its citizens, on the basis

that this disadvantage is offset by the

salutary benefits of competition.

There will be no attempt to compel

foreign flag carriers to restrict capacity

or reduce schedules at this time. There
will be an attempt, however, to per-

suade foreign flag carriers to limit their

capacity and schedule frequency to pres-

ent levels. The feeling is this will allow

traffic to catch up with available seats.

During the briefing, several carriers

indicated they may withdraw their sup-

port of recent industry moves to estab-

lish control over capacity provided by
foreign flag carriers. Air Transport Assn,

is sponsoring legislation calling for an

exchange of traffic statistics with foreign

airlines and the introduction of new
restrictive powers in the provisions of

foreign air carrier permits. The new
policy opposes this action and calls for

lower fares in international markets.

The new plan also seeks a cargo policy

disassociated from that covering pas-

senger traffic. It would establish these

points of cargo policy:

The flow of cargo to and from foreign

ports will not be restricted to specific

route patterns. The reasoning is that

cargo destinations are more numerous

and often different from passenger des-

tinations. Cargo should be allowed to

move directly to its specified market

with a minimum of off-loading and

trans-shipment. There should be no re-

strictions on cargo capacity . Cargo rates

should be lowered.

Strong consideration will be given to

the negotiation of air transport service

agreements with other countries on a

multilateral rather than a bilateral basis.

Historically, airline agreements have

been developed on a bilateral basis, with

the Bermuda principles serving as a

guide to the tenns.

Bermuda principles will be retained

for a while but chances are strong they

will be subjected to searching re-evalu-

ation soon. Multilateral principle adop-

tion would mean a complete overhaul of

all U.S. air agreements.

During the briefing, the subject of

sixth freedom traffic was raised. Sixth

freedom traffic is that which moves from

one country on the flag carrier of a sec-

ond country to a third. In the past, the

U.S. has held that some airlines, par-

ticularly SAS and KLM have handled

a larger amount of this traffic than is

authorized under the terms of bilateral

agreements. As a means of resolving

this problem, it was suggested that sixth

freedom be redefined to include only

passengers who continue on to a third

country after a stopover in the second

country. Restrictions then would be

placed on the number of passengers

who make direct connections to a desti-

nation in a third country.
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Boeing 707-320C Nearing First Flight

First flight of the Boeing 707-320C convertible passenger-cargo transport is scheduled for inid-Fcbrnary. Aircraft is shown on the ramp

at Boeing’s Renton, Wash., factory alter rollout recently. Aircraft, which retains all major systems of the 707-320B turbofan transport, lias

an integral cargo-handling system and a 7xll-ft. cargo loading door. Aircraft can carry 80,000-lb. of cargo or as many as 188 passengers.

Hughes Battles to Avoid CourtAppearance
Bv James R. Ashlock

New York—Attorney for Howard R.

Hughes last week was considering halt-

ing his pre-trail examination in Trans
World Airlines’ SI 55 million anti-trust

suit against Hughes Tool Co., a move
that could halt depositions and block

Hughes' scheduled appearance today at

Los Angeles.

Chester C. Davis, Hughes' lawyer in

New York, revealed this possibility after

Judge Charles Metzncr of the U.S.

District Court denied his motion to

dismiss the case, which Davis held

should be handled by the Civil Aero-

nautics Board and not the courts.

Davis was also considering asking the

Circuit Court of Appeals for a stay of

Metzner's denial. But to have any ef-

fect on Hughes' appearance, this would
have had to come before 5 p.m. Friday

.

TWA’s lawyers were confident that the

Appeals Court would support Judge
Metzner's action.

If he halts arguments, Davis would
be resting on his own interpretation of

the law. He told Metzner that he
still feels there is a question of whether
the matter belong in the courts.

Every matter involving Hughes Tool
Co. with TWA has had to have CAB
approval, Davis held, adding that lie felt

there is no reason why the current

litigation should be handled by any
other body.

John Sonnctt, TWA's counsel, said

he would interpret a cessation of argu-

ments by Davis as a default of the case,

leasing the court to make a judgment.

If the court's award wasn’t satisfactory

in light of TWA's demands, Sonnett

said, TWA would press the matter

further.

Sonnett conceded that Davis' resting

his case could, in effect, mean an end

to the pre-trial proceedings, and there

would be no need to interrogate

Hughes.
Davis, as defense attorney, was

granted first rights to calling witnesses

for depositions, and everyone appearing

so far in the more than SO sessions has
been from the plaintiff's side. But
TWA and its allied groups have insisted

that Hughes be called as well, and a

subpoena for Hughes was presented to

Davis as Hughes' representative. Thus
Davis is faced with either continuing

the proceedings, or finding means to

stop them in an effort to ease the op-

position’s insistence on questioning

Recent Supreme Court decision con-

cerning Pan American and Pan Ameri-
can Grace Airlines (Panagra) was the

basis for Davis’ motion to dismiss the

case. (AW Jan. 21, p. 42).

TWA had seven days to answer the

motion. But realizing that the court

must act on it before Hughes could
be made to appear, and since only 10
days then remained before Hughes'
scheduled appearance, TWA's attor-

neys presented their answer the day-

after the Hughes group filed.

The airline's counsel maintains that

the Hughcs-TWA dispute, involving an
individual and one airline, cannot be
likened to the Pan Amcrican-Panagra
case, which was a basic route disagree-

ment between two carriers.

Seeking an opinion on the CAB's
jurisdiction, Davis filed a request that

the Board launch an investigation into

the relationship between TWA, its

financial backers and Pan American
(AW Feb. 5, 1962, p. 43).

Davis charged that the lending in-

stitutions—Metropolitan Life Insurance

Co., The Equitable Life Assurance

Society of the United States, and Irving

Trust Co.—conspired to gain control of

TWA and make it a captive outlet for

high-interest loans. Ernest R. Breech,

board chainnan of TWA, and Charles

C. Tillinghast, Jr., president of the

carrier, participated in the conspiracy,

the complaint stated.

Davis charged that Juan T. Trippe,

president of Pan American, conspired

with Breech and Tillinghast toward

merging the two carriers. Metropolitan,

of which Trippe is a director and fi-

nance committee member, was a part;

in initiating and fostering the merger

negotiations, Davis claimed.

The merger, he said, is sought "not

because it would necessarily be in the

best interests of TWA and all of its

stockholders, or preferable to other mer-

gers, but because Hughes Tool Co.
would be permanently eliminated as

the controlling stockholder of the re-

sulting airline."

Davis asked for prompt action by
the CAB on his request, saying that

lie could not continue his case against

the defendants in court until the CAB
determines whether the parties now
controlling TWA have violated any
provisions of the Civil Aeronautics Act.

Attorneys for Metropolitan. Equit-

able, and TWA’s financial advisers, Dil-

lon. Read & Co., said that Davis was
legally wrong not only in naming them
in the CAB filing, but also in including

them in his S366-million counterclaim

to the TWA suit.

"What Mr. Davis is doing here, after

more than a year of tramping up and
down the garden path and costing us

hundreds of thousands of dollars, is

trying to delay the taking of depositions

from Hughes," said John R. Hupper.
counsel for both Equitable and Metro-

Hupper, with Charles L. Stewart,

representing Dillon, Read, said Davis'

charges were baseless because their or-

ganizations were involved in no phase
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Anglo-French Marketing Accord
London-Short Brothers & Harland, builders of the Short Belfast turboprop

freighter for Royal Air Force, last week signed a cooperative agreement with the

French firm S. A. des Ateliers deviations Louis Brcguet to market the Brcguct

941/942 four-engine STOL transport in the United Kingdom.

Short Brothers has offered the plane to RAF, another indication that OR-351,

RAF"s requirement for a tactical transport to replace the aging Blackburn Bcvcrlcys

and Handley Page Hastings, has been de-emphasized if not killed. Hie requirement

decision now is a year overdue, primarilv because of the estimated SI40 million in

development costs for a new design.

Short Brothers, which also has submitted the Vouglit Hiller tilt-wing transport

to RAF, would build the Brcguct STOL transport if RAF bought it. Short also

will push the aircraft in the civil market, with a license manufacturing tie-up if

orders are sufficient. Company stressed that the Brcguct 941/942 has no relation

to OR-351, at least in its present contest calling for a plane the size of the Belfast.

Decision on OR-351 probably has been made, but will not be revealed until

the 1963 defense White Paper is published later this month.

Unknown factor is the fate of OR-350, a requirement to replace the Shacklcton

bomber now used for maritime reconnaissance (AW Apr. 30, 1962, p. 34). Require-

ment calls for a 1,600-mi. range and versions of de Havilland Trident and Vickers

VC.10 have been offered to RAF.

of aeronautics. Davis replied that it

was up to the CAB to determine their

involvement.

Also last week, the CAB denied for

the second time a TWA motion to

delay a stockholder vote on the merger

proposal. TWA’s request that the vote

be held 60 days after public hearings

on the merger was denied by the

Board’s Bureau of Economic Counsel,

which had earlier rejected TWA and
Pan American's original proposal for

a vote 60 days after final approval of

the merger.

Delaying a stockholder vote on the

proposed merger has been a major con-

sideration in TWA’s and Pan Ameri-

can’s strategy to avoid counteraction

by Hughes.

Suit by Hughes to block the merger

would, in both carriers' opinions, stall

indefinitely their effort to join, snarling

it in litigation that could last for years.

And the surest way to arouse Hughes,

TWA and Pan American feel, would

be to vote his 78.2% of TWA stock

for the merger.

Carriers felt that if Hughes were
pressured into taking an early position,

it would be against the merger. He is

facing a reduction to 29% of his in-

terest in the merged airline, and the

litigation between himself and TWA
remains unresolved.

However, months would pass even

before public hearings on the merger

filing. This would provide time for

efforts to settle with Hughes on the

litigation, and also to try to overcome
his objections against voting his stock.

Postponing a stockholder vote also

protects the three-man trusteeship con-

trolling Hughes’ TWA stock (AW Feb.

4, p. 47), since an advisory opinion

from the Board would offer a defense

against any Hughes counteraction.

However, TWA feels confident of its

right to vote the stock, because it is

stipulated in the trustee agreement with

Hughes that the trustees can vote his

interest in a merger. TWA’s lawyers,

as well as independent counsel, agree

that TWA could legally uphold this

right even if Hughes pleaded in court

that his interest was being threatened.

TWA faces conflicting considera-

tions. On the one hand, it feels the

obligation to force Hughes into a public

appearance to protect the lending in-

stitutions charged in the litigation.

However, the airline also is anxious to

avoid imperiling the proposed merger.

Many observers close to the issue feel

that forcing Hughes to appear would

bring an anti-merger declaration from

him as quickly as would the voting of

his stock.

While TWA would prefer a CAB
decision, or opinion, before voting the

stock, the airline realizes that some
sort of showdown with Hughes is

inevitable. Even though the carrier

would like more time to try to nego-

tiate a settlement, it cannot ignore

responsibility to the lending institu-

tions, which are primary targets of

Hughes’ S366-million countersuit.

Defense of the banks’ and insurance

companies’ interests, represented by
their multi-million dollar loans to

TWA, requires settlement of the liti-

gation as soon as possible.

Persons who nave known Hughes
throughout his airline association say

there is another reason for keeping the

pressure on him. Recognized for a

hesitancy to make quick decisions,

Hughes has developed a reputation for

exhausting every delaying tactic, then

making a settlement. This encourages

his opponents to keep plugging in hopes

of an eventual compromise.

Legal sources feel that if and when
Hughes does appear, interrogation of

him will last at least three or four

months. The many lawyers represent-

ing TWA and the lending institutions

would all want to question him.

Airline industry observers believe that

some sort of compromise on the merger

proposal will eventually be adopted,

A question exists over whether the

government can logically approve the

merger as presently proposed, mainly

because of the great impact it would

have on domestic airline business.

Reports have circulated in recent

weeks that a plan was being formulated

that would involve Pan American buy-

ing TWA’s international routes from

Hughes for $125 million, thus giving

Hughes the money to pay off the bank

and insurance loan's to TWA and regain

control of the airline.

But TWA executives are emphatic

in denying any consideration of re-

linquishing the intcmationl routes, and

stress that they aren’t Hughes’ to sell.

Pan American’s original approach to

TWA concerned only international

routes. Pan American sought TWA’s
overseas network in exchange for a cash

sum and rights into such points as

Puerto Rico and Alaska. TWA told

Pan American then that it would discuss

nothing short of a total merger, and
TWA’s officials say their position re-

mains unchanged.

Talk of a special deal with Hughes
also seems unlikely when viewed in

relation to the factors that would have

to accompany it.

Assuming that Pan American had the

$125 million to buy the routes, Hughes
could not make the sale until he had

regained control of TWA and reorgan-

ized its management and board of di-

rectors. It is made clear within TWA
that the present board would never

give up the international segments.

Pan American would also want other

concessions, such as rights to cross the

U. S. and board passengers at two or

three gateways before departing on

transpacific flights, a privilege now held

by certain foreign flag carriers. Pan
American presently may board pas-

sengers, for instance, at Chicago, then

pick up others in New York or Boston

for transatlantic flights. But the west-

bound restriction poses a gap in the

airline’s tound-the-world system. Pan

American would also want government-

assurance that another U.S. carrier

would not be allowed on the North

Atlantic.

But such a plan would involve Pan
American trusting Hughes with its

money until he could again take over

TWA, plus some assurance that the

government would grant Pan Ameri-

can’s desire for extended gateway

privileges and North Atlantic exclusi-

vity. These factors alone are generally

considered enough to discourage such a

plan.
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CAB Demands Sweeping Changes

In Air Transport Assn. Activities

Washington—Civil Aeronautics Board

has strengthened its position in its fight

to inspect Air Transport Assn, docu-

ments by issuing a new order that gives

it sweeping powers to maintain tight

surveillance of all ATA activities.

Latest action in the Board investiga-

tion of the ATA, now entering its fourth

year (AW Mar. 30, 1959, p. 47), denies

an ATA offer to settle the case and

motion to terminate the CAB inspec-

tion.

It orders that the ATA Articles of

Assn, will be disapproved unless certain

conditions are met within 30 days. This

action could bring all ATA activities to

a halt.

Principal condition reaffirmed in the

Board order, to which ATA is taking

exceptional objection is a prohibition

against assertion of any claim of attor-

ney-client privilege in any investigation

of ATA records and affairs by the CAB.
In its order, the CAB stated:

"... The ATA shall so conduct its

affairs as to preclude [it] . . . from en-

gaging in the practice of law in such

a manner as to create a claim of con-

fidentiality based upon an alleged at-

torney-client relationship between it and

its members. ..." Chances are strong

that the ATA will take this issue to

Meanwhile, the American Bar Assn,

deplored the Board action "as contrary

to long recognized legal precedent, as

in violation of fundamental rights, and

as detrimental to the best interests of

Other CAB conditions which must
be met within 30 days arc:

• Air carrier members of the ATA must
agree that the Board shall have access

to and authority to inspect all ATA ac-

counts, records, documents, papers and
correspondence.

• ATA conferences and divisions shall

file their by-laws with the Board.

• Each ATA member shall have equal

voting rights. At present, the voting

strength of a member airline is meas-
ured by the revenue ton miles it carried

in the previous year. The Board said

that, under this system, large carriers

arc in a position to dominate the selec-

tion of ATA directors.

• All classes of carriers shall be repre-

sented on the ATA board of directors,

unless all members of any class prefer

not to be so represented. Classes in-

clude: domestic trunklines, international

carriers, local service airlines, scheduled

helicopter operators and all-cargo

carriers. In the past, all classes of

carriers have not always been repre-

sented.

• ATA and its conferences shall file with

the CAB all resolutions, contracts and
agreements.
• ATA and its conferences shall file all

minutes of all meetings within 30 days

of such meetings.

• Full statement of public relations

campaigns or programs shall be sub-

mitted to the Board within 30 days

after they are adopted.

• If any ATA member is a party to any
hearing before the Board, CAB Rules

of Practice will apply to the ATA gen-

erally. Rules of Practice declare it

improper "... to give statements to

the press or radio or by paid advertise-

ments . . . designed to influence the

Board's judgment in the case.”

• ATA will give all members an oppor-

tunity to consider the adoption and the

publicizing of any broad position or

program.
• In issuing any public statement, ATA
shall disclose the extent of its repre-

sentation whenever it has any reason

to believe that any members may dis-

agree with that statement.

• Director of the ATA tariff division

and the publishing agent for the air

traffic conference tariffs manual shall

not be an employe or official of the

ATA. The tariff publishing agent shall

perform his functions independently

of the ATA or the air traffic conference.

Rail Union Makes Bid lor 12,700

At United; 3,000 Are Ex-members
Washington—Brotherhood of Railway

Clerks is attempting to recruit 9.700

unorganized United Air Lines employes,

and 3,000 others now belonging to the

International Assn, of Machinists. Some
3.000 of the unorganized are former

members lost by the rail union after

the United-Capital Airlines merger.

The Brotherhood of Railway Clerks

(BRC) has petitioned the National Me-
diation board for the right to hold the

representation election. The recruiting

drive by the railway union stems from
a Civil Aeronautics Board merger order

that held that United did not have to

recognize BRC, which formerly repre-

sented 3,000 Capital clerical workers.

The union lost a legal appeal to the

CAB decision.

The balance of the 12,700 employes
have not been previously organized. The
employes BRC is seeking to represent

perform a variety of jobs, including

clerical work, ticket sales and ramp

W. A. Patterson, president of United,

has written to Attorney General Robert

F. Kennedy. Secretary of Labor Willard

Wirtz and the NMB. complaining that

NMB election ballots do not offer em-
ployes the choice to vote against union
representation. He urged that NMB
election procedures be reviewed. Groups
of United employes have lodged similar

complaints with members of Congress.

All of these requests have been re-

ferred back to the NMB. which notes

that, as an independent government
agency, it is "not subject to pressure.”

NMB refused a United request that it

break the customary “class and craft”

determination into three separate groups

for the 12,700 employes, pointing out

that the recognition of clerical, sales and
related workers as one "class or craft”

has been fixed on the airlines since

1947. The Mediation Board also cau-

tioned United that it could not legally

participate in the representation elec-

tions for employes.

It was tinder the same "class and

craft" ruling that the Airline Pilots

Assn, won representation rights for both

pilots and flight engineers on United.

In the present case, United is concerned

that there are too many different duties

handled by the 12,700 workers to con-

sider them as one class. Recognition of

one union to represent the group could

produce a costly problem of training

and cross bidding for jobs, the carrier

feels.

NMB is prepared to conduct the elec-

tion. but is still awaiting a list of em-
ploye names involved in the representa-

tion dispute. They were first promised

by United on Jan. 14. but have not yet

been received. Mediation Board spokes-

men indicate that if the list is not pro-

duced soon, NMB may subpoena the

information rather than delay the elec-

tion. They added that United’s criti-

cism of the NMB ballot form is "not

justified,” since employes wishing to

vote against anv union representation

can do so merely by failing to return

the ballot.

Under NMB voting procedures, at

least 51% of the employes eligible must
vote or the election is not considered

valid.

To gain the representation rights

for the group, one or more unions must
receive a majority of the votes cast.

Meanwhile, the IAM has filed a

union "raiding" complaint against the

BRC with the AFL-CIO. Final out-

come of this action could result in the

BRC dropping the 3,000 IAM members
from its recruiting drive.
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Airline Grows Despite Federation Unrest
By Robert H. Cook

Salisbury, Southern Rhodesia-Ccntr.il

African Airways is accelerating its

growth plans, confident that a con-

tinued white domination of Southern

Rhodesia's government will protect the

company's interests if Northern Rho-

desia and Nvasaland withdraw from the

Central African Federation after in-

dependence (AW Jan. 14. p. 40).

A heavily subsidized operation only

four years ago, the airline has elected to

build revenues on an improved regional

service, rather than risk a costly com-

petitive battle on new long-haul routes.

To accomplish this. CAA has been

strengthening its financial reserves to-

ward the proposed purchase of three

British Aircraft Corp. BAC 111 turbo-

jets. It also is conducting a concentrated

sales program aimed directly at Africa's

largest white market—the 3.000.000

whites just across the border in the

Union of South Africa.

The airline concedes that it could

face many political problems if the

federation is disbanded. Among these

would be the continued joint financing

of the airline. In addition. African hopes

for an East African Federation, to in-

clude Northern Rhodesia and Nyasa-

land, conceivably could result in these

two countries dropping their participa-

tion in CAA and granting route and

traffic rights to another airline.

But the multiplicity of independence

possibilities and the complexity of argu-

ments over federation in both East and

Central Africa indicate that these poli-

tical complications may not arise for

many years, if at all.

Depending on whether CAA can

maintain the status quo. it has also

suggested that it might enter into con-

sortium with East African Airways to

provide international service to Europe.

CAA's sole European service now is

handled under contract with British

Overseas Ainvavs Corp.. which has con-

ducted the service since 1937. Bearing

a CAA flight number, the BOAC
Comet flight to London is identified as

the “Rhodesian Comet." This agree-

ment will expire in 1967.

Because of its geographical location

and population distribution. CAA's situ-

ation is somewhat different than that

of other African carriers, most of which

depend on long-haul, international traf-

fic for profits.

Other than an occasional charter

flight and the BOAC contract. CAA
lias no true long haul-routes, and route

expansion is scvcrclv limited bv com-
petition from EAA to the north. South

African Airways to the south and
DETA. the flag carrier of Portuguese
Mozambique, to the east. To the west.

CAA would have to fly 1.200-mi. to

reach Luanda, the capital of Portuguese

Angola, which also has its own carrier.

DTA.
Longest scheduled stage lengths on

the CAA system from Salisbury are

1.200 mi. to Nairobi, Kenya, via Dar

es Salaam; 600 mi. to Johannesburg.

South Africa and 800 mi. to Durban.

The federation covers an area larger

than the combined acreage of New
York. Texas and California. More than

half of the federation lies in sparsely-

settled Northern Rhodesia and Nyasa-

land, which have a combined white

population of less than 87.000. com-

pared with Southern Rhodesia's 227,-

000. African population in the entire

federation is about eight million.

Aside from the tourist attractions of

Victoria Falls and Kariba Dam. both of

which straddle the Zainbczc River sepa-

rating Northern and Southern Rhodesia,

the only major business centers in

Northern Rhodesia are Lusaka and

Ndola, a rich copper mining center near

the Republic of the Congo. In Nyas-
aland the major business center is

Blantyre.

Against this background CAA feels

its best promise for increased revenues

lies in the development of traffic to and
from the highly-developed commercial

centers in South Africa.

However, the airline has long sup-

ported a policy of maintaining adequate

service into remote and unprofitable

areas as a necessary public benefit, and
operates a daily “bush service” through

the western area of Northern Rhodesia

and Nvasaland.

A fleet of five de Ilavilland Beavers

is used on two separate routes, one of

which serves Scsheke. Senanga. Mongu,
Kalabo. Lukulu, Balovale. Mankoya and
Mumbwa in Northern Rhodesia. The
other serves Zomba. Ft. Johnston,

Monkey Bay. Lilongwe. Salima. Mzim-
ba. Mzuzu, Kabonga and Ft. Hill in

Nvasaland and Mbeva in Tanganvika.

One route covers 800 mi. and the

other 773 mi. In more than 20 years of

hush operations, the airline has never

had a fatal accident, despite the fact

that weather conditions are violent for

five months of the year, during which

there is an annual rainfall of 48 in.

Most of the 3,000-ft. long landing

strips arc grass plots hacked out of the

hush, and only a few have refueling

facilities.

A few runways are gravel surfaced

and can be used all year round, while

the 4,800-ft. long Mungu runwav is

constructed of a double-layer of three

million bricks on a sand base with a tar

topping. Station managers on the bush

system are usually the wives of local

District Commissioners.
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As in many areas of Africa, bush

service is the only available communica-
tions link between people in the "back

country” and more populated centers.

As an example. Balovale is 450 mi. from

the nearest railhead at Lusaka. In addi-

tion to passengers, the Beavers cany a

variety of cargo, including medical sup-

plies, mail, hides, live animals and prod-

uce. along with the week's grocery

supply for bush stops. Last year the

Beavers flew 425,000 mi. of the CAA
system's total aircraft miles of 3.5 mil-

Financially, the companv is doing

well. It turned in an operating profit of

S700.000 last year after paying $369,-

000 in interest on long-term debt.

CAA also has shortened the deprecia-

tion life on its fleet of five Viscounts,

which will be fully depreciated by 1965.

Utilizing funds carried forward from the

previous year, the airline set aside $394.-

000 for this purpose. Six Douglas DC-3s
and five dc Havilland Beavers already

have been completely written down.

In preparation for the BAC Ills,

which will replace the Viscounts, CAA
added $560,000 to its cash reserves and
expects to pay 50% of the total cost of

the S9 million order from company
funds. Financial terms of the purchase

have not been completed and it is ex-

pected that a loan will be acquired

either from the Colonial Development
Corp., which financed the Viscounts, or

the British Aircraft Corp.

Cash position of the airline, in terms

of both cash on hand and deposits held

by the federation government, approxi-

mated $8.4 million last year.

On the sales front, CAA has stepped

up its advertising budget to a point

where it now accounts for 3.5% of its

estimated annual revenues. Last year the

advertising expense was $224,000. Bulk
of the program is aimed at developing

a two-way movement of traffic between

the federation and the Union of South
Africa for vacation travel.

Because of the federation's land-

locked location, CAA emphasizes beach
holidays for Rhodesians at such points

as Durban and Capetown, South Africa.

Television is the favored medium be-

cause it is cheaper than newspapers and
provides a wide exposure.

South Africans are urged to use

CAA's "Flame Lilly” tours to such at-

tractions as Victoria Falls and the Kar-

iba Dam on the Zambezc River. Reve-

nues from this tour increased 60% last

year and reached a point where it was
necessary to turn away customers in

peak holiday periods because of insuffi-

cient accommodations. There is no tele-

vision network in South Africa and the

airline divides its advertising between
newspapers and filmed commercials
shown during theater intermissions.

CAA also maintains several other

tour arrangements with its schedule

pooling partners. BOAC. EAA and
South African Airways.

Internationally, it also is exploring

the feasibility of special package tours

from both the U.S. and Britain. Cost
of the tour would be approximately

20% above the published one-way fare.

CAA contends the tours can legally be
conducted from Britain under cabotage

rights, but that the inclusion of the

U.S. might bring a rejection from the

International Air Transport Assn.

Among the carrier’s most popular

fares is a “Skybus" service which ein-

5

hasiz.es the time and expense saved by
ying instead of driving. As an example,

advertisements for the Salisbury' to

Ndola flight, a distance of 379 mi-
point out that the flight is made in 1

hr. 40 min. as compared with more than

10 hr. by auto. Cost of the flight is

S64 round trip. DC-3 aircraft with 38

scats and African hostesses arc used.

Other sales innovations being con-

sidered arc the purchase of a fleet of

rental autos for "Skybus" passengers’

use at their destinations, and the use
of a credit card system.

About 40% of CAA's pilots arc re-

cruited from the Rhodesian and South
African air forces, while the balance

arc veterans of the Royal Air Force and
British aviation experience. They arc

members of the Pilots Assn, of Central

Africa. Maintenance technicians are

organized under the Air Transport

Union, and the company has never had
a strike by either union.

Because of the severe flying condi-

tions that predominate during Africa's

seven-month rainy season, recurrent

training and early retirement are re-

quired by CAA.
The airline has been using a Vis-

count simulator and plans to order a

BAC 111 simulator for recurrent pilot

training. Pilots are now required to

undergo instrument landing system

training for every field served and re-

ceive separate proficiency and instru-

ment checks every six months. To this

are added two route checks a year, plus

a test whenever the pilot has returned

from a leave exceeding 30 days.

Company policy requires pilots to re-

tire at age 50. This limit can be ex-

ceeded only by permission of the air-

line’s general manager. Originally, the

pilots wanted a 45-year retirement age,

then accepted the company limit of 50

and now favor retirement at age 53. the

company said. Only one CAA pilot has

reached retirement age and the next

two will not do so until next year.

Typical Viscount schedule employs
a three-man crew, with the third man
serving as a combination flight engineer

and radio operator. Daily crew time
averages 12 hr. Last vear the Viscounts

averaged 13,000 flying hr. each. DC-3s
averaged 14,000 and the Beavers 10,000

Using a progressive maintenance sys-

tem, CAA has about 428 people em-
ployed in maintenance from a company
total of 1,200 employes. Out of the

428 in the engineering division. 125 are

Africans and 278 are Europeans.

All highly technical maintenance and
overhaul work, such as powerplant as-

sembly, is handled by European me-
chanics, most of whom are graduates of

a rigid five-year apprentice program con-

ducted by CAA and the federation gov-

ernment.

Candidates for the course must have
the equivalent of six college credits.

After selection they must undergo a

six-month course in tool handling and
machine shop practice. Subject matter

is added in increments of six months,
and after two years, a major subject is

selected on the basis of the student's

past record.
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Portable Vapor Cycle
Air Conditioning

for
Electronic
Cooling

Smaller size, lighter weight, proved operational reliability

Compactness and Lightweight: Garrett-AiResearch

400 cycle vapor cycle air conditioning packages are
based upon experience of designing, manufacturing, and
supporting nearly 100,000 airborne and ground air

conditioning systems.

Reliability and Maintainability:

• More than 2.5 million operating hours accumulated

on commercial refrigerant compressors.

• 42.000 hours mean time to failure, and overhaul

period of 7000 hours on operational compressors

in commercial jet airline operation.

• Centrifugal compressor design has but one moving
assembly: reduces wear potential, and is easier

to maintain in field.

• Single manufacturer of all package components with

world-wide field service engineering.

Environmental Capability

• Meets all applicable MIL specs on vibration and
shock, extreme environment, radio interference,

• Ambient operating range from —65° to 125°F.

Autonomous Deployment
• Lightweight and small size meets all field deploy-

ment requirements.

• Module capacities from 1.5 to 10 tons of refrigera-

tion can be transported by hand.

Write for literature to Environmental Control Systems,

AiResearch Manufacturing Division, Los Angeles.

AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING DIVISIONS • Los Angeles 9. California • Phoenix, Arizona

Systems and Components for:

Aircraft, Missile, Spacecraft, Electronit, \ucleur and Industrial Applications

ASPEN AIRWAYS, scheduled third-level type airline operating between Denver and Aspen,
last year carried more than 5.000 skiers and tourists to the Rocky Mountain resort. Flight

Skiers, Tourists Boost Operations

Of Third-Level Colorado Carrier
Aspen, Colo. — Aspen Airways, a

scheduled and charter third-level type
airline operating between Denver and
Aspen, carried over 5,000 passengers

last year, a 30% increase over 1961.
which in turn was about 35% higher

than 1960.

These figures are explained by the

fact that skiers from the east and south,

headed for the popular slopes of Aspen,
can fly here from Denver in less than
40 min., while surface transportation

takes about 7 hr. When Attorney Gen-
eral Robert Kennedy and Sen. Ted Ken-
nedy came here recently for a ski holi-

day, they flew an Aspen Airways charter.

Scheduled Service

Aspen Airways operates two twin-
engine aircraft for its scheduled service,

an eight-passenger Beech D-18 and a

six-passenger Aero Commander 500B.
Between Dec. 1 5 and Apr. 1 5, it oper-

ates one scheduled trip in each direction

each day, and resumes the service from
June 15 to Sept. 15 to accommodate
tourists and businessmen attending As-
pen seminars. During the other five

months service is limited to charter op-
erations. These often use a four-place

Piper Apache with supercharger that
provides sea-level performance at 21,000

Because of altitude limitations on

the twin-engine aircraft, lack of instru-

ment weather facilities at Aspen’s Pitkin

County Airport and the fact that a pas-

senger usually rides the co-pilot's scat.

Aspen Airways flies only during visual

flight rules (VFR) weather. Despite
this, and the fact that more than half

its scheduled operations occur during
winter months, the company completed
more than 85% of its scheduled flights,

according to C. B. Simons, vice presi-

dent and general manager. Simons, an
airline veteran with more than 16,000
hr. time, is one of two company pilots.

The other is Clyde Bonham, another
16,000-hr. veteran.

Aspen is 110 air miles from Den-
ver, but there are three mountain ranges
with peaks ranging above 14,000 ft.

between the two cities. Although the
company has modified its D-18 to re-

duce its weight for operation at Colo-
rado altitudes, normal cruise altitude

is under 1 3,000 ft. for both the Beech
and Aero Commander, Simons said.

This means the pilots must thread their

way through the passes, so the air dis-

tance normally runs about 130 mi.
Sometimes it is necessary to take more
lengthy detours to maintain VFR
flight.

The planes’ weight-altitude limita-

tions are aggravated by the fact that

skiers normally travel with considerably

more baggage than tourists.

If the skier brings his own skis and
boots, his baggage may weigh around
80 lb. or more. Aspen Airways allows

40 lb. free of charge, with" another
SI.50 charge for the skis.

The one-way fare between Denver
and Aspen is $23.50. including tax,

for the 40-inin. flight. The fare by rail

or bus from Denver to Glenwood
Springs, and then by bus to Aspen, is

about S8, but total travel time is about
7 hr.

Runway Extension

Pitkin County Airport here has a
hard-surface 5,200-ft. runway, which
will be extended soon to 7.800 ft., ac-

cording to Simons. The airport has no
runway lights, approach aids or radio-
only a wind sock. The runway slopes

down to the northwest direction, and
all takeoffs are in this direction.

In the 10 years since he first came
here as a skier and decided to set up a
charter operation. Simons said. Aspen
Airways has not had a single accident.

About five years ago, the company ob-
tained a license for scheduled opera-

tions from the Colorado Public Utili-

ties Commission.
Aspen Airways receives no subsidy,

Simons said, and it seeks none. In addi-

tion to the two pilots, the company has
only one other full-time employe, who
handles reservations. These usually are

made well in advance, either directly

or through one of the major airlines that
serve Denver—Braniff, Continental and
United. An extra section is added to the
scheduled flight when passenger load
warrants.

The combination of scheduled serv-

ice and charter operations has given the
company a modest profit for the past
five years, Simons said. Corporation
president is James F. Ferry, a director

of Continental Motors Corp.

Aircraft Maintenance

The local airport has one mechanic
for routine service. General mainte-
nance is performed at Denver's Staple-

ton Airport by Combs Aircraft Co. on
the Beech and by Clinton Aviation for

the Aero Commander and Apache.
Aspen Airways aircraft are equipped

with oxygen for passengers, but it sel-

dom is used. Simons says. Those who
come to ski will be exerting themselves
far more heavily on the slopes at alti-

tudes up to 11,300 ft. without oxygen
and, therefore, usually do not require

it in the more passive role of passengers
at altitudes only slightly higher.

Departure time of " the scheduled
flight from Denver to Aspen is changed
during the winter months as spring
approaches. The additional daylight
hours permit a later departure before
darkness settles on the Pitkin County
Airport.
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THE FLEXIBLE MEN Never has man faced so formidable a combination of unknowns as in the exploration

of space. It is a challenge that demands investigation along the entire spectrum of the scientific disciplines; it repre-

sents a compendium of scientific thought that is being revised and refined hour by hour... by men of widely

diverse scientific backgrounds.

And out of the interplay among all the disciplines represented, a new breed of scientific men is emerging.

They are men of curiously intermixed scientific talents. Men with an insatiable curiosity— not only in their own
field, but in others. They are cross-pollinators of ideas. The outriders of research and invention.

They are a catalytic force that is making today's aerospace industry the most dynamic in the history of mankind.

They are the flexible men.

North American Aviation is at work in the fields of the future through these six divisions:

Atomics International, Autonetics, Columbus, Los Angeles, Rocketdyne, Space & Information Systems.

SHORTLINES

Air Transport Assn, has named a

committee of top airline executives to

evaluate a proposed industry advertising

campaign which may earn’ an annual

budget as high as $5 million.

American Flyers Airline Corp. has

purchased three Lockheed Electra tur-

boprop transports for use in domestic
and overseas charter flights.

Bonanza Air Lines has reported a

36.3% gain in revenue passenger miles

in 1962 over the 1961 total. Available

scat miles for the period rose 24%.
Load factor in 1962 was 52.5%, con-

trasted to 47.8% in 1961.

Braniff Airways has contracted with

General Precision Systems, Ltd., of

England for the purchase and installa-

tion of a BAC 1 1 1 flight simulator. The
unit will be installed at Love Field,

Dallas, in September, 1964.

British Overseas Airways Corp. will

reschedule its transpacific flights so that

passengers flying from New York and
San Francisco to Tokyo and Hong Kong
may stop over one or more nights at

Honolulu.

Civil Aeronautics Board has author-

ized local service, Hawaiian and Alaskan
carriers to meet during the next 90 days
to discuss adoption of a single fare al-

lowing unlimited transportation over a

specified period for foreign visitors to

the U. S. on all airlines in the group.

Federal Aviation Agency’s new regu-

lation requiring installation of distance

measuring equipment on all civil trans-

rules (AW Jan. 2S, p. 50) has been
amended to exclude specifically foreign

aircraft operating into the U. S.

FAA predicts that the number of air-

line passengers in the Washington,
D. C., area will increase annually from
the present 4.9 million to 8.3 million
in 1967. Passengers are expected to be
divided evenly between Dulles Interna-

tional and Washington National.

United Air Lines has adopted port-

able hangars for use in line main-

tenance work at certain airports where
regular hangars are not available. The
portable hangars arc constructed of cor-

rugated aluminum sheets on a struc-

tural steel frame with plywood floors.

They are heated and can be moved to
cover an aircraft wing for engine main-
tenance during inclement weather.

AIRLINE OBSERVER
Member carriers of the International Air Transport Assn, carried 18%

more passengers in 1962 than in the previous year. Load factor for the
group in 1962 was 51.6%, an increase of 0.5% over the previous year.

Available seat miles rose 36.7%. First-class traffic decreased by 15%, while

economy class traffic increased 23.3%, accounting for 90.8% of all pas-

sengers carried.

Great Britain and Israel appear to be deadlocked in renegotiation of their

bilateral air transport agreement. British team re-evaluating the agreement
involving El A1 fifth freedom rights beyond London was preparing its

recommendations to the Minister of Aviation last week. Israel is seeking

a 12-month extension of present rights, but British contend that the
extension to New York through London is more valuable than concessions
offered to British carriers at Tel Aviv. Thus, British arc pressing for more
freedom of routing from Tel Aviv while applying additional pressure to

reduce El A1 flights from London to New York, now three weekly.

Scandinavian Airlines System and Austrian Airlines have signed an agree-

ment covering the pooling of air sendees to the Middle East. Under the plan,

SAS will provide Caravelle transports and flight crews for the operation.

Later, AUA will contribute Caravclles it plans to acquire to the pool. Flights

will operate from Copenhagen, Dusseldorf and Vienna to Istanbul, Beirut,

Damascus and Cairo.

Aeroflot fell far short of its 1962 passenger traffic target, according to
data released by the USSR’s Central Statistical Board. The Soviet airline

monopoly handled 24% more passengers than last year, the report stated.

This would indicate that Aeroflot flew around 27 million passengers in

1962, compared with a goal of 30 million and with the official total of 21.8
million passengers in 1961.

First open industry support for United Air Lines’ proposal for a single
class sendee (AW Nov. 19, p. 42) came last week from L. B. Maytag, Jr.,

president of National Airlines. In a surprise statement in Houston. Maytag
said “I now place myself on record as being an advocate of a single class”

fare. He noted that "We are coping with 16 different fares, many of them
cut-throat and absurd."

Proposal to adopt a multilateral system of exchanging international air

routes (AW Feb. 4, p. 39) appeared shelved last week. Special Paris meeting
of the Commission on Air Transportation of the International Chamber of
Commerce voted down a proposal to establish a special study group to
explore the possibility of a multilateral air transport agreement among
nations. The study, which was opposed by the U. S., was referred back to
national councils of the chamber.

Civil Aeronautics Board last week reported that the fatality rate for

U. S. certificated air carriers was 0.27 per 100 million passenger miles for

1962, compared with 0.29 in 1961. U.S. supplemental air carrier industry
had a perfect safety record in 1962, compared with a fatality rate of 9.7
per 100 million passenger miles in 1961. U.S. certificated scheduled inter-

national airlines operated without a single fatal accident for the second
consecutive year.

Proposal to grant the U. S. President authority to compel the submission
of certain labor disputes to impartial third parties for decision as a means
of avoiding strikes has been offered by George A. Spatcr, executive vice
president and general counsel of American Airlines. Spater explained that
collective bargaining would continue as done now, but if the parties failed

to settle by voluntary agreement, “then the President could direct that it be
settled by the decision of outsiders.”

United Arab Airlines last week accepted a U.S. offer of two routes into
New York. The routes, basically the same as those offered in earlier bilateral

discussions (AW Jan. 28, p. 45), are New York-Cairo via London and New
York-Cairo via Paris. European en route stops for both include Ireland.

Germany, Switzerland and Greece.
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PROFIT ON THE SHORTSECTORS
^ with

mu
SHORT
HAUL

The BAC One-Eleven will give better than the best Viscount short haul economics and

do it with quicker turn-round and a cruise speed of 540 mph.

The BAC One-Eleven will come off the production line this year. It has already been

ordered by: BRITISH UNITED AIRWAYS, BRANIFF INTERNATIONAL AIRWAYS,

MOHAWK AIRLINES, KUWAIT AIRWAYS, CENTRAL AFRICAN AIRWAYS and an

undisclosed airline. Passenger appeal and low break-even factors make the BAC One-

Eleven the first choice for all short haul operators.

BRITISH AIRCRAFT CORPORATION
ONE HUNDRED PALL MALL LONDON SW1 ENGLAND

TWO ROLLS-ROYCE SPEY TURBOFAN ENGINES

L- BRITISH AIRCRAFT CORPORATION (USA) INC..

' JEFFERSON DAVIS HIGHWAY. ARLINGTON 2, VIRGINIA



SPACE TECHNOLOGY
Large Solids Feasibility Awards Due Soon

Contractors for feasibility demonstra-

tions of the first generation of solid-

propellant rocket motors beyond the

120-in.-dia. unit now under develop-

ment for the Titan 3 booster may be

selected by Mar. 11.

Competition winners will be named
by a joint board composed of representa-

tives from USAF Space Systems Div.,

the program technical manager, and
-National Aeronautics and Space Admin-
istration. There will be no de-briefing

for unsuccessful competitors. Contract
negotiations may begin May 1. following

approval of company selections by Air

Force Systems Command, USAF head-

quarters and Defense Dept.

Two sizes of motors—260- and 156-

in.-dia.—will be involved in this new
NASA/DOD effort. Industry proposals

arc due Feb. 1 5 for technical aspects

and Feb. 25 for cost estimates or the

program (AW Jan. 21, p. 37).

This procedure is one of the two-step

proposal evaluation systems that have

been widely discussed in industry, and

is one of the first examples of its use in

a major program.

Short-length motor firings of the 260-

in.-dia. motors will be conducted to de-

termine problem areas in this size of

solid motor—an unexplored regime in-

volving many unknowns. The 156-in.-

dia. solid motor demonstrations will

involve firings for component investiga-

tion and to evaluate advanced tech-

nology for large solids, particularly with

regard to nozzles and thrust vector con-

trol. All motor cases will be steel.

Full-length Projections

In addition, projections related to

full-length motors in the 260- and 1 56-

in.-dia. sizes will have to be defined in

the industry proposals, but will not be
incorporated as bids. This will give

SSD and NASA a preview of the propul-

sion industry’s large-solid motor con-

cepts, without initiating a formal study

for full-scale motors.

Over-all program effort is not tied to

any specific space booster, but there is

a strong possibility that the program

may lead to demonstration of full-scale

260-in. or larger solid motors in Fiscal

1965-66. Sizes as large as 2S0 and 320

in. have been discussed as possibilities.

Companies can bid for any or all of

four separate packages:

• Bid package No. 1 includes firings

of two short-length 260-in.-dia. motors.

First of these is to be a minimum-risk

unit to be readied in a minimum time

of not more than IS months and will

involve no thrust vector control. Second

motor, to be fired within 24 months,
will be used to investigate improve-

ments specifically related to a full-

length 260-in. configuration, and will

include thrust vector control. Bidders

will be expected to define a program to

demonstrate two full-length, 6 million-

lb.-thrust, 260-in. motors in their pro-

posals for the short-length firings.

This program outline for a full-length

motor will not be considered a bid. Bid

package No. 1 probably will be awarded

to two contractors—one for each 260-in.

short-length motor. It is possible the

program may be broadened to have each

contractor fire both motors.

• Bid package No. 2 also involves a

minimum-risk program in materials and
fabrication techniques. It includes fir-

ing of a 1 56-in.-dia. motor using a fixed

nozzle to develop 3 million lb. thrust

for a short duration.

• Bid package No. 3 will involve a

single-segment 156-in.-dia. motor incor-

porating a movable nozzle for vector

control of the 1 million-lb.-thrust ex-

haust stream.

• Bid package No. 4 calls for two 1 56-

in.-dia. motors to demonstrate thrust

vector control using a jet tab inserted

into the exhaust stream.

Design objective of the short-length

260-in. motor in the first bid package

is to permit scaling to a full-length

motor with minimum design change.

It's estimated that this full-length motor
would produce a total impulse of about

700 million Ib./sec. There is a possibil-

ity that this total impulse could increase

as much as 25%, depending upon tech-

nology advances.

First short-length 260-in. test motor
is projected to have an average thrust

of 3 million lb. and a maximum thrust

of 3.5 million lb., with an average

chamber pressure of about 550 psi.

Propellant with have a specific im-

pulse of approximately 242 sec. Web
action time (burning time from 75% of

maximum pressure to beginning of tail-

off) will be about 110 sec., to produce

a total impulse of approximately 350

million lb./scc. Mass fraction should

be about 0.88.

By comparison, a full-scale 260-in.

motor developing about 6 million lb.

thrust is expected to have a maximum
thrust of about 7 million lb. Motor
mass fraction is expected to increase to

about 0.91. and sliver loss (propellant

which remains unburned at the end of

web action time) is expected to be about

7% maximum. Chamber pressure and

web action time are expected to be the

same as for the short-length motor.

Pressure-time trace for both configura-

tions is not expected to vary more than

10% from neutral (optimum chamber
burning for the design).

Short-length 260-in. motor is ex-

pected to use a butadiene-type fuel,

with ammonium perchlorate as the oxi-

dizer and aluminum powder added for

burning stabilization and increased spe-

cific impulse. Use of inert slivers will

not be pennitted to improve motor tail-

off characteristics.

Studies will be performed for the

full-length 260-in. motor to obtain an
optimum grain design prior to begin-

ning short-length design.

Nozzle for the short-length 260-in.

motor will be a fixed, state-of-the-art

design, A sub-scale development pro-

gram will evaluate throat and exit cone
materials. The sub-scale throat, about

7 in. in diameter, probably will involve

use of both ablative and high-densitv

graphite inserts.

Both pyrogenic and hvpcrgolic types

of ignition will be considered.

In addition to providing instrumenta-

tion for recording normal motor param-

eters. data will be required on charac-

teristics of vibration, acoustics, infrared

radiation, microwave attenuation and
increase in case girth and length during

firing.

Government Facilities

Maximum use of government facili-

ties will be expected. There is a possi-

bility that two 80-ft.-deep silos at

Edwards AFB. Calif., originally con-

structed for Minuteman ICBM tethered

tests, could serve for on-site case weld-

ing, pouring and firing of a 260-in.

motor up to one-half length (60 ft.).

Second short-length 260-in. motor

will be used to demonstrate advanced

technology not incorporated in the first

short-length version. Mass fraction of

the second motor is expected to be ap-

proximately 0.90.

Choice of the thrust vector control

system for the second motor will be the

responsibility of the contractor. The
system is expected to afford about 3 deg.

of exhaust stream deflection.

Nozzle for the second motor will be
evaluated initially in sub-scale tests, and

designs are expected to allow scaling to

nozzle configurations adaptable for 6

million-lb.-tluust motors. Design of the

nozzle exit cone will be a critical factor

in this evaluation.

Contractor will have to submit a pre-
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260 IN.

BIO

PACK -

NO. I

260 IN.

OUTLINE FOR

6 MILLION LB. THRUST
FULL-LENGTH MOTOR

24 M0.

I

3 MILLION LB. THRUST MOTOR
NOZZLE PROGRAM IN 15 M0.

GRAPH ILLUSTRATES TASKS and time limits established under the large solid-propellant motor program, lor which requests for

for feasibility demonstrations will lie required to submit outlines for possible follow-on efforts. Program represents Air Force and National

liminary design of a 6 million-lb.-thrust

11 igi it-weight nozzle which will incor-

porate refinements indicated by the

short-length second motor and sub-scale

firings.

The 156-in.-dia. motor in bid pack-

age No. 2 primarily will be a nozzle
evaluation unit directly supporting the

short-length 260-in.-dia. motor in bid

package No. 1. Incidental objective

will be to demonstrate operating charac-

teristics of the 156-in. motor. This
program probably will be conducted by
one of the two contractors for the 260-

Static firing of the 156-in. motor is

to be accomplished in 1 5 months. The
contractor will be able to use rocket

test facilities at Edwards AFB.
Motor configuration may be seg-

mented or monolithic and will mount a

fixed nozzle which will incorporate both
segmented-gmphite and ablative rein-

forced-plastic throat inserts for succes-

sive tests. The nozzle design will have
to be approved by SSD.

Propellant will" be a polybutadiene

type, and the grain will be configured to

approximate that expected to be used
for the short-length 260-in. motor. The
igniter also will form the basis for the

type to be used in the 260-in. motor.
The 156-in, motor will contain ap-

proximately 700.000 lb. of propellant.

Average thrust will be about 3 million

lb., and web action time about 50 to

60 sec. Total impulse is expected to run

about 165 million lb./scc.

Bid package No. 3's 156-in. motor
will be a single-segment, flight-weight

configuration using a polvbutadicnc-

type. cylindrical-grain propellant. Case
material will be ISC- nickel steel.

Design of the aft-closure section of

the single-segment motor must permit

adaption for use with a multi-segment

motor nozzle, without changing the

configuration of the section.

Prime purpose of this motor test is to

demonstrate a movable (gimbalcd) noz-

zle and its actuation system for thrust

vector control. The demonstration is

to be completed within IS months.
Nozzle design probably will be projected

to have a throat diameter of about 3S
in., which inav approximate the nozzle
throat diameter on the 120-in.-dia. solid

motor now under development for the

vectoring capability of approximately S

deg. from center, which is roughly
equivalent to the capabihtv of Minute-
man first-stage nozzles. The gimbal
cycle response rate necessarily will be
very rapid.

Sub-scale tests to verify the nozzle

design will be conducted before build-

ing the full-scale nozzle, which will have
to accommodate about 1 million lb.

thrust with the single-segment motor.

Sub-scale motor tests will use a nozzle

with a throat diameter of about 1 5 in.,

and a firing duration of about 2 min.
Program for this motor is expected

to include rail transportation of a loaded

unit from the contractor's plant to Ed-
wards AFB to record physical details in

transit, such as impact forces, vibration,

temperature changes, etc.

Proposal for this motor also will be
required to contain plans for develop-
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level can be accurately controlled over a wide range. STL

scientists and engineers are developing a family of such

engines, including the 5000 pound bipropellant rocket engine

shown above. These engines can vary their thrust across a

throttle range greater than 40 to I while maintaining high

combustion efficiency and limiting propellant residuals. With

each test firing of the 5000 pound engine ( and its 500 pound

counterpart), the insight of STL scientists and engineers

grows keener in areas of extra terrestrial propulsion. New
positions have been created by this project, by STL’s work

as prime contractor for NASA's OGO, by its prime contrac-

tor assignment on a new series of Air Force-ARPA space-

craft, by its Systems Management activities for the Air

Force's Atlas, Titan and Minuteman programs, and by other

space responsibilities. Openings are in: Space Physics, Radar

Systems, Applied Mathematics, Space Communications,

Antennas and Microwaves, Analog Computers, Computer

Design, Digital Computers, Guidance and Navigation, Elec-

tromechanical Devices, Engineering Mechanics, Propulsion

Systems, Materials Research. For Southern Calif., or Cape

Canaveral positions, write Dr. R. C. Potter, Dept. A-2-3,

One Space Park, Redondo Beach, Calif., or P. O. Box 4277,

Patrick AFB, Fla. STL is an equal opportunity employer.

SPACE TECHNOLOGY LABORATORIES, INC.
a subsidiary of Thompson Romo Wooldridge Inc.
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nient and preliminary flight rating tests

for a multi-segment configuration de-

veloping approximately 3 million lb.

thrust. Although part of the proposal,

this plan will be only a projection and

will not be a specified task for the poten-

tial contractor in the initial feasibility

Two single-segment, 136-in. motors

built under bid package No. 4 will have

single fixed nozzles. Prime objective will

be to demonstrate thrust vector control

using a jet tab system. The jet tab will

have to be mounted on the motor, and

the basic motor will be designed to be
transportable.

Motor cases will be flight-weight and

designed for reuse. Propellant will be a

polvbutadicne type.

Nozzle for the first of the two engines

will be supplied by the Air Force and
will have an ablative reinforccd-

plastic insert for the 38-in.-dia. throat.

Nozzle for the second engine also will

have an ablative throat, but will be de-

signed and supplied by the contractor.

Jet tabs will be designed and manu-
factured by the contractor. Although

the jet tab for engine No. 2 will be
evaluated on a single-segment motor, it

will be designed for use on a multi-

segment engine.

This probably will be an approxima-

tion of conditions which would be en-

countered in the 120-in.-dia. solid motor
for Titan 3.

Tab vectoring capability will be about

a S-dcg. angle of stream deflection. Tab
motion rate will be rapid, perhaps 11

cps.

Performance requirements for the

first motor are expected to include a

thrust capability of about 875,000 lb.

Duration will be about 105 sec. for

burning about 400,000 lb. of propel-

lant.

Motor No. 2 will burn for about

120 sec. and have a corresponding in-

crease in propellant weight.

As part of the proposal, an outline

will be submitted for follow-on develop-

ment and test of a multi-segment

156-in. motor. This multi-segment

motor may contain about 1.5 million lb.

of propellant and incorporate as many
as six segments.

Mass fraction figure is expected to

be slightly greater than bid package

No. 4’s demonstration motor, probably

about 0.90.

custom

packaged

precision
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systems

are
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FAST AIR LIFT TO THE HOT SPOT

MODICON* V — designed to counter the insurgent threat with decisive command and control

of the air and close air support of ground troops. Compactly packaged for global mobility in

air-transportable shelters suitable for helicopter and vehicular operations. Instantly ready to

move anywhere to dominate the air situation by providing first day capability, mixed weapons

control, tactical flexibility through modular dispersibility. Already researched and developed for

immediate integration into special air warfare units./MODICON systems are configured to support a

high order of military initiative and resourcefulness. Engineers and scientists qualified to exercise

these traits towards the furtherance of data handling and display systems will find substantial

opportunities at Litton Systems. Send resume to Professional Employment Manager, 6700 Eton

Avenue, Canoga Park, California. An Equal Opportunity Employer. *MOdular Dispersed CONtrol

CB LITTON SYSTEMS, INC. / DATA SYSTEMS DIVISION A Division of Litton Industries

Schirra Reports on MA-8 Flight Success



This Idea's Catching On!

AUTOMATIC CHECKOUT
...OFF THE SHELF

Anyone who wants to speed up and simplify virtually any digital

checkout chore should investigate CMC’s solid state Program-

mable Automatic Test Set.

Called PATS for short, this versatile test system comes off the

shelf ready to make go-no-go measurements of ac and dc volt-

ages. resistance, frequency, time interval, ratio and period.

In one compact PATS system, priced less than S8.000, you get

the advantages of a digital voltmeter combined with a digital

PATS h

Write n<

WHAT PATS IS- Basic sy

parator and a voltage to

velops output pulses at

dc voltage. Response is

performs the normal func

comparators needed.

ng complete information,

rmotely programmable
counter controls r
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Phot-os Show Couch Originally Proposed for MA-9
Closc-mcshed nylon net conch, originally proposed for the Mercury Atlas-9 spacecraft (AW Jan. 21. p. 55). has been eliminated from

the scheduled Apr. 2 mission because of failures in cord materials(AW Feb. 4, p. 54). NASA described the problem as minor, but

decided to use the standard molded couch used on previous Mercury flights. Nylon net couch consists of cross-woven strands about iV, • to

1/20-in. dia. Strands expand under loading, undergoing a low' hysteresis reaction in the process, and arc differentially pre-loaded to corre-

spond to relative mass of the pilot's body resting on each section of the couch. Net couch may be qualified in time for use on backup

capsule to MA-9 for a possible longer-duration space mission, which would be designated MA-10.

solved the suit circuit problem and I

had begun to feel cool. 1 knew we were in

a "go" status and I had achieved my goal

of using minimum fuel up to this point.

I had stated long ago that I wanted to

do some control maneuvers other than in

fullv automatic mode. I also had stated

that I wanted to use the automatic mode
when I did not need to employ manual

modes or when I was too busy to flv the

spacecraft, since this is why we have an

auto-pilot. Admittedly, we have taken a

system that was designed to be completely

automatic and then tried to build some
vcrsatilitv into it and gis'c the pilot the

capabihtv of controlling the vehicle as he

desires. I had become satisfied with my
capability of controlling the spacecraft be-

fore I got to the Canaries, a fact which I

reported to the ground. From that time on,

I merely wanted to make observations that

seemed to have merit and to use the control

system only during those periods when I

had to re-establish the attitude within the

limits required to drop back into the auto-

Cloud Coverage

I was discouraged by the tremendous

quantity of cloud coverage around the earth

and realized that it may always be a prob-

lem for certain space flight requirements.

Africa, on the first and second passes, was

ceiling and visibility unlimited (C.AVU).

'Hie southwestern United States was also

CAVU after I crossed over the tidge along

the Baja California peninsula. I had a very

good view, and I could easily determine yaw
attitude by reference to the ground.

When I re-established orbital attitude as

I came over Muchea on the third pass. 1

was very pleased when I talked to the

Muchea Cap Com. and he and I agreed on
yaw attitude exactly except for a possible 4

deg. error in left vaw, which was also indi-

cated bv mv instruments. The telemetered

scanner readings were coincident with the

spacecraft attitudes, and I had just acquired

these attitudes shortly prior to Muchea by-

using the moon and the planet Venus ad-

jacent to it for visual references. They actu-

ally showed up over the Indian Ocean Shij>

lined up to give me a roll, pitch, and yaw-

reference.

A smog-appearing layer was evident dur-

ing the fourth pass while I was in drifting

flight on the night side, almost at 32 deg. S.

lat. 1 would say that this layer represented

about a quarter of the field of view out of

the window, and this surprised me. I

thought 1 was looking at clouds all the

time until 1 saw stars down at the bottom
or underneath the glowing layer.

Seeing the stars below the glowing layer

was probably the biggest surprise I had dur-

ing the flight. 1 expect that future flights

may help to clarify the nature of this band

of light, which appeared to be thicker than

that reported by Scott Carpenter.

tion and realize that they were as excited

as I was and as envious as anyone could ever

be. 1 saw the particles that John Glenn
reported, and I also saw what Scott Car-

penter reported as having seen. 1 believe

that both phenomena arc varied in appear-

ance because of lighting conditions at sun-

rise and during bright daylight.

1 checked the high thrusters in fly-bv-

wire prior to retro sequence, and on the first

demand for each high thruster in all three

axes, they worked and reacted beautifully.

It was a tremendous feeling to know that

I had no problem with the high thrusters

becoming cool. At the nominal retro se-

quence, the Pacific Ocean Ship Cap Com
gave a perfect count. Sequence and attitude

lights actuated on time. I was sitting there

ready to punch the retro sequence button.

I did have the safety cover off the button

At* the time of rctrofire, the delay by a

fraction of a second in firing the first

rocket seemed agonizingly long. This time

is probablv the most critical of the flight,

at least subsequent to insertion; and you

know that these rockets have to work.

Again. I was poised to punch off the retro-

fire button to back up the automatic system.

I had its safety cover off, and 1 guess I put

it back on again sometime later. Tile rocket

actuated with a definite sound. There was

no doubt as to when each rocket was firing.

Retrofire Stability

The spacecraft did not seem to vary as

much as half a degree in attitude during

the period of retrofire. 1 was also cross-

checking out the window and had plenty

of visual cues in case things did go wrong

with the automatic mode. I could sec stars

that did not even quiver.

Because of these cross checks. I was aware

that the ASCS was working well through-

out this period and did not require any

manual control inputs.

Subsequent to the retrofire maneuver,

I controlled the spacecraft with fly-by-wire.

I had the retro-jettison switch armed in

time, and the retro package subsequently

jettisoned. Control seemed somewhat

loose. I guess I was probablv excited

about the fact that the retrorocket did

ignite and did not have the cool head that

I should have had. Therefore. I allowed the

attitudes to drift off by perhaps 10 or

15 deg. in roll and probably the same

amount yaw and pitch. The flying was

not really of poor quality, but it was not

up to my usual standards, I then brought
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Jet power goes to sea. Pratt & Whitney Aircraft is develop-

ing a family of high--performance marine turbines to power hydrofoils, hydro-

skimmers, large displacement vessels, and small boats. These space-saving

engines wilf-leadlto fasteii and more responsive ships that can be controlled

directly from the bridge. Pratt & Whitney Aircraft provides design and manu-

facturing leadership in power for many applications, in and out of this world.
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How much work

can a

big airlifter do?

Ask the men who fly the C-130 Lockheed Hercules!

Ask the Air Force, Marines, and Coast Guard. Check
with the Navy crews who operate the ski-and-wheel

equipped C-l 30s at the South Pole, airlifting scientists

and their equipment for Operation Deep Freeze. Then
ask the people — military and civilian — to whom the

C- 1 30 delivers its goods, including relief for hurricane

and earthquake victims, or tools with which to build a

future, or military support to contain brushfire wars.

They tell you that the big workbird called Hercules

can get in and out of places that seem better suited to a

little bush plane. Hacked-out jungle clearings, sandy

strips, ice or snow. You name it. Hercules can haul

almost anything almost anywhere. And what's more.

Hercules has truckbed-height cargo floor: straight-in

rear loading: plus the ability to make bulldozer-size

paradrops through its gigantic rear-opening doors.

Lockheed Hercules airlifters have been performing

an ever-increasing variety of workhorse tasks around

the world for six years. Today, 500 of them are on

duty for the air forces of four free world nations. And
more big propjets soon will be on the way to several

°,h“ C-130 Hercules
LOCKHEED-GEOR.G1A COMPANY • Marietta, Georgia : A Division of Lockheed Aircraft Corporation



Keeping progress supplied has given new meaning to the word "gear" in our

The word “gear” in our name used to be pretty limited in the days of the general store. Not any

more. Today when you say Western Gear you’re talking about more than 500 products of seven

divisions. In the electromechanical power transmission field, Western Gear designs and manu-
factures special and standard products ranging from miniature rotary electrical equipment, to

systems, to complete plant processing machinery. The list below tells only part of the story. For

the full meaning of the word “gear” in our name, write for Corpo-

rate Capabilities Bulletin 5900. Address Western Gear Corporation,

Box 182, Lynwood, California. Or cable WESTGEAR, Lynwood, Calif.

WESTERN GEAR CORPORATION
EVERETT. WASHINGTON: BELMONT, LYNWOOD, PASADENA. CALIFORNIA: HOUSTON, TEXAS, OFFICES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES, <i> o <s>— —urnyY""

Sigma 7 up to re-entry attitude on flv-

hy-wire and intentionally actuated sonic of

the high thrusters to see what it felt

like. They reacted very well. At this time,

I did not want to stay in the rate command
mode and use a large quantity of fuel

needlessly. I have always believed, with

regard to fuel consumption, that the rate

stabilization control system (RSCS) was the

most expensive mode of the spacecraft. I

came into retro sequence with 80% of

fuel in each tank, which was higher than

any mark, and I was quite pleased that I

had that much.
After rctrofire. the automatic fuel was

somewhere around 52 or 55%. I easily

got into re-entry attitude and felt very

comfortable with it. 'lire periscope re-

tracted on time. I noticed that my control

of the spacecraft was still loose, so I tight-

ened it up and then went into ASCS orbit

mode. I wanted to sec if the logic had

picked up for re-entry, and it dropped right

in and held beautifully. Then. I set up

It responded very well, and I was satisfied

that the system was working.
'I*hc beginning of the actual entry into the

sensible atmosphere, with the attendant

Cues, was a very thrilling experience. Be-

cause my vision was somewhat obscured by
perspiration on the inside surface of the

visor, the cue for occurrence of the impor-

tant event, 0.05g. was my visual sensing of

the roll rate that was automatically induced
by the control system rather than by the

0.05g event light on the panel.

The spacecraft with a roll rate is some-
thing you just cannot effectively visualize ill

your mind, It is a very nice scries of slow
rolls, and you really feel as if you are back

in the old fighter seat, just playing games.
Looking out at the sky and at tlie surface of

the earth which was starting to brighten

up, I observed that the roll pattern was very

slow and deliberate. You could integrate

your attitude out of this very easily, and I

knew that the spacecraft was as stable as

The accelerations during re-entry were not

severe in the sense of bothering me. but it

seemed to take much longer than I had an-

fore the flight. It is difficult to store all

these cues and inputs into your mind and
out quickly, Fhvsiologically,just pi

:r felt ai is the re

went. Each event came into place as closclv

as 1 could have wished.

As the acceleration buildup began, I

interest. I missed the hissing that John
Glenn and Scott Carpenter described, pos-

sibly because I was concentrating so much
on how the RSCS system was performing.

1 was prepared at any time to throw it into

the auxiliary damping mode. As expected.

cployed. cpnrachute
. .

,ftcr drogue p.

ployment, of course, the fuel w
normally. But before the drogue parachute

was deployed, that system must base beer

down to approximately the 20";, level. Thi
level corresponds to a total f I

)
t

some 60%, or approximately Id lb.

There were two occasions when I nearly

switched from RSCS to the auxiliarv damp
ing mode. One Wi

"iK

;

tc left the

the left. Soon after t

to about 5 deg. per second and
the typical needle fanning that

deg./ sec.) to

e. it held

then did

tarted ti lTa
§ 3

1 d'd

nvitch to auxiliarv damping because 1 si

wanted to allow the RSCS a full demons!:

tion. However. I was perfectly content tk

the ASCS was working properly and it «

ready to be sss’itched on if needed.

1 did see the green glow from the cylin-

drical section. It was a s-ery pretty color,

probably best described as a shade similar

to limeade (a little green and chartreuse

mixed together). This shade included a

slightly stronger yellow cast than I had
anticipated from earlier descriptions. One
opinion which was ventured that might ex-

plain the green-yellow color is the copper

treatment on the beryllium shingles. In

fact, burning copper in a Bunsen burner

flame is a good approximation to the

effect that I saw. I did not see any dis-

tinctive color differences resulting from the

different ablation panels that had been
bonded to the beryllium shingles. There

matic or a rainbow effect.

The altimeter came off the peg very

nicely. I manually deployed the drogue
parachute at 40,000 ft. There was a defi-

nite. strong thrumming accompanied by the

a bumpy road. Although it is of no con-

sequence, 1 was probably about 10 or 15

sec. slow in turning the hydrogen peroxide

jettison fuse switch on, and this I can only

blame on the intrigue and interest in look-

ing at the drogue parachute up there strain-

ing and pulsating.

The window definitely was further oc-

cluded during re-entry.

I armed the recovery arm switch at about

15,000 ft. The main parachute opened at

about 10.500 ft., and it was just as pretty as

astronauts of previous flights had described

it. It sort of puts the cap on the whole
thing. I prepared for lauding but did not

hook up the survival raft to the suit.

On landing, Sigma 7 seemed to sink way
down in the water. It also seemed as if I

were horizontal for a while. I allowed the

n parachute to be jettisoned by punch-
'

1|‘: discon~”‘ '—
:ovcry ai

The

actuality, the spacecraft righted itself in less

than 1 min. When Sigma 7 had finally

started to right itself, it was a very, very

pleasant feeling, and at this point I knew
I could stay in there forever, if necessary.

The suit temperature was 75F or 76F. and
the highest point reached prior to egress

was 78F.

the Cap Com at Hawaii. The recovery

carrier, which was probably the nearest
thing other than the recovery helicopter,

was really “down in the niud" as far as

communications are concerned. Communi-
cations from the carrier were very weak, but
legible, as evidenced by the fact that my
request for permission to come aboard was

Sigma 7 deserves some non-engineering
closing remarks. Aviators are known to ac-

quire an affection for their aircraft when it

performs well, and now, in the space age. an
astronaut should convey his personal

thoughts about his spacecraft. 1 definitely

fell in love with Sigma 7, and it is the

first vehicle in my history of flight that

finally replaced the F8F, a Navy propeller-

type fighter, as the one on the top of the

list This spacecraft, the crew that prepared
her, and the flight itself, truly combine to
make this MA-8 experience the high point
in my life.
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Ground Station Difficulty Delays Syncom
By George Alexander

Cape Canaveral—Launch of the Syn-

com communication satellite, originally

scheduled for Feb. 6 was postponed to

Feb. 1 5 by the National Aeronautics

and Space Administration. Reason for

the postponement was that the USNS
Kingsport, one of the earth-based trans-

mitting and receiving stations for the

satellite, reported problems in its in-

strumentation. Problems, however,

were not severe and the ship is expected

to be readv this week.

Svncom (AW Aug. 20, p. 80; Dec.

12, I960, p. 52), built for NASA's God-

dard Space Flight Center by Hughes
Aircraft Co., will be the first U. S. at-

tempt to place a satellite in a syn-

chronous 24-hr. orbit around the earth.

The satellite is the third U. S. active

repeater communications satellite—fol-

lowing American Telephone & Tele-

graph's Telstar and Radio Corp. of

America’s Relay.

Achievement of the programed syn-

chronous orbit, if successful, is regarded

here as having as much significance as

the operation of the satellite itself. At

an altitude of 22,300 stat. mi. and an

orbital velocity of about 6,875 mph..

Syncom's track should closely approxi-

mate the 15 deg./hr. angular rotation

of the earth. It should remain fairly

steady over a longitude of about 25 deg.

west, but—because its orbital plane will

be inclined 30-33 deg. to the earth’s

equator—will appear to trace out an

elongated figure 8 between 30 deg.

north and 30 deg. south of the equator.

Launch Vehicle

Syncom will be launched by a three-

stage Douglas Delta vehicle. The Delta

has successfully orbited 14 consecutive

payloads in 15 attempts. Flight plan

calls for Goddard's Field Projects Branch

here to launch Delta 16 and its Syncom
payload on an azimuth of 108 deg.

down the Atlantic Missile Range.

Thor first stage, developing about

168,000 lb. thrust, will be programed

to bum for about 146 sec. Second

stage, developing about 7.500 lb. thrust,

should burn for about 167 sec. and,

with third stage and payload still at-

tached, coast for another 40.5 sec.

Shroud surrounding Syncom will be

jettisoned 30 sec. after second stage ig-

nition. After separation from the second

stage, third stage and payload will coast

for an additional 13.5 sec. before igni-

tion of the third stage solid propellant

motor. Third stage will burn for about

42 sec. and then coast for about another

118 sec. before separating the Syncom
payload. During this final coast period,

the third stage and payload will be spin-

stabilized at 150 rpm. by small solid

propellant rockets. Third stage motor
should place Syncom at the perigee of a

highly elliptical orbit. The satellite is

expected to be at an altitude of about

150 mi. and about 1,000 mi. downrangc

at this point.

Syncom then will coast upward along

the steep trajectory of this transitional

orbit for more than 5 hr. At an altitude

of approximately 22,300 mi. above the

earth, and at a point over the Mozam-
bique channel between Madagascar and
the eastern coast of Africa, a timer will

command ignition of the solid propel-

lant kicker motor carried inside the

spacecraft.

This motor will burn for about IS

sec. and transfer the satellite from its

temporary orbit into the desired circular

orbit. Injection into synchronous orbit

is expected to occur about 315 min.
after liftoff.

Launch Target

Desired location in space for Syncom
is a point over the South Atlantic

Ocean between Africa and South Amer-
ica—a difficult target for a launch vehi-

cle to achieve from Cape Canaveral

because of relative proximity of the

launch site and the point in relation to

the altitude. Once in orbit, the satel-

lite's velocity will be calculated. If the

earth’s angular velocity is slightly

greater than that of Syncom, the de-

sired earth reference point will gradu-

ally move under the satellite, and when
coincidence occurs, a small burst from

one of the spacecraft's two gas control

systems will bring the two in phase.

at the same or greater angular velocity

than that of the earth, some of this

forward speed will have to be bled off.

This will be accomplished by the con-

trol systems.

Control System

Control system consists of two sepa-

rate gas supplies-one hydrogen per-

oxide and the other gaseous nitrogen-

and four nozzles, two to each gas reser-

voir. Nozzles arc positioned in opposi-

tion from each other, parallel to and

perpendicular to the satellite’s spin axis.

Peroxide and nitrogen jets perpen-

dicular to the spin axis-i.e., mounted

in the cvhndrical walls of Syncom, 180

deg. apart-are to be used for orienta-

tion control.

If Syncom is traveling at a velocity

equal to, or greater than, the earth’s

angular speed, then the velocity con-

trol jets would be used. As the nozzles

rotate with the spacecraft, they would

be pulse-fired every time they face in

the direction of motion. The peroxide

jet, capable of a 300 fps. correction,

would be used for major retro-effect; the

nitrogen jet, capable of a 60 fps. correc-

tion, would be used for small velocity

trimming.

Once the correct position over the

South Atlantic Ocean has been
achieved, the peroxide and nitrogen

jets parallel to the spin axis would be
used to correct orientation deviations,

the former for large scale errors and
the latter for minor changes.

Syncom itself is a 28-in. dia., 15.5-in.

tall cylinder weighing 150 lb. at liftoff.

After the apogee motor has been fired,

the orbital weight of the NASA-Hughes
satellite is about 86 lb. The satellite

consists of two structures:

• Outer unit, covered with 3,480 sili-

con solar cells, includes the 2.5-lb. gase-

ous nitrogen sphere and the 5-lb. per-

oxide sphere and most of the satellite’s

electronics.

• Inner unit includes the apogee mo-
tor, antennas and other electronics.

Syncom will be able to transmit one
two-way telephone call or several tele-

type messages. Satellite-to-ground trans-

missions will be on a frequency of

1.S1 4- 1.816 me. and from ground to

Syncom at 7.316-7.363 me. Satellite's

transmitting antenna is a coaxial slot

array and radiates a pancake-shaped

Ground Terminals

Ground terminals will be located at

Lakchurst, N. J-, and aboard the Kings-

port in Lagos Harbor, Nigeria, and will

feature 30-ft. dia. parabolic antennas
(AW Jan. 21. p. 95). U. S. Army Satcl-

duct experiments with the satellite and
the ground stations for NASA.
A 60-ft. dish at Army's Ft. Dix,

N. J., installation also will be used in

the tests. Lakehurst station consists of

1 1 transportable, van-mounted units

and was developed under Annv con-

tract by Bcndix Radio Div. and Good-
year Aircraft Corp.

Bendix Systems Div. and General

Electric’s Ordnance Div. developed the

shipboard systems for the USNS Kings-

port. Svlvania Electric Products built

the 60-ft. antenna at Ft. Dix; Bcndix

installed the communications equip-

ment at the second New Jersey trans-

mitting-receiving station.

Svncom mission will be controlled

from the NASA Communications
Spacecraft Control Center at Goddard’s

Grcenbelt, Md.. center. Actual exer-

cise of the satellite and ground sta-

tions will be executed for NASA by

the Army at the latter’s satellite com-

munications test operations center at

Ft. Monmouth, N. J.
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SHIPBOARD SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS TERMINAL— The USNS Kingsport, working in conjunc-

tion with land based terminals, will allow communication relay through satellites to many world locations.

Developed for use by the U. S. Army Satellite Communications Agency, the first mission of the USNS

Kingsport will be to support NASA in the development of civil and commercial communications satellites.

As prime contractor for the U. S. Navy Bureau of Ships, the Bendix Systems Division managed the systems

engineering and integration of the system, including communication and related equipment from 23

companies and three Bendix divisions. System design and integration engineers in these space tech-

nologies can learn of exciting challenges by contacting our Personnel Director, Bendix Systems Division,

Ann Arbor, Michigan—an equal opportunity employer.

Bendix Systems Division
WHERE IDEAS

UNLOCK
THE FUTURE

MANAGEMENT
McNamara Views Strategic Aircraft Role

(Defense Dept.'s cancellation of de-

velopment of the Skybolt air-launched

ballistic missile and its reluctance to

develop the B-70 Mach 3 bomber have

put the future of manned strategic air-

craft in doubt. Defense Secretary Rob-

ert S. McNamara made what he called

"a most detailed and exhaustive re-

view" of this question and presented his

findings to the House Armed Sendees

Committee last fan. 30. Aviation
Week & Space Technology is pub-

lishing below the portion of his public

testimony which concerns the future

of this type of aircraft.)

I know that this committee is con-

cerned over the question of the future

of manned strategic aircraft. As I prom-
ised last year, we have made a most de-

tailed and exhaustive review of the en-

tire problem of the future role of these

systems. 1 would like to review some
of the recent history of this issue and
to report to you on our findings at this

The first bomber procurement issue

I faced was the question of whether or

not to procure another wing of B-52s in

1961. At that time, wc had a force of

some 1,500 intercontinental bombers,
soft based and concentrated on 3bout
60 bases. We had very few ICB.VIs, and
those that we did have were also soft

and concentrated. By mid-1961, as you
will recall, we had five Polaris sub-

marines operational; a very small force.

The most urgent problem at that time,

and the problem was urgent, was to

acquire rapidly a large force of protected

nuclear firepower that could not be
knocked out in a surprise missile attack.

Manned bombers on the ground are

quite vulnerable to surprise ballistic

missile attack. Minutcman, however,
because it is installed in hard and dis-

persed sites, is far less vulnerable. An
attacker would have to use several of his

missiles in order to be reasonably con-
fident that he had knocked out one
Minuteman. And Polaris missiles in sub-
marines at sea cannot be targeted for

ballistic missile attack at all. Therefore,
we decided to concentrate our procure-

ment dollars on the accelerated produc-
tion of Minuteman and Polaris. This
decision did not mean that we did not
want manned bombers. Wc already had
many bombers but verv few ballistic

missiles. What we needed to do was to

build a more balanced force of bombers
and missiles, and to do that, we had to

buy more missiles.

The next issue I had to face was the

development of the B-70, or the RS-70
as it was later called, lire issue here

was not the future of manned strategic

aircraft in general. Rather, it was
whether this particular aircraft, in either

of its configurations, could add enough
to our already programed capabilities

to make it worth its very cost.

Many of the arguments that have
been advanced in support of the RS-70
actually support the case for post-attack

reconnaissance in combination with an
improved ICBM force. We believe that

there are more promising ways of per-

forming this mission than the RS-70,
when both cost and effectiveness are

considered. Other than this, the RS-70
is said to have distinct capabilities: (1)

trans-attack reconnaissance; that is re-

connaissance during our missile attack,

and (2) the ability to examine targets

and attack them on the spot with strike

missiles, if required. Quite apart from
the technical feasibility of developing,

producing and deploying such a system
within the time frame proposed bv the
Air Force (which wc do not think pos-

sible), there arc better ways, when one
considers both cost and effectiveness, to

obtain both of these capabilities.

The principal advantage of having a

"reconnaissance" and a “strike” capa-

bility in an aircraft is one of timeliness.

That is. it may be possible to process

and interpret enough of the “recon”
data in the few minutes the aircraft is

still within range of the target to per-

mit an effective air-to-surfaee missile

strike, keeping in mind that the air-

craft would be moving at a speed of

over 30 mi. per min. and that the mis-
sile would have a relatively short range
—i.e., a few hundred miles. If this can
be done "effectively" there is the ad-
vantage of being able to deal with the

ROBERT S. MCNAMARA

target within minutes instead of an
hour (or more) if the "strike” had to

be accomplished by some other weapon
system. Quick attack is not always im-
portant, but to the extent that it is and
can be accomplished effectively, a

"strike” capability in the aircraft is an
advantage. However, post-attack re-

connaissance and subsequent strike—
whether by air-to-surface missiles or
ICBMs—is important in two principal

• Where fixed targets whose location

was not known precisely must be at-

tacked.

• In “mop-up" operations against fixed

targets or known location that have
been programed for initial attack by
ballistic missiles, but which may not
have been destroyed.

Initial attack on targets of known
location can be accomplished effectively

with ICBMs. which have the important
advantages of shorter time-to-target,

lower cost, and higher survival poten-
tial. Mobile targets simply cannot be
successfullv attacked with an RS-70
and, in fact, such a role has not been
proposed for that aircraft.

The issue, therefore, resolves itself

to the question: How much could we
gain from a capability to attack the two
types of targets I referred to earlier,

with air-to-surface missiles instead of

ICBMs?
With regard to the first case, if a

target is known to be somewhere within

a relatively small area, usually its exact

location can eventually be established.

Moreover, such targets can be attacked
by ICBMs after post-attack reconnais-

sance. With regard to the second case,

other means arc expected to be available

to determine whether targets previously

attacked by ICBMs have been de-

stroyed. These targets, too, once it is

known that they have not been de-

stroyed, could be attacked again with
ICBMs.
The RS-70, by carrying air-to-surface

missiles, would provide only a very

small increase in over-all effectiveness.

In my judgment, this increase is not
worth the large additional outlay of

funds estimated at more than S10 bil-

lion above the $1.35 billion already

approved.

Accordingly, we proposed to com-
plete the presently-approved $1.3 bil-

lion B-70 development program of
three aircraft and, in addition, continue

the development of selected sensor

components using, in the current fiscal

year, $50 million of the extra $192 mil-
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Computer Control Company performs
successfully on Mariner II Program
Spaceborne Data Conditioning System
handles over 5 million bits of scientific

information on 109 day flight to Venus
Spaceborne Data Conditioning System aboard Mariner II typifies

Computer Control’s ability to satisfy stringent size,- power, reliability

and delivery specifications for logic design, circuit and module de-

velopment, fabrication and packaging. This fast real-time sampling,

processing and control system gathered information from scientific

instruments aboard the spacecraft and prepared data for trans-

mission to earth. In addition, it controlled: (1) the scan of instru-

ments sweeping Venus' surface, (2) calibration operation checkout,

and (3), time sharing of scientific and engineering data in the

telemetry system. Design to delivery: three months.

For over 10 years, Computer Control Company has designed, de-

veloped and delivered a wide range of special purpose digital sys-

tems for such applications as signal enhancement, information

storage and retrieval, data conversion, digital positioning, industrial

control, coordinate conversion. With this background and technical

competence, 3C is equipped to supply specialized digital support

systems for aerospace and ground environments.

Coordinate Conversion Computer at Goldstone positions
antennas tracking Mariner II and other space vehicles

3C real-time Coordinate Con-
version Computer at West
Coast site continually posi-
tions 85-foot parabolic an-
tennas to track orbiting
satellites, as well as Mariner

cles. The antennas, com-
puter and a microwave link

form the closed loop system
that tracked Mariner's 182-

million mile journey through
space. A similar system has
been developed by 3C as part
of an airborne tracking sys-
tem designed to photograph
missiles during re-entry.

L SPACE SUPPORT SYSTEM ACTIVITIES

COMPUTER CONTROL COMPANY. INC.

lion provided by the Congress last year

for the RS-70 program. The Air Force

has not yet completed its analysis of

the effect on development costs of the

three-month delay already encountered

in the flight testing of the first B-70.

The final issue related to the future

of manned bombers is the cancellation

of Skybolt. It has been argued that

Skvbolt would be able to extend the

life of the B-v2 force in an era of in-

creasingly sophisticated enemy air de-

fenses. That is. even if the B-52 were
to have trouble penetrating enemy de-

fenses. it could stand off at a distance

and fire Skybolt. Viewed in this role,

it was clear that Skybolt could not make

tegic capability since it would combine
the disadvantages of the bomber with

those of the missile. It would have the

bomber's disadvantages of being soft

and concentrated and relatively vulner-

able on the ground and the bomber’s
slow time to target. But it would not

have the bomber's advantageous pay-

load and accuracy, nor would it have
the advantages usuallv associated with

a manned system. It would have the

lower payload and poorer accuracy of

the missile—indeed, as designed it

would have had the lowest accuracy, re-

liability and yield of any of our strategic

missiles—without the relative invulner-

ability and short time-to-target of a

Minute-man or a Polaris.

These characteristics make Skybolt

unsuited to either category of primary
strategic targets. On the one hand,

Skybolt would not have been a good
weapon to use against Soviet strategic

airbases, missile sites or other lngh-pri-

oritv military targets because it would
take hours to reach its target, while a

Mi.iuteman could reach it in 10 min.
On the other hand. Skvbolt would not
have been a good weapon for controlled,

counter-city retaliation. Aside from its

BAC 111 Freight- Door
Worker at British Aircraft Corp.’s Cardiff

factory inspects the door frame for one of

the cargo holds aboard first BAC 111 short-

haul jet transport. For a photo of wing-

fuselage mating on the first BAC 111. sec

AW Feb. 4, p. 47.

ERCO MEANS EXTRA-RELIABLE COMMUNICATIONS

The business of ERCO Radio Laboratories Inc. is solely the design/manufacture of

high-performance, reliable radio communications equipment for use in airport towers,

control communications stations, and other vital communicating centers. Since 1929

ERCO'S traditional advanced thinking and its intensified specialization has enabled

it to incorporate in its equipment the latest advances to meet the most stringent

needs of critical communication uses ERCO’S unique modular construction

technique enables it to custom-design to your requirements with significant savings

in time and cost. ERCO engineers are always ready to discuss your particular radio

communications problem with you.

ERCO RADIO LABORATORIES, INC. • GARDEN CITY, N.Y.
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relative vulnerability to anti-ballistic

missile defenses, it has the important

disadvantage that its carrier, the B-52.

must be committed to its targets, if at

all, early in the war because it would

he vulnerable on the ground to enemy
missile attack. Common sense requires

that we not let ourselves be inflexibly

locked in on such a matter. And being

"locked in” is unnecessary when we
have systems like Polaris whose missiles

can be withheld for days, if desired,

and used at times and against targets

chosen by the President. The Skybolt

therefore, cannot be. and is not. justi-

fied as a weapon to be used against pri-

Skvboft’s value, then, would depend
upon its effectiveness in the only re-

maining important target category, “de-

fense suppression" that is. the destruc-

tion of the enemy's defenses in order

to permit the bombers to penetrate.

But in this role Skybolt offered no

unique capability. Several other mis-

siles could also be used to attack enemy
defense: Minutcman and Hound Dog
in particular. Skybolt offered a special

advantage in this role as long as it was

expected to be significantly cheaper than

alternative systems. Unfortunately, this

advantage disappeared.

The cost history of Skybolt is par-

ticularly poor. Although originally es-

timated to be less, the Air Force earl;

in 1960 estimated that Skybolt would

cost $214 million to develop and $679
million to procure. By early 1961, the

estimated development cost had in-

creased to $591 million. By December
1961. the estimated development cost

had risen to $492.6 million and the

procurement costs to SI .424 billion.

In its July. 1962, program submission,

the Air Force increased the estimated

procurement cost to SI.771 billion.

Thus, the latest Air Force estimate to

develop and procure Skvbolt exclusive

of warheads was $2,263,600,000.

In fact, there are compelling reasons

for believing that even these latest esti-

mates are still very unrealistic, and that

the actual costs would be much higher.

For example, the Skybolt development

program was far behind schedule on

the program that was supposed to be

completed for S492.6 million. Accord-

ing to that program, there were sup-

posed to be 2S test flights by the end
of 1962. when, in fact, there were only

^Moreover. the amount of flight

time allowed in the Skybolt test pro-

gram was less than half the amount
which was actually required for Hound
Dog. a much less complex development.

Just how much more would have

been required to complete Skybolt is

uncertain. I am sure that the full devel-

opment and engineering test program

would have ultimately cost at least

S600 million and might have cost sub-

stantially more. As for procurement, it

is difficult to see how the cost could

have been less than S2 billion. Thus,

the Skybolt would very likely have be-

come nearly a S3 billion program, not

counting the additional cost of war-

heads. And even then, there was no
assurance that the Skybolt development
would result in a reliable and accurate

iii effect, this meant that Skvbolt had

promised. The cost per missile aboard

an alert bomber-and that is the most
realistic way to reckon the cost—would

approximate $4 million per missile, very

close to the incremental initial invest-

ment cost for a Minutcman missile.
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complete with its blast resistant silo.

In view of Minutcman's greater flexi-

bility. reliability, accuracy, its much
lower vulnerability and faster time to

target, it clearly makes sense to meet

our extra missile requirements by buy-

ing Minutcman rather than Skvbolt.

We propose, then, that to the extent

ballistic missiles are required for de-

fense suppression, they be Minutcman.
I can assure you that the missile pro-

gram I am recommending is fully ade-

quate to the defense suppression task.

Penetrate Defenses

Finally, I want to emphasize that we
are doing many other things to help our

bombers to penetrate enemy defenses.

We have equipped the B-52s with jam-

ming equipment and with air-launched

Quail decoy missiles to confuse the de-

fenses. Nearly $315 million for a wide

range of measures to enhance the over-

all effectiveness of the B-52 fleet was

included in the 1963 budget, and about

S210 million more is included in the

1 964 budget request.

Lest there be any impression to the

contrary, the cancellation of Skybolt

has had no effect whatsoever on our

plans for retention of the B-52 fleet.

However, that decision will result in

a net saving of about S2 billion, even

after providing for the extra Minutcman
(missiles) for the defense suppression

task.

We plan to continue a mixed force of

missiles and manned bombers through-

out the entire planning period-1964-

196S. Although most of the aiming

points in the Soviet target system can

be best attacked by missiles, the long-

range bombers wall still be useful in

follow-up attack, particularly on certain

hardened targets. Accordingly, all 14 of

the B-52 wings will be maintained in the

force. Advance attrition aircraft have

been procured with prior-year funds to

support this force.

The B-47 subsonic medium bombers
will be gradually phased out of the

forces over the next several years. Some
of these aircraft could be continued in

operation for a longer period of time

than now planned if the need should

arise over the next year or two. Two
wings of the B-5S supersonic medium
bombers will be continued in the force

throughout the program period.

Bomber Alert

Since July. 1961. we have maintained

approximately 50% of the manned
bomber force on a 15-min. ground alert.

Because tins measure is essential to the

survival of the force in a ballistic missile

attack, we plan to continue it through-

out the program period. But I should

caution that a 1 5-min. ground alert may
not be sufficient to safeguard the

bomber force-particularly during the

later part of this decade. Bv that time

maintaining our on-the-shelf airborne

alert capability and the value of the spe-

cial provisions contained in Section

512b of the Fiscal Year 1963 Defense

Appropriation Act, This is the section

which authorizes the Secretary of De-

fense, upon determination by the Presi-

dent that such action is necessary, to

provide for the cost of an airborne alert

as an excepted expense. This provision

should be retained in the law.

be ready to increase promptly the scale

of this operation. Indeed, during the

early phases of the Cuban crisis last

year, we did just that. We may be able

to finance the additional cost of that

action from our current year's appro-

priations. in which case we may not

have to resort to Section 512b this year,

provided, of course, that no new crisis

again forces us to expand our airborne

alert operations.

...such as measure sap flow rate
Standard VECO Thermistors are even used as accurate flow

meters. Flows varying as much as 100,000 to 1 are measurable.

That’s why scientists come to VECO whether they want to measure

sap flow rates in living plants, take measurements in outer space or

construct a simple temperature bridge.

VECO engineers can adapt thermistors to meet almost any
challenge in any field, using high reliability units now in stock. For

design assistance and information on VECO Thermistors for flow

metering, write:

TORY ENGINEERING CORPORATION
122 A Springfield Avenue, Springfield, New Jersey
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AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING

LOCKHEED TF-104G TRAINER VERSION of the strike-intcrccpt-rcconnaissancc aircraft lifts off on demonstration flight at Lockheed’s
Palmdale. Calif., facility. Stub-winged aircraft is powered by a 15,800-lb.-thrust General Electric J79-11A engine with afterburner and
has fully blown flaps to provide boundary layer control in landing configuration.

Aviation Week Pilot Report:

Mission Variety Demonstrated by F-104G
By C. M. Planner

Palmdale, Calif.—Effectiveness of the

Lockheed E-104C in two divergent

missions—air superiority and defense

and low-level strike-reconnaissance—

was demonstrated to this Aviation
Week & Space Technology pilot dur-

ing a flight in the two-seat TE-104C

Terrain avoidance and navigation

systems prosed reliable and accurate

during the first phase of the mission,

a simulated low-level strike over the

rugged Sierra Nevada mountains, which
included maintaining a predetermined

altitude over an assigned course fol-

lowed by a dive-bombing strike.

Second part of the mission, a climb
and acceleration for a simulated inter-

cept, showed the F-104G's ability to

perform air defense and air superiority

missions. TE-104G accelerated from
subsonic cruise to Mach 2 in 55 min. in

level flight at 55.000 ft.

Prior to the flight, a complete briefing

on the Super Starfigliter's capabilities

was given by Lockheed Engineering

Test Pilot Ed Brown, who flew the

plane during the demonstration. Brosvn

pointed out that little difference existed

between theTE-104G, which was flown

here, and the F-I04G. now in produc-
tion in Western Europe (AW Aug. 6,

p. 54; Aug. 1 5, p. 92).

To provide for the additional scat in

the TF-104G, the autopilot and 20-mm.
Mb I Vulcan cannon have been elimi-

nated to provide room for relocated

electronics equipment and fuel tanks.

The centerline rack, capable of carrying

nuclear weapons, also has been removed.
In outlining emergency escape pro-

cedures. Brown pointed out that suc-

cessful ejection was possible on the

ground at speeds over 110 kt. if the 7-ero-

delay lanyard was connected to the fi-

ring on the parachute. The zero-delay

lanyard bypasses a timed, one-second

delay and deploys the chute immediately

after leaving the ejection seat.

Metal spurs, which are fitted to the

flight boots, are slipped over steel

fittings near the bottom of the seat in

the aircraft. The fittings are attached to

cables which play out as the feet are

moved forward to the rudder pedals. In

flight, the light tension of the cables

is hardly noticeable.

In ease of ejection, a large D-ring
located near the front of the bucket seat

is pulled and cables are automatically

snubbed-up, positioning feet and legs

tightly against seat. The cables ate

severed as the Lockheed-developed C-2
rocket-assisted seat leaves the aircraft.

The mission chosen for the flight

deviated from the four standard alterna-

tives proposed by Lockheed, so that

both low altitude capabilities as well as

Mach 2 performance of the aircraft

could be demonstrated, A 400-naut,-mi.

round robin with four cn route check-

points was planned.

Major portion of the flight was to

be flown at an altitude 1.000 ft. above

the terrain using radar and navigational

equipment and verifying position and
altitude visually.

Up to 12 checkpoints may be set into

the navigation system but the settings
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must be pre-determined on the ground

in terms of X and Y coordinates rela-

tive to the point of takeoff. Values of

the coordinates, based on longitude and
latitude of the checkpoint, can be

w'nrked out by hand using formulas, or

determined with a computer.

The flight plan called for a climb to

55.000 ft. on the last leg of the flight,

with acceleration to Mach 2, followed

by an idle descent and minimum roll

landing. A full load of 700 gal. JP-4 fuel

was to be carried internally and 170

gal. in each of the tip tanks.

All external tanks have capacitance-

type probes, so fuel quantity can be read

out in the cockpit. Two l'95-gal. tanks

can be hung on wing pylons.

Aircraft cockpit was entered via a

ladder up from the ground. It was neces-

sary to step down onto the seat to ease

into a sitting position. Survis'al pack,

located under the scat cushion, was

strapped to the parachute harness,

safety pin of ejection scat D-ring was

removed, shoulder harness, parachute

lanyard and lap belt secured.

After a quick check of the 1 5 emer-

gency warning lights located on the

right forward console. Brown gave the

signal for engine turnup. The pneu-

matic unit cranked up the General Elec-

tric J79-11 A, which has a maximum
15,800-lb. thrust with afterburner, and

the igniters were actuated at about 8%
rotation speed. After light-off. the

starter unit was disconnected at 40%
rpm. Engine was stabilized at idle be-

tween 66% and 67% rpm., at 450C
exhaust gas temperature (EGT).

Taxi permission was given to 104-

Lima (FAA-assigned identification num-
ber) to proeede to runway 25—winds
were calm. After tower clearance for

takeoff, brakes were released and power
eased up to 100.5%. Afterburner was

cut in and the plane rapidly accelerated

to 170 kt. takeoff speed. Aircraft lifted

off after using about 4.500 ft. of run-

way, Variable tailpipe nozzle automati-

cally maintains tailpipe temperature at

540C at 100% power without after-

burner and 588C with afterburner.

A right-hand turn was initiated to a

northerly heading to intercept the

course to the first checkpoint 63 mi.

away. Since the first part of the mission

was low-level navigation and terrain-

following afterburner was cut and
throttle retarded to 92% power at 8,000

ft. Airspeed stabilized at 370 kt. indi-

cated airspeed (IAS) at the selected

power setting and altitude with a fuel

flow of 3,700 lb./hr.

Heading and distance to the selected

checkpoints were read on the position

and homing indicator (PHI) which has

three modes of operation—inertial, dead
icckoning (DR) and Tacan. The iner-

tial navigator, which requires a 10-15

min. warmup prior to flight, is a four-

gimbal platform with two two-degree-

TF-104G version of the Super Starfighter to accommodate second scat. Relocation of

some internal plumbing results in internal pressure surges in transonic speed regime. Air-

craft is speed limited to Mach 2 by critical compressor inlet temperature.

LADDER PROVIDES ENTRANCE to cockpit for pilots, including Aviation Week's C. M.
Plattncr. entering rear cockpit, prior to demonstration flight. F-104G is wired to carry

and launch Bullpup missiles, but control panel has not been put into place in cockpits.

of-frecdom gyros and three mutually

perpendicular accelerometers mounted
on the innermost gimbal.

The platfonn senses all accelerations,

including wind, and integrates them
twice to find distances, relaying this

information to the PHI computer as

X and Y coordinates.

In the DR mode, the PHI computer
monitors true airspeed information from
the air-data computer, as well as time

and magnetic heading. Wind direction

and velocity, which must be set in by
the pilot, were disregarded during the

flight, since they were forecast to be
light and variable. Wind direction and
velocity may be determined in flight by

cross-checking the DR readout against

visual or radar reference to known
checkpoints.

Shortly after leveling off at 8,000 ft.,

the FI 5A NASARR (North American
Search and Ranging Radar) was actuated

and the contour mapping function of

the air-to-ground mode was selected.

Contour mapping may be done with

either the 20- or 40-mi. range scale and
may be used to maintain a desired

clearance above the terrain, in this case

1.000 ft. Only the terrain features pro-

jecting above a horizontal plane at the

pre-selected altitude below the aircraft

are displayed on the scope, a standard

plan position indicator (PPI) presenta-

tion with a 30-sweep per minute. 90-

deg.-sector scan.

Only tips of mountains or more
prominent terrain features are seen on
the scope when proper clearance is

maintained. During the flight promi-
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6500 man-hours 6500 man-hours

to assemble to assemble

During the past two years, we have halved the cost of assembling the

nose section of the F-105 fighter-bomber. (That's 5,500 major parts, ex-

cluding fasteners.)

This saving of 3250 man-hours is just a small part of the nearly $900,000

we have chopped off the total unit flyaway cost of the F-105. And when
we say "flyaway," we mean with all systems and equipment in and tested

and operating.

Not that we've done it all by ourselves. F-105 costs have been reduced

(1) at the Republic plant; (2) by the thousands of small business firms who
have received over 82% of our sub-contract purchase orders; and (3) by

the suppliers of government furnished aircraft equipment, to whom we
have given cost-control assistance with full Air Force cooperation.

In its first two years of operation, Republic's cost-management program

saved the Air Force $226,300,000. Today we are still working to reduce

continuously the total cost of the F-105 weapon system, without impairing

function or reliability.

How much does an F-105D cost, now, as you are reading this message?
Less than it did when this message was written,

REPUBLIC

74

ncnt terrain features along the flight

path were kept at nominal blip size

(about the size of an aircraft blip on a

standard ground-radar set). Brown de-

clared he had used the system with

confidence down to several hundred

feet above the ground. This is the alti-

tude that would be required for avoid-

ance of radar detection on combat mis-

The contour map display showed val-

leys and mountains effectively. Main-

taining the pre-selected clearance of

1.000 ft. proved to be no difficulty to

this Aviation Week pilot, who flew

the plane about 50% of the time. The

route—north and cast of Palmdale—

was over terrain ranging from 2,000 to

12.000 ft., and frequent altitude changes

were required to maintain the planned

clearance altitude.

Terrain Avoidance

After the first checkpoint (the small

town of Isabella, Calif.) was passed,

terrain avoidance was used for a short

time rather than contour mapping. Ter-

rain avoidance differs from contour

mapping in that the 1,000 ft. (or any

oilier pre-selected number) clearance

plane parallels the aircraft flight path

rather than remaining fixed relative to

the horizon.

If the aircraft is pitched up or down
using terrain avoidance, the clearance

plane also pitches up or down. Flying

in this mode proved somewhat trouble-

some at the 1,000-ft. clearance level

selected, since after each climb or

descent the aircraft had to be leveled

in order to determine if it had gone

far enough.

sary to adhere to the 1,000-ft. clearance

than was required for contour mapping
in which it is possible to ease up or

down, watching the radar blips, and to

stop at the correct altitude without hav-

ing to cheek several times by leveling

the aircraft.

Clearance plane at 0

Clearance plane

below aircraft's

altitude

Bomb Run

Aircraft passed over the second check-

point (Lone Pine airstrip) about 18

min. after takeoff, and a check of the

inertial navigation readout showed zero

miles to go, indicating negligible gyro

drift. The DR mode was about 1{ mi.

off, indicating an effective wind of

about 4 mph.
Over the one checkpoint (the

small town of Pahrump, New) a simu-

lated, low-angle, dive-bombing run from

11,000

ft. was demonstrated. Airspeed

built up quickly without the use of

flaps, which are often used for close

air-support work, since they provide

more lift during pull-out. When the

electrically actuated flaps are used, they

arc placed in the takeoff position—15

deg. leading edge and 15 deg. trailing

edge. Although flaps may not be ex-

tended above 570 kt., speed restriction

after extension is 500 kt.

After passing Pahrump, a climb to

35.000

ft. at military power of 100%
without afterburner was initiated. Dur-

ing the Mach 0.9 climb—Mach .92 is

used with afterburner—several aileron

rolls were tried.

The fast rate of roll and ease of

control indicated excellent maneuver-

ability at high subsonic speeds.

After the 61-min. climb from 5,500

ft. to 35,000 ft., a turn was made over

the final checkpoint (the town of Baker.

Calif.) and the aircraft was headed

west toward the supersonic corridor east

of Edwards AFB. Over Baker, the iner-

tial readout was still zero.

When permission was received to use

the corridor, afterburner was lighted

and level acceleration to Mach 2 began.

While passing through Mach 1, a cabin

pressure surge of about 1,000 ft. was

noticed as the shock wave passed over

the static inlet port located on the for-

ward part of the fuselage.

Location of the static port farther

aft on the single place F-104 prevents

this pressure surge.

While waiting for speed to build up,

Brown demonstrated ground mapping

in the air-to-ground mode, using the

radar to pick out the large hangars at

Edwards AFB. These were easily seen

on the scope after the gain was turned

down to remove most of background

clutter.

At Mach 1.8, the fuel control auto-

matically went into total inlet tempera-

ture reset, providing an increase in en-

gine rpm. to 103.5% and additional

fuel to compensate for the higher en-
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PROBLEMATICAL RECREATIONS 157

Two similar triangles with integral sides have two of their sides

the same. The third sides differ by 387. What are the lengths of

the sides? — Contributed

Dual deflection, high resolution and high light output may be

expected from a new cathode ray tube developed by our Elec-

tron Tube Division. With a 21" rectangular screen, the large area

display tube proves useful for computer read-out, traffic control,

message display and other applications. Inquire after the C21C4
and other display devices and microwave tubes from the Market-

ing Department. They're located in San Carlos, California.

answer to last week’s problem : Let A and B be the extrem-

ities of the diameter. Construct the line through P and A inter-

secting the circle at C, and let D be the corresponding point on

the circle by considering the line through P and B. Th# inter-

section of the lines through A and D, B and C, yields a point E
with the line through P and E perpendicular to the line through

A and B.

m LITTON INDUSTRIES, INC.

Beverly Hills, California

gine speed. Maximum allowable engine
rpm. is 107%.
A noticeable boost in acceleration

resulted from the increase in rpm. and
fuel flow, but except for the pressure

surge passing through Mach 1, super-

sonic flight was vibrationless and only

the Mach needle indicated that the

aircraft now was flying at supersonic

When Mach 2 was reached, 31 min.
after starting the run at Mach .92, a

red, speed-limit warning light reading

"slow" came on, and afterburner was
cut out manually. The unexpected de-

celeration approximated a catapult-shot

in reverse, and the plane slowed quickly

to subsonic speed as the throttle was
reduced to about 86%-roughly idle

rpm. at 35,000 ft.

Top speed of all F-104s is about

Mach 2, which is an imposed rather

than a performance restriction. The
primary limitation is high air tempera-

ture at the compressor inlet, since

speeds up to Mach 2.4 (with a longer

inlet spike) have been attained during

record-breaking attempts when the re-

striction was temporarily lifted. The
compressor inlet air temperature restric-

tion of 121C (reached at about Mach
2) has been imposed to protect the com-
pressor frame from critical heating.

An idle descent was made to Palm-
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uaie at sou kc., wmeu jjiown said was

optimum for best range. With no

power, 275 kt. is best speed in a clean

configuration and yields a 5 to 1 glide

ratio. Over Palmdale, a final check on

the inertial navigation system showed

no noticeable error in the readout.

An overhead approach with gear

down at 280 kt. followed by landing

flaps of 30 deg. leading edge and 45

deg. trailing edge brought the plane

abeam of the runwav at a speed of about

220 kt.

Trailing edge flaps are fully blown

in landing configuration, providing

boundary layer control.

Turn into final approach was at about

190 kt. Power was gradually reduced

and speed fell off to about 160 kt. over

the end of the runway.

Drag Chute Deployed

Touchdown was 200 to 300 ft. from

the end of the runway and the 18-ft.

drag chute was deployed to slow to

braking speed. The anti-skid braking

system, used in intermittent, long-dura-

tion applications, brought the aircraft

to a stop about 3,400 ft. from the end
of the runway, after a 3,200 ft. roll.

Chute was released on one side of the

runway and the plane was taxied to the

line, with about 950 lb. of fuel remain-

ing.

IHight time from takeoff to touch-

down was 574 min.

Features of the NASARR F15A
radar system, covered in a post-flight

briefing' but not demonstrated in flight,

include:

• Air-to-air search for airborne targets,

which uses a two-bar scan sweeping a

4-deg. by 90-deg. sector. The antenna

may be tilted up or down through a

range of 4-20 to —40 deg. to provide

full radar coverage at 20-, 40- or 80-mi.

range.

• Air-to-air tracking, for use after lo-

cating the target in air-to-air search. The
pilot presses an action/reject button on

his control stick when the sweep passes

over the target, causing the antenna to

restrict its sweep to a small elliptical

pattern, 10 deg. wide and 4 deg. deep,

about the target. A variable range-gate

is positioned over the target and the

pilot again depresses the action/reject

button which locks the radar on the

target.

• Air-to-air attack, which takes place,

TO ALL BUYERS, QUALITY CONTROL,

AND STANDARDS ENGINEERS—
PARKER SEAL COMPANY IS PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE A MAJOR ADVANCE
IN RELIABILITY: WE CALL IT“C.B.I. -COMPOUND BATCH IDENTIFICATION.

C.B.I. ASSURES QUALITY CONTROL BENEFITS THAT CAN BE INTEGRATED

INTO ALL QC SYSTEMS. EVERY DOCUMENTED SEAL CAN BE POSITIVELY

IDENTIFIED AND RELATED TO TEST REPORTS COVERING EACH AND EVERY

PROCESSED COMPOUND BATCH.

C.B.I. IS AVAILABLE NOW FROM ALL PARKER DISTRIBUTORS. WHY NOT

CALL HIM FOR DETAILED INFORMATION?

PARKER SEAL COMPANY, CULVER CITY, CALIF. & CLEVELAND, OHIO
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Inland Gearless Torquers help keep

"0S0” instruments locked on the sun
Orbiting Solar Observatory satellites —designed,

developed and built by Ball Brothers Research

Corporation for NASA to conduct as many as 16

separate studies of the sun's radiation. Success

depends on pointing scientific instruments at the

center of the sun with accuracy approximating one

minute of arc.

Two Inland Gearless Torque Motors
piay major

roles in “OSO” servo-positioning systems. One
motor keeps the instruments pointed toward the

sun in azimuth; the second provides fine control in

elevation. Both motors are controlled by photo-

voltaic sun sensors.

Fast, accurate response to servo-position error

signals is one reason why Inland Gearless

Torquers win so many missile and space-vehicle

assignments. Their high-resolution performance

comes from torque-to-inertia ratios 10 times

higher than equivalent gear-train servo motors.

Moreover, the compact pancake configuration of

Inland Direct-Drive Torque Motors overcomes

stringent weight and space limitations.

What's your problem? if you’re currently working

on a servo system calling for output torque between

0.04 and 3,000 pound-feet*, compare Inland Gear-

less Torquers with any alternative. Write for facts.

*Even higher torque output levels can be provided.

INLAND M0T0R

TERRAIN AVOIDANCE MODE of NASARR :

in line with its flight path regardless of attitu

sented by gray area in front of airplane silhc

after lock-on. within a 20-mi. range.

Prior to starting the intercept, the pilot

must select a lead-pursuit, lead-collision

or pure pursuit course and the weapon

—homing rocket, unguided missile or

cannon. This information is set into

the armament control panel, which re-

lays it on to the annament control com-
puter. Necessary elevation and course

corrections are indicated on the scope

by the position of a small circle used for

approximate alignment and a dot used

for fine alignment.

After steering so as to center the small

circle in the scope, the pilot centers the

dot inside the circle to maintain proper

Rotation of a single, fixed-gap in the

perimeter of a large circle around the

edge of the scope indicates rate of clos-

ure or opening. With the gap at the 12

o'clock position, the aircraft has a zero

rate-of-closurc. A clockwise rotation of

the gap to 6 o'clock indicates a rate-of-

closurc 1,800-kt. or above. Counter-

clockwise rotation to 10:30 indicates

opening rate of 300 kt.

Wien the target is within range, the

gapped circle collapses to half size, and
continues to reduce in size until break-

away range, when a large X appears on
the scope. Pilot may fire anytime when
within range. A faint azimuth line and
dot represent the target's actual posi-

tion during the intercept. During air-

Target video

(mountain peak)

lystem shows obstacles in front of aircraft and

dc to true horizontal. Radar sweep is repre-

ictte and radar presentation is shown below.

to-air attack, an artificial horizon line

superimposed on the scope indicates

pitch and roll, allowing the pilot to use

the scope as a single primary flight in-

The NASARR F15A is augmented
by both a visual and an infrared sight,

both displayed on a combining glass in

front of the pilot. Tracking may be ac-

complished with the visual site by posi-

tioning a circle and dot combination

(which remain fixed in relation to each

other) in the center of the reticle image.

An infrared system may be used in clear

weather to track jet aircraft or differ-

entiate between propeller and jet planes.

The infrared display appears in the

form of a large X on the combining
glass.

Investment Curbs
Paris—French intentions seeking sonic

six Common Market nations probably

won't have much effect on U. S. aero-

space companies.

The French insist their concern isn’t

in France. What the French arc worried

about is U.S. investment taking dom-
inant position in any sector. Investments

by u. s. aerospace companies have gen-

ii >

r

|oii

U
umi

n
oth^ in lihro

Some interesting new applications

veloped in recent times involving spe-

cialized problems in hydraulic servo

provide positive power to the extremely
low range. Thus, they are exception-

al high altitudes, air cooling of high In-

because lower air density limits cooling

fan efficiency. Liquid cooling systems
are therefore frequently preferred for

this type of service. Our extensive ex-
perience over the years in the produc-
tion of high performance aircraft

engine pumps has been of great value
in developing electronic coolant circu-
lators that provide maximum weight
and space savings with efficient heat
transfer capabilities.

Technical data is available and your
inquiry is invited. Write:

W. H. NICHOLS CO.
Makers of Zenith Metering Pumps
and the Nichols Milling Machine

4S WOERD AVE., WALTHAM 54, MASS.
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LSi ASTROHIICS ENCIRCLES MICROCIRCUIT TECHNOLOGY

Unique semi-automatic equipment de-

veloped by LSi lor moss production 0

1

integrated thin film microcircuitry.

A total capability in microcircuitry ...the achieved goal of
LSi Astronics. Already recognized as a leader in the

development and production ol thin films lor

micro-electronics, the Astronics Division is producing thin

film modules and electronic packages resulting in

extremely small and light weight systems which possess
high degrees of reliability and ruggedness. Whether your
requirement is lor thin films, modules or completely
packaged products, Astronics has unmatched design and
production capability to meet your special microcircuitry

requirements. Inquire about our standard off-the-shelf

circuits and modules suitable for use in a variety of system
applications. Learn more of Astronics ' complete capability in

thin film technology by writing for Data File AW-1994-1.

LEAR SIEGLER, INC.
ASTRONICS DIVISION
am SOUTH BUNDY DRIVE, SANTA MONICA. CALIFORNIA

DOD Research Awards Total $6.1 Billion
Washington—Defense Dept, awarded

$6,129 billion in Fiscal 1962 in con-

tracts of SI 0.000 or more for experi-

mental, developmental, test and re-

search work (EDTR). an increase of

SI 04 million over Fiscal 1961. Five

hundred contractors accounted for

S6.04 billion, or 98.$% of the total

Almost one contractor in every four

on the Fiscal 1962 list— 1 84 out of 500—

did not appear on the Fiscal 1961 list.

Defense Dept, broke the Fiscal 1962

list into two categories—3SS U. S. busi-

ness firms and 112 educational institu-

tions. government agencies, other non-

profit institutions and foreign firms.

Approximately one-third of the business

firms, or 1 36 out of 388. were small

businesses.

Although the top $00 contractors ac-

counted for all but 1.8% of the total

Fiscal 1962 contracting. 1.342 other

businesses and non-profit finns received

prime contract awards of SI 0.000 or

more for FDTR work. Of these. 432
were government, non-profit or foreign

organizations; 5S2 were large companies
and 1,008, or 63.4%, were small busi-

nesses. Eighty-nine per cent of the

awards was for work connected with

missiles, aircraft, ships and electronic

programs.

Aviation Wf.ek & Space Technol-
ogy is publishing below the 500 con-

tractors by rank and amount of awards,

with the 38S business finns listed first:

Business Firms

Hiller L4 Automatic Stabilization Helicopter Shown
Hiller L4 is being displayed with new automatic stabilization system while final certification by Federal Aviation Agency is completed.

Auto stabilization model is equipped with a new rotor system package including automatic stabilization unit, hydraulic power controls

and high lift rotor blades. System was tested last year on various helicopter models (AW June 25. p. 91). Stabilization unit contains rate

gyro, solid state electronic control package and au electric actuator for each cyclic control axis.
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capabilities include analog and digital computers

and complete environmental laboratories.

FLUID AND ELECTRO MECHANICS ... AIRBORNE RADAR ...DATA HANDLING..

Total Defense R&D Funding

f
SI
1
2
ii
I
SIi
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Although countless $1000 welders have'

been ruined by cheap fan motors, this

relatively inexpensive but vital com-

ponent is still often neglected.

To assure the exceptional quality fan

units our engineers demanded, we found

it advisable to build our own.

That Is why Miller welders have an

integrated design which utilizes forced-

air pjus vacuum-channeled cooling . .

.

the superior system provided by our

totally enclosed, lifetime lubricated,

ball bearing fan motors.

Consequently, the reason we make a

“fuss about fans" is because we know
they’re important to top welder per-

formance and life. So much so, in fact,

that we make more than a fuss ... we

make the motor!

ill<

Creators of the World's Finest Welders

MILLEfe ELECTRIC MANUFACTURING CO. • APPLETON, WISCONSIN

AVIATIC TECHNOLOGY,
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REPRODUCTION DEPT

What happens while your engineers wait for prints? Nothing.

Time is wasted . . . important projects suffer. If you have

ever watched an original drawing pulled for prints, then

re-filed, it’s not difficult to understand how much easier

and faster prints can be made available with xerography

and unitized microfilm. Drawings are recorded on

microfilm, then mounted in easy-to-handle aperture cards.

From these, a Copyflo® or 1824® Printer produces high

quality prints rapidly and inexpensively on ordinary

paper, vellum or offset master material. The aperture card

need never be out of the file for more than a few seconds!

Ht's the better way to produce engineering prints! Let

us prove what xerography and unitized microfilm can do

for you. Write for information to Xerox Corporation,

Dept. CF, Rochester 3, N. Y. Offices in principal U. S.

and Canadian cities.

Overseas : Rank Xerox

Ltd., London, and Fuji-

Xerox Co., Ltd., Tokyo.
XEROX



G. L. COLLINS CORPORATION

G. L. COLLINS CONTROLS
Missile guidance and control functions are created,

tested and proven accurate ... by the G. L. Collins

Corporation. G. L. Collins has a diversified line of AC
transducers, and DC transducers, associated controls and

systems for aerospace and industrial applications.

A recognized leader in the design of missile control

feed-back elements, the G. L. Collins Corporation have

been proven in major aircraft and missile programs.

Programs: Minuteman, Atlas, Polaris Dynasoar,

Nike-Zeus, Saturn, Typhon, Gemini, RS-70, A3J, X-15,

F8U, Hound Dog and many others.

Write for brochure describing capabilities, call or

write our engineering sales office.

F-104 Heaters
Anti-icing heaters are being installed to

give NATO’s F-104 fleet all-weather capa-

bility. Tire heaters, built by Sicrracin Corp..

are fitted onto intake leading edges and

intake cone tips of the aircraft.

AVIATION WEEK & SPACE TECHNOLOGY, February 1963

High Vacuum !

VIBRATIONLESS

PUMPING

15-1100 CFM

KINNEY TRIPLEX SERIES
• Vibration-free

• Compact
• Low do/lar-per-cfm cost

• Long-wearing one piece slide pins

• Ultimate pressures below 10 microns

Triplex High Vacuum Pumps use the rotary-

piston principle developed by Kinney. A new
and original balancing technique utilizing three

sets of cams and pistons offers compactness
and vibration-free operation not available with

any other pumps of comparable size. The com-
plete line of Triplex pumps offers a range of

displacements from 15 to 1100 cfm.

KINNEY VACUUM
AVIATION WEEK 8, SPACE TECHNOLOGY, February 11, 1963



BUSINESS FLYING

Grand Commander Features Lengthened Fuselage



HYDAC 2000: }

The first computer

capable of real-time

simulation of complete

missile and space vehicle

systems. Write for the facts today.

EAI ELECTRONIC ASSOCIATES. INC. Long Branch, New Jersey

ELECTRO-PNEUMATIC

AIR TEMPERATURE

CONTROL SYSTEM

first Bight in March; certification target date is at end of year

Bede BD-1 Low Cost Lightplane

Scheduled to Make Flight in March
New York—Two-place sport airplane

with metal honeycomb panels in the

fuselage and a glass-fiber landing gear,

designed by Bede Aircraft. Inc., of

Springfield, Ohio, is scheduled to make
its first flight in March.

Designated the BD-1. the airplane

will be priced at S2.495 with a rebuilt

65-hp. engine, minimum instruments

and no radio. A de luxe version, with

a higher powered engine, instruments,

lights and radio, is planned at S4.200.

James R. Bede, vice president of the

company, said certification target date

is next fall or early winter. The project

has been under development for about

nine months.

Basic aircraft structure has only 375

parts, of which only 175 are different.

A number of parts are interchangeable,

including rudder and elevator, lion-

ailerons.

Wing is designed to be easily remov-

able so that the aircraft can lie towed

on a trailer behind an automobile or

stored in an ordinary home garage.

Tubular wing spars are fitted into fuse-

lage receptacles and held by removable

Low-wing, tricycle-gear BD-1 has

side-by-side seating and a stick rather

than the control wheel found on most
American-built light aircraft. The air-

plane has a wing span of 23 ft., with

plain flaps extending across 70% of

the span. Height is 7 ft. 6 in., and

over-all length is IS ft. S in.

Maximum speed, with a 90-hp. en-

gine. is expected to be 140 mph., and

the aircraft will cruise at 130 mph. at

5,000 ft. and 65% of power. Under
these same conditions, the BD-1 will

cruise at 126 mph. with an 85-hp.

engine and at 112 mph. with a 65-hp.

rebuilt Continental A65-8 engine.

Largest engine currently being con-

templated for the aircraft is a 1 OS-lip.

Lycoming O-235-ClB engine.

Fuel capacity is 20 gal. With a

90-hp. engine, maximum range would

be approximately 600 mi. With two

persons and 40 lb. of baggage, range

would be about 500 mi.

Stalling speed at gross weight of

1,156 lb. is 53 mph. Emptv weight

is 660 lb.

Glass-fiber spring landing gear, first

tried by Bede on the XBD-2 research

aircraft' (AW Feb. 19, p. 67) has

superior damping characteristics and is

lighter than contemporary steel landing

gear designs, the company says.

Bede said a market survey conducted

by the company indicates that demand
for an airplane of the BD-1 class would

be about 1,000 per year. Tooling is

being planned to enable production to

reach this rate if sales should justify it.

Cost studies, however, were based

on a considerably smaller number of

aircraft being produced and sold each

First sales, according to Bede, will

be from the factory, but the company
intends to set up a dealer organization

to handle the BD-1, the BD-3 execu-

tive aircraft, which is expected to enter

the market in 1964, and other types of

business aircraft which the company is

planning.

BD-1 will set the bottom limit in

size, Bede said, and the BD-3 will be
about the upper limit in business-type

aircraft. Other airplanes will fill in the

gaps in the proposed line.

Company also has under develop-

ment the BD-7 twin-engine, short-haul

airliner (AW Oct. 29, p. 90; Dec. 24,

p. 28).

FOR CABIN, PRESSURE SUIT AND
ELECTRONIC COMPARTMENT APPLICATIONS
Designed to deliver positive, accurate and in-

stant modulation with minimum bleed air loss.

Instantly responsive—simple in design, ex-

tremely accurate under all service conditions.

• "Off-Shelf" qualified on current high per-

formance aircraft

• Lightweight, compact, durable
• No moving electrical contacts
• Unaffected by vibration, shock, acceleration
• Meets latest military specifications
• Available in valve sizes of f, V/,' and Y
SPECIALISTS IN AIRCRAFT TEMPERATURE
CONTROLS FOR OVER TWENTY YEARS
Vap-Air's extensive facilities and outstanding
group of experienced personnel offer unusual
capabilities In developing and manufacturing
control systems and devices, pneumatic equip-

ment and valves and heat transfer equipment
for aircraft, missiles and ground support

VAP-AT IR®division
Vapor Corporation Dept. 25-B
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one
revolution

every

4Vh days

a Unequalled controlled

speed range of the Acra-

drive/22 hydraulic servo-

motor (500 rpm to 1 /60.000

rpm) is only one reason why

it is being specified for big

antenna and flight simula-

tor drives.

Some other reasons:

Torque 3.52 in. Ib./psi

Response 250 cps

Acceleration 40,000

radians per sec2

For more details, write for

Publication M-2281B.

Cimtrol Division, The

Cincinnati Milling Machine

Company, Cincinnati 9, Ohio.

CINCINNATI

NEW AEROSPACE PRODUCTS
Space Simulation Chamber

Model SC-1 environmental space

simulation chamber, measuring -1 ft. in

dia. and 6 ft. long, offers free test

volume 5.5 ft. bv 4 ft. It is designed

to simulate vacuum and cold dark space

conditions at altitudes above 500 mi.

Chamber is cooled by liquid nitrogen

fed through the walls and door, Inside

walls and baffle surfaces have an emis-
sivitv of 0.9. High power and instru-

mentation feed-throughs arc provided

as well as a 6 in. viewing port. Four
blank penetrations also are available for

additional test instruments.

General Technology Corp.. 5510
Torrance Blvd., Torrance. Calif.

Anti-Fragmentation Release Nut

Release nut uses a one-piece threaded

collet with an integral piston which acts

as a pressure seal and provides complete

release with no fragmentation when
electrically activated.

Nut is designed to develop full ten-

sion allowables of standard NAS and
NS scries threaded hardware. Use of

standard hardware and elimination of

explosive bolts makes off-the-shelf pur-

chase feasible, according to the manu-
facturer.

Release can be accomplished within

two to three milliseconds.

Space Ordnance Systems, 155 Penn
Street, El Scgundo, Calif.

Linear Actuator

Electromechanical actuator delivers a

minimum of 5 lb. pulling or pushing
force through a stroke of 4 in. and is

designed to offer a flexible electro-

mechanical alternative to explosive ac-

tuated devices of similar capability.

Unit, which can be immediately re-

set and re-actuated repeatedly, provides

advantages in easy checkout, safety, re-

liability, installation and testing.

Actuator weighs U oz. and can be

used to move or trigger mechanical

couplings and detach or separate as-

semblies. Minimum operating tempera-

ture range is -100F to 250F.
Ebncch Design Corp., 149 San La-

zaro Avc., Sunnyvale 2, Calif.

Strain Gage Transducers

Series of bonded Strain gage pressure

transducers in ranges of 0-5 to 5.000

psi. arc built to withstand rugged en-

minutc volumetric displacement and
high natural frequency for precise meas-

urements of static and dynamic pres-

sures in airborne applications.

Instruments use bending beam prin-

ciple for high accuracy, size reduction

and greater sensitivity for low range

measurement. Combined non-linearity

and hysteresis is less than ±0.55% of

full scale for models above 50 psi. In

ranges below 50 psi. combined non-

linearity and hvstercsis is less than

±0.5% of the lull scale. Transducer

housing and diaphragm are stainless

steel construction.

Data Sensors, Inc., 15112 Crenshaw

Blvd., Gardena, Calif.
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PRODUCTION BRIEFING

Aerojet-General Corp. has awarded

a $459,000 contract to E and I Co.,

Ft. Lauderdale, Fla., for Phase One
construction work on a solid fuel rocket

plant Aerojet is building south of

Miami. Site is a 76,400-acrc tract near

1 Iomestead AFB, Fla. Phase One work,

scheduled for completion by mid-April,

will include clearing sites for buildings,

rough grading and filling and some road

construction.

D. B. Millikcn Co., Arcadia, Calif.,

has received a $45,000 Air Force con-

tract for high-speed 16-mm. motion-

picture cameras capable of pin-register-

ing speeds exceeding 400 frames per

sec. Cameras will be used in the Pacific

Recovery Area to provide high-resolu-

tion pictures of vehicles during re-entry.

Western Electric Co. lias been

awarded a §19,896,1 50 Army contract

for continued development of an ad-

vanced radar system for use in the Nike

Zeus anti-missile missile system. Shar-

ing in the award are Bell Telephone

Laboratories and Svlvania Electronics.

Goodyear Aviation Products Div. has

received a $2-million follow-on con-

tract from Hercules Powder Co. for

rubber liners used as insulators in Min-
uteman ICBM glass-fiber cases.

Douglas Aircraft Co.’s Tulsa Div.

will modify 1 > Thor ICBMs for future

space assignments under a $5-million

contract from Air Force Systems Com-
mand's Space Systems Div. Inspection

and overhaul of the Thor 1 50,000-lb.

thrust Block One engines will be done
at San Bernardino Air Materiel Area
prior to installation in the modified

Beech Aircraft Coq>. has been
awarded a SI 0-million follow-on con-

tract by the Bureau of Naval Weapons
for additional K2B-1 rocket-powered,

Mach 2 target drones.

Lear Sicglcr, Inc., has received a $7.5-

million contract from McDonnell Air-

craft for combined attitude reference

and bombing systems for the F-4C tac-

tical fighter. Systems will be produced
by Lear's Instrument Div.

Pratt & Whitney Aircraft has been
awarded a $1,862,000 contract from
National Aeronautics and Space Admin-
istration’s Marshall Space Flight Cen-
ter for development of a variable-thrust

version of its 15,000-lb. RL-10 liquid

hydrogen rocket engine. Engine must
be capable of operating with as little as

12i% of its rated thrust.

SOLID
STATE

POWER
CONVERSION

for a broad range of power requirements

Unitron can meet exacting requirements with custom-

engineered Inverters, Frequency Converters, DC/DC Con-

verters, and Power Supplies, with the reliability of semi-

conductor circuitry and no moving parts. Units can be

designed for a broad range of power requirements in air-

borne and ground support systems.

Unitron has compiled a valuable background of design

and production experience by specializing in solid state

power conversion equipment. This background provides

Unitron with a unique ability to furnish custom-designed

equipment with almost off-the-shelf timing and economy.

Unitron’s capability is reflected by delivered units,

such as the three examples of custom-designed Frequency
Converters shown below.

These 400/60 cps Converters share exceptional per-

formance characteristics, such as better than 90% efficiency

...regulation to ±1.0%... less than 5.0% distortion...

frequency stability from 0.001%. Their environmental and
RFI characteristics are compatible with applicable military

specifications.

uNITRON INCORPORATED
Garland, Texas
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Ring Laser Device Performs Rate Gyro
By Philip J. (Class

Radically different type of angular

rotation sensor which uses lasers to per-

form the function of a rate gyroscope

has been demonstrated by Sperry Rand
Corp. scientists. The "laser gyro” has

no moving parts and. in theory, should

be long-lived, sensitive and stable.

If the unusual device lives up to pres-

ent expectations, it could mark a tech-

nological breakthrough in the art of in-

ertial guidance for airborne, spacebome
and shipbased applications,

Sperry Rand calls the device a travel-

ing-wave ring-laser. The company shuns

the use of the word "gyro" because the

device lacks the familiar spinning mass

and operates on the basis of the effect

discovered by the Austrian physicist

Christian Doppler rather than on the

laws of Sir Isaac Newton, But since

the new device uses a series of lasers in

a ring configuration and the word gyro

is derived from the Greek “gyros.”

meaning a ring or circle, the term “laser

gyro” appears appropriate.

While the present Sperry Rand laser

gyro is bulky and unwieldy (see photo),

its configuration is designed for case

of experimentation. There does not ap-

pear to be any reason why it can not be

reduced to the size of a conventional

gyro or perhaps even smaller, company
scientists say.

Another inherent advantage of the

laser gyro is that its output is available

in digital form, for use by digital guid-

ance computers. Although basically it is

an angular rotating rate sensor, its out-

put can be integrated to give angular

displacement.

Present laser gyro uses four continu-

ous-wave (CW) helium-neon gas lasers

arranged to form a square ring. (See

sketch.) Unlike conventional lasers,

where one end of the tube is silvered

and radiation is emitted only from the

opposite end, energy is radiated from
both ends of each of the four gas lasers

in the Sperry Rand device.

At each of the four comers of the

ring of lasers there is a mirror at a 45-

deg. angle so that the light emitted

from the end of one laser is reflected

into the adjoining laser tube. In this

way, the energy emitted by each laser

circulates around the ring, returning

to its source and continuing around

the loop. But because each laser is

emitting energy from both ends, there

are two contrarotating beams flowing

through the loop.

So long as the ring of lasers remains

stationary', both contrarotating beams
travel identical path lengths. But if the

ring is mounted on a platform which is

rotated about an axis perpendicular to

the plane of the four lasers, the beam
rotating in one direction will have a

slightly greater distance to travel before

returning to its point of origin, while

the beam moving in the other direction

will have slightly shorter distance to

For example, if the ring laser is being

rotated in a clockwise direction, the

laser beam moving in this same direc-

tion requires slightly less time to com-
plete the loop while the beam moving

in the opposite direction requires

slightly more time. The result is the fa-

miliar’ Doppler frequency shift. The
frequency of the beam which must
travel a slightly longer distance is re-

duced, while the frequency of the other

beam is increased slightly. For any

given laser gyro configuration, this fre-

quency shift is proportional to the rate

of its rotation.

To measure this frequency shift, ac-

cess must be gained to the beams with-

out interrupting their rotation. To ac-

complish tliis, one of the four corner

mirrors can be thinly silvered, for exam-
ple, so that a small amount of the en-

ergy from the clockwise and counter-

clockwise rotating beams passes through

while the remainder is reflected and
circulates.

Using an additional flat reflector, one
of the two beams thus extracted is

bounced off the back side of the corner

mirror so that both beams are traveling

the same direction and impinge upon

a photo-multiplier tube. This produces

a hetrodyne action in the detector, a

widely used technique in laser work,

to produce an audio-frequency (beat)

signal which is equal to twice the Dop-
pler shift resulting from the rotation of

the ring of lasers.

The beat frequency of the signal ob-

tained is proportional to the angular

rotation rate of the ring and to the

optical path length of each leg of the

loop but is inversely proportional to

the wavelength at which the lasers are

For the experimental Sperry Rand
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Angular Sensor Functions
device, in which the optical path length

of each leg is about one meter and the

helium-neon lasers radiate at a wave-

length of 1.15? microns, the laser gyro

photo detector produces output of 250

cps. for each degree per second of an-

gular rotation. For example, in tests

at 2 deg./sec., output is 500 cps., while

at 600 deg./sec., output is 1 50 kc.

A rotation rate of 160 deg./min.

gives an output of 40 kc.

Since the output signal frequency is

directly proportional to rotation rate,

a digital output signal can be obtained

merely by clipping the output sine

Recent discovery of direct-injection

gallium-arsenide laser action suggests

the possibility of building a miniature

laser gyro from such solid-state crystals.

Because sensitivity decreases as path

length is reduced, such a dev ice would
be less sensitive than the present ex-

perimental unit. But this would be par-

tially compensated for by the shorter

wavelength of emission which is around
0.71 to 0.84 microns for gallium arse-

nide compared with the 1.153 micron
wavelength for the helium-neon lasers

which Sperry Rand used.

Large optical path laser gyros could,

however, be used in submarine and
surface ship installations where space

limitations are not critical. Another
possibility is to use a spiral configura-

tion to increase sensitivity of small size

laser gyros.

Sperry Rand docs not claim to have
originated the basic principle upon
which the laser gyro is based. In 1913.

the French physicist G. Sagnac used a

similar ring configuration to study the

effects of rotation on the propagation of

light, and in 1924, the U.S. scientists

A. A. Michelson and G. H. Gale con-

ducted similar experiments. But at that

time the only light source available was
the conventional non-coherent type and
the two contrarotating beams were com-
bined to produce an interference fringe

pattern.

Shift in this pattern, corresponding

to the Doppler shift in the Sperry Rand
device, was extremely difficult to meas-
ure precisely. This required cither that

the ring be rotated very rapidly or the
use of extremely long optical path
lengths to obtain measurable fringe

shift. Michelson and Gale used path

it of the laser, with its coherent

light, which permitted more accurate

and convenient Doppler shift measure-

ments, opened the way to the new type

of rotation rate sensor. The possibility

of using a laser to improve the sensitiv-

ity of the Michclson-Galc experiment

was suggested by A. H. Rosenthal of

Kollsman Instruments in the Journal of

the Optical Society of America at a

time when Sperry Rand was engaged

in its current work. First successful

operation of the new laser gvro occurred

on Jan. 7.

Company scientists concede that

there arc problems yet to be solved be-

fore the laser gyro is feasible for opera-

tional use. These problems, now under

study, include:

• Rigidity is required in the optical

path which must be an integral num-
ber of wavelengths of the radiation

emitted by the lasers.

• Effects of laser radiation line width,

mode pulling and mode correlation on
laser gyro sensitivity and operation arc

not fully understood.

• Rotation direction cannot be deter-

mined with present experimental con-

figuration because the detector does

not know which beam is which. Com-
pany is developing means to introduce

an offset bias so that system will have
a small Doppler shift when it is station-

ary, providing means for determining
subsequent direction of rotation.

New laser gyro development is a part

of the broad company effort in the field

of optical masers. Recently, in an
attempt to integrate efforts in sev-

eral Sperry Rand divisions, the com-
pany formed an Infrared/Optics/Lascr

Group, under Robert W. Jagoe, with
headquarters at Great Neck, L. I„ N. Y.
Included in the group are scientists

at Speny Rand Research Center, Sud-
bury, Mass., working in new materials

and concepts, Sperry Electronic Tube
Div., Great Neck, developing laser de-

Infrared Imaging Techniques Studied
Los Angeles—Investigation of new techniques for producing high-quality, real-tin

images of infrared target radiation capable of being displayed visually so as to mat
possible quick data analysis will begin this month with the award of a onc-ye;

contract by Air Force’s Aeronautical Systems Div. A breadboard model of a

imaging system and a visual display are expected to emerge from the effort.

Air Force believes that current military infrared detection systems cannot suppl
this data in a simple manner, being limited by opto-mcchanical scanning systems an

lie range of radiant energy inputs of 1,000 to 1.

of 600 photographic lines per inch. Con-

Whatcv.
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30th Inventory of

Aerospace Power Issue

March 11,1963
Never before have aerospace in-

dustry developments played such

a dominant role in the shaping of

world affairs. Countless millions

have witnessed with excitement

the manned orbital flights ... the

pioneering achievements in global

communications via Telstar ... ini-

tial exploration of the planets by

satellites like Mariner II . . . prog-

ress on the revolutionary super-

sonic transports . . . and official ac-

knowledgment of the Apollo lunar

landing program as America's goal.

Clear understanding of these

events by engineering, scientific,

government and industry planners

is vital to the economic welfare

of our industry. As we have for

the past 29 years, AVIATION WEEK
& SPACE TECHNOLOGY will tackle

this challenging editorial task in

our March 11, 1963 INVENTORY
OF AEROSPACE POWER issue.

The largest full-time editorial staff

in aerospace publishing — thirty-

four graduate engineers and aero-

space specialists—will reveal the

short and long range significance

of hundreds of international tech-

nical and market developments.

Included will be charts, graphs,

tables and other editorial informa-

tion covering all aspects of indus-

try progress. Budgets, plans and

programs on missiles, aircraft,

space vehicles, support equip-

ment, engineering, space technol-

ogy and civil air transport develop-

ments will be featured.

The INVENTORY OF AEROSPACE
POWER issue will reach over

84,000 engineering-management

subscribers—the largest audience

in aerospace publishing. These

men who must maintain an indus-

try background that is technically

sophisticated and up-to-date, ea-

gerly await the annual forecasts

and previews presented in the

INVENTORY issue.

This is a rare opportunity to place

your sales message where the de-

cision makers of the aerospace

industry will see it . . . read it . .

.

and refer to it during the months

to come. In addition, reader service

cards are included to expedite

reader inquiries for additional in-

formation from advertisers.

Don't miss this chance to iden-

tify your company's role in our

nation's defense effort, by

advertising in Aviation Week's

30th Inventory of Aerospace

Power issue. For further

information, write, wire or

better yet phone your Aviation

Week District Manager now.



The SYNCOM ground terminal story. It is a moving one.

KL

/V T

The syncom experimental satellite will employ surface

terminals that have no permanent locations. They can be

moved as often as necessary. That’s a unique feature about

Project syncom. It's our job to design and construct the

mobile ground facilities under contract to the U.S. Army
Electronic Research and Development Laboratory.

Bendix Radio’s participation in Project syncom—a NASA
r&d program in which the U.S. Army Satellite Communica-
tions Agency has responsibility for surface terminals and

communications testing— is a typical example of our capa-

bility in the fast moving communications field. Bendix

Radio’s experience and performance in developing equip-

ment for fixed ground stations and shipboard terminals for

the military communications satellite program helped lead

to our selection by the Army to participate as a prime con-

tractor in the NASA syncom project. Project syncom is to

demonstrate the feasibility of communications between

surface stations via a lightweight satellite in a 24-hour syn-

chronous orbit at the 22,300 mile high altitude.

The syncom ground stations in some respects represent a

state-of-the-art Super High Frequency equipment develop-

ment. This development also provides basic shf building

blocks for consideration in other advanced Government-

sponsored programs.

Take advantage of our experience and minimize develop-

ment costs in communications systems by contacting

Government Sales, Bendix Radio Division, The Bendix

Corporation, Baltimore 4, Maryland.

Bendix Radio Division

arc available in flat packages while the

digital microcircuits are packaged in

transistor-type cans.

• Accelerometer calibrator, Glennitc

KA-2825, provides accurate measure-

ment of very small dynamic displace-

ments at frequencies up to 20 ke. De-

vice uses interferometer techniques, a

piezoelectric vibrator and driver, and can

measure absolute displacements from
4-45 millionths of an inch. Wave form
distortion is less than 2% at 20 kc.

Manufacturer: Gulton Industries, Inc..

212 Durham Ave., Metuchen, N. j.

vices, and the Sperry Gyroscope Co..

Great Neck, responsible for laser system

devdopments.
Sperry Rand scientists who developed

the laser gyro include Warren Macek,

Daniel Davis. J. R. Schneider, Robert

Olthuis and Dr. George White. Dr.

Peter Pershan of Harvard University

served as a consultant to Sperry Rand
on the new development.

• Solid-state d.c. power supply, with re-

mote sensor-regulator which maintains

desired regulation regardless of resist-

ance introduced by the load line. Regu-
lator can be instantly changed to pro-

vide 005%, 0.25% or 1% regulation

NEW AVIONIC
PRODUCTS

• Solid-state radiation detector, called

Xcnax Ratemeter, combines functions

of an alpha counter, Geiger counter,

ratemeter, neutron detector and fallout

detector, weighs less than 1 lb. Device

uses two silicon crystal detectors and is

calibrated for up to 10,000 counts per

second. Manufacturer: Atomic Labora-

tories, 3086 Claremont Ave., Bcrkelcv

5, Calif.

Series of three units is available to sup-

ply two amperes at 6.3, 12 or 28 v. dc..

operating from 115 v., 60 ops. input

power. No external heat sink or blower

is required. Units have overload and
short-circuit protection. Manufacturer:
Victory Electronics, Inc., 145 Michael
Drive, Syosset, L. I, N.Y.

• Rectifier silicon diodes, capable of

withstanding transient reverse over-volt-

age as high as 1,000 v. for 25 microsec-

ond interval, arc available in three types

1N393S, 39, 40, with peak reverse

voltage ratings of 200, 400 and 600 v.

Tire diodes arc mounted in pigtail cases

measuring 0.57 in. long and rated at 2

amps. Manufacturer: General Instru-

ment Corp.. Rectifier Division. 65 Gou-
vemeur St., Newark, N. j.

• Monolithic semiconductor microcir-

cuits, including six linear and three digi-

tal functional circuits, arc now available

from stock front Westinghousc Molecu-

lar Electronics Division. Linear devices

include a radio-frequency amplifier,

oscillator-mixer, intermediate-frequency

amplifier, low-level audio amplifier,

wide-band audio amplifier and video

amplifier. The digital circuits include a

single NAND gate, a double NAND
gate and a set-reset flip-flop. Prices range

from S14.20 to $19.50 in quantities of

1,000 or more. The linear microcircuits

• Digital phase shifter, operating in

ultra-high-frequency band, provides real

time delays in 16 equal steps between
zero and one UHF period for use in

electrically steered antenna arrays. Phase
shifter, including couplers and diode

switches, is printed on single sheet of

dielectric filled strip transmission line

and measures 8 in. in dia. It exhibits

phase error of less than four degrees

with over-all insertion loss of less than 2
db. Manufacturer: Hylectronics Corp.,

185 Cambridge St., Burlington, Mass.

toTakz Off...

O.K.fo Land
Haydon Switch Incorporated 6100
Series miniature hermetically sealed

switches sound a warning horn in

the pilot's compartment:

1. If the flaps are not in the proper

when^the flaps are down.

Here are 3 dependable safety sen-

tinels, insuring giant ^Convair Jet
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RCA Makes New Type
Of Small Microcircuit

Technique for producing large num-
bers of metal-oxide field-effect transistors

in microcircuit arrays, with up to 850
devices on an area the size of a dime, has
been announced by RCA Laboratories.

The development is result of research

sponsored by USA!' Cambridge Re-

search Laboratories.

Company says the new type micro-

circuits show promise of being less

costly, more reliable and more radiation

resistant than more conventional types.

Preliminary tests indicate that the

metal-oxide transistors arc 10 times less

sensitive to radiation than conventional

transistors. RCA Laboratories says. The
new devices have a snitching speed of

10-20 nanoseconds and will operate

over a temperature range of —SOC to

190C.
The RCA field-effect transistor is one

of several approaches under investi-

gation in the field of metal-oxide tran-

sistors. Its characteristics in some ways
resemble those of a pentode vacuum
tube. Input impedance is extremely high

compared with a conventional transis-

tor. Units fabricated to date have had a

typical input impedance of a billion

megohms and seven picofarads, a

transconductancc of 2,800 microhms,

a cut-off bias of eight volts and a rise

time of about 14 nanoseconds. RCA
reported.

To fabricate a microcircuit array of

the new devices. RCA first produces

conducting paths on a crystal of high-

resistivity silicon, leaving gaps which
will become active elements. Next, the

Silicon in the gap is oxidized and a

metal electrode is deposited on top of

this oxide insulator to form a "gate."

When a suitable voltage is impressed

on the gate electrode, the gap becomes
conducting and the circuit is completed

between the two adjoining conductors,

one referred to as the "source,” the

other as the "drain."

The drain current that flows is pro-

portional to the drain voltage in much
the same way as current flow in a triode

varies with plate voltage, or screen-grid

voltage in a pentode, until saturation

occurs.

The level at which current satu-

ration occurs depends upon the applied

gate voltage, roughly equivalent to the

grid voltage of a vacuum tube.

Company officials sav it should be

possible to fabricate a digital computer
entirely from the new field-effect metal-

oxide microcircuits without using other

components.

Company plans to put the new micro-

circuits into production at its Semi-

conductor and Materials Div.. Somer-

ville. N. J.
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System engineering

for airborne weapon systems
FIRE CONTROL SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL DESIGN

Responsibilities: The determination of detailed functional design

requirements tor complex Airborne Weapon Control Systems; sys-

tem design per customer requirements; theoretical analysis of

system performance and liaison assistance to engineering depart-

ments to develop equipment to fulfill system requirements.

MISSILE SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL DESIGN

Responsibilities: Determine functional design requirements for

advanced air-launched missiles; the design of such systems to

meet customer requirements and theoretical analysis of system

performance; coordinate and assist engineering departments In

the development of equipment to fulfill the system requirements.

Experience: Two years minimum in one or more of the following

fields: 1 . System engineering on missile or fire control systems.

2. Field engineering on airborne fire control sys-

tems or missile systems. 3. T est and evaluation of

comparable systems. 4. Radar systems (pulse

doppler). 5. Target tracking systems. 6. Autopilot

control systems. 7. Microwave systems. 8 .

Digital computers. 9. Navigation systems. 10. Iner-

tial components. 11. Electrical power and arma-

ment control subsystems. 12. Circuit design and

electronic packaging.

Education: 8.S. in E.E., M.E. or Physics. Articu-

late in communications. U.S. citizenship required.

Experience in one or more of these areas: 1. System engineering

involving missile or fire control systems. 2. Field engineering on

airborne systems. 3. Test evaluation. 4. Pulse dop- For immediate consideration.

pier and other radar systems. 5. Digital computer please airmail your resume to:

—airborne system. 6. Inertial and microwave com- MR- ROBERT A. MARTIN

ponents. 7. Circuit design, electrical power, arm-
Hughes Aerospa

P
c°

V
Div?s'ions

ament control and IR subsystems, navigation and 11940 W. Jefferson Blvd.
target tracking systems. 8. Aircraft display and Culver City 70

,
California

controls, human factors and electronic packaging. Ceeaimo « ne~ worm with Electronics

Education: B.S. in E.E., M.E. or Physics. Appli- 1 HUGHES
cants should be articulate in writing and com-

1 J

munication as related to their responsibilities.
1 J

U, S. citizenship required.

i
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TUIC |Q TITAN III
United Technology Center is now at work on development of the first or solid

I n I O IO I I I H

1

1 III
b00ster st3ge for the Air Force Titan III. UTC's huge segmented solid propellant

rocket motors, each 120 inches in diameter and producing more than a million pounds of thrust, will blast the Standardized

Space Launch Vehicle from its launch pad. Titan III, with all stages assembled, will stand more than 100 feet tall on the

pad, and will be utilized to put multi-ton payloads into orbit. These payloads will include the X-20 Dyna-Soar.

tuio IQ 1 1TO United Technology Center has important positions available now for scientists and engineers

I rl I O I O U I U Wjth experience in rocket propulsion and related technologies. This young and dynamic

division of United Aircraft is one of America's fastest-growing aerospace organizations. In UTC's unique professional

atmosphere, you’ll find broad opportunities for advancement. You will work with men preeminent in rocket propulsion.

Enjoy the many technical facilities of UTC's Research and Engineering Center and sprawling test site. That’s not all. Here

are a few of the other rocket motor projects ... in addition to Titan III . . . now underway to challenge your imagination

and scientific skills.

UPPER-STAGE LIQUID MOTORS • HYBRID MOTORS • FILAMENT-WOUND MOTOR CASINGS • ABLATION-

COOLED THRUST CHAMBERS •VARIABLE-THRUST CONTROL SYSTEMS »THRUST VECTOR CONTROL SYSTEMS

If you have experience in such areas as weapons systems project planning, chemical process operations, testing of

liquid and solid propellant motors, design of test instrumentation and reliability analysis, there's a good chance you'll

find the ideal position at UTC. Drop a line or send your resume today. t i

Contact Jay W. Waste, Department 27A, P. 0. Box 358, Sunnyvale, California division of united zsTcraft corporation

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER pj

United Technology Center
106
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Avionics Companies Prepare for VAX

Competition—Avionics companies are

preparing for a Navy competition for

studies of the avionics package for the

Navy’s VAX close-support aircraft.

Companies expected to submit bids for

the studies-proposals for which are

expected to be requested soon— in-

clude Autonctics. Minncapolis-Honcv-

well, Sperry Rand. Wcstinghouse, Gen-

eral Precision, and a team of Litton In-

dustries and Texas Instruments. The
avionics package probably will include

an inertial system, sensors, a central

computer and communications gear.

NASA Reports Radiation Resistant

Solar Cell Test Results—Early results

of tests of N on P solar cells commer-

cially offered by a number of companies,

including Western Electric. Ilcliotck.

Hoffman. Radio Coqj. of America,

Texas Instruments and International

Rectifier, were reported recently at

NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center.

Samples were exposed to radiation at

energies of 1 million electron volts in

tests performed for NASA by Naval

Research Laboratories. Results clearly

indicated radiation resistance superior-

ity of N on P over P on N cells and
degradation on performance of N on P
cells was uniform from manufacturer

to manufacturer. This suggests that

the industry has mastered fabrication

techniques for this type of cell. Ex-

perimental versions of the drift field,

N on P solar cell made by Elcctro-Opti-

cal Systems showed less degradation

than conventional N on P cells, but ini-

tial efficiency was less.

USAF Comsat Stresses Simplicity-

Air Force’s 369 Medium Altitude Com-
munications Satellite Program for which
industry is now readying proposals prob-

ably will consist of extremely simple

unstabilized satellites which will broad-

cast signals omnidirectionally. The em-
phasis on this simple approach is re-

ported to reflect a desire to avoid tech-

nical pitfalls that have stymied other,

more sophisticated Air Force space proj-

Radioisotope Generator for Imp—Ra-

dioisotope generator using plutonium
238 as a fuel and capable of supplying

40 or 50 watts of power over a several

year period is being considered by
NASA for its Interplanetary Monitor-

ing Probe (Imp) scheduled for launch

next year. Imp is intended to determine

the nature and magnitude of the radio-

active hazard to Apollo, measure inter-

planetary particle fluxes from a few

electron volts to several mev as well as

magnetic field strength, and continu-

ousTy monitor particle population and

CENTER
magnetic fields in cislunar space. Should

the radioisotope generator be adopted

for Imp, it probably will be the first

NASA vehicle to employ such a device

as an electrical power source. (The cur-

ium 242 thermoelectric generator that

Martin Co. is developing for the Sur-

veyor (AW Oct. 8. p. 76) probablv will

not be flown before 1965.)

Solar Cell Future in Space-Solar cells

will remain with the nation’s space

program as long as there are space mis-

sions, despite the degrading effects of

high energy radiation on their lifetimes

revealed after the high-altitude nuclear

blasts last summer, according to Wal-
ter C. Scott, who heads NASA's space

power technology program. The power
output for a reasonably shielded N on P
solar cell system aboard an earth satel-

lite orbiting at a 5,000 naut. mi. alti-

tude would not degrade more than

30% over a three-year period, he re-

ported at the National Winter Con-
vention on Military Electronics. Power
systems can be designed for long life by
derating components. As a rule of

thumb, a 10% increase in solar cell area

will double the useful lifetime of the

Signed on the Dotted Line—Major
contract awards recently announced by

avionics manufacturers include the fol-

lowing:

• Electronic Specialty Co., Los Angeles,

will build a Transit satellite injection

station at Roscinont, Minn., under
$1. 1-million contract from Navy Bu-

reau of Yards and Docks.
• CBS Laboratories, Stamford, Conn.,
will develop an airborne reconnaissance

film processor-scanner which takes ex-

posed film from an aerial camera, auto-

matically develops it and electronically

scans the image for radio transmission

to the ground, under contract from
Naval Air Development Center. Equip-

ment is to be able to process and scan

a 41 x 41 in. frame in 10 sec. with
resolution of 20 optical line-pairs per

millimeter.

• International Electric Corp. will de-

velop a comprehensive plan for meeting

national missile and space vehicle test

requirements in the 1965-70 period

under 5500,000 USAF contract. Pro-

gram is known as RIPS (Range Instru-

mentation Planning Study). Major
subcontractors to IEC are Cubic Corp.,

Northrop Space Laboratories and Ray-
theon Corp.

• Electro-Mechanical Research, Inc.,

Sarasota, Fla., S7.4-million award from
National Aeronautics and Space Admin-
istration. to manufacture and install

PCM telemetry stations for NASA’s
global tracking range.

FREE TO

COMPANY
OFFICIALS

LOOKING FOR

ANEW
PLANT SITE

B.

TAILOR-MADE. This confidential re-

port is not taken off the shelf. It will

be prepared specifically for you, based

on the requirements for your new plant

as you give them to us. Send these re-

quirements on your business letterhead

to Commissioner Keith S. McHugh,

N.Y. State Dept, of Commerce, Room

212K, 112 State St., Albany 7, N.Y.

Keith S. McHugh, Commissioner

New York State Department ol Commerce
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ENGINEERS / SCIENTISTS / PHYSICISTS / MATHEMATICIANS WHO'S WHERE

LUNAR LANDING

AND RENDEZVOUS

PROGRAM OFFERS

ENGINEERS &

SCIENTISTS

THE GREATEST

TECHNICAL CHALLENGE

OF OUR TIMES

The selection of Grumman to design, develop

and fabricate the NASA Lunar Excursion Module

(LEM) which will be used to achieve the Apollo

program's goal of landing astronauts on the

moon, opens a new chapter in the conquest of

space. Boosted by a three-stage Saturn C-5

vehicle, the Apollo spacecraft will enter lunar

orbit and LEM will separate from the spacecraft

to begin its epoch-making descent to the

lunar surface.

Later, it will launch itself back into orbit and

rendezvous with the Apollo Command and

Service Modules permitting the lunar astronauts

to return to earth, while the LEM is jettisoned

into lunar orbit.

The Lunar Excursion Module and other space

programs at Grumman are creating unprecedented

professional opportunities at the company.

Make 1963 a year of personal achievement in an

endeavor that ranks among the greatest of all

times. Current requirements are detailed on the

next page. We invite your inquiry on the attached

inquiry form or by personal resume to Mr. W.

Brown, Manager Engineering Employment,

Dept. GR25.

GRUMMAN
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ENGINEERS & SCIENTISTS

airframe
engineers

AERODYNAMICS • AIRFRAME DESIGN • AIRCRAFT STRUCTURES

MYLAR DESIGNING • WEIGHT CONTROL • PRELIMINARY DESIGN

Sikorsky Aircraft— - —
AVIATION
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Systems and
Scientific

Programmers
& Analysts
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an opportunity

to use your

mechanical

ingenuity

I

I

l

I

I

I

I

I

Our far-ranging programs in the field of energy conversion

have created several unique opportunities for graduate aero-

nautical or mechanical engineers. The men we want will

have up to 8 years of the kind of experience which can be
imaginatively and effectively put to work analyzing the ap-

plication spectrum of present and future energy conversion

devices as part of the product selection and long-range

iort is available from the <

roups of Pratt & Whitney

id computer laboratory o'

e vanguard of vehicle ar

Please send your complete resume—including salary re-

quirements—to Mr. P. D. Smith, Pratt & Whitney Aircraft,

400 Main Street, East Hartford 8, Connecticut.

Pratt&Whitney fiircraft
U
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at
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THE TAMING OF THE HYPERGOLIC SHREW
; has known the tremendous power that's packed
ie. But it took Bell Aerosystems engineers to har-

o teach fluorine how to fly, thereby opening the

space vehicles with greater payloads, longer dis-

:wer failure factors.

st reactive element, is the most power-
ful rocket oxidizer known. Liquid fluorine has high density

(for greater power pack in a smaller storage space) and high

specific impulse values (for greater rocket range and pay-

load capacity). It’s hypergolic—spontaneously ignites with

fuels—so it needs no ignition system.

But— until recently— the techniques in handling liquid

fluorine hadn't been refined. Fluorine’s vast energy was
locked in theory (as far as rocket engines go) until Bell

engineers devised ways to store it and pump it through a

Now fluorine car

materials like nic

The taming of tl

bution of Bell A

Bell Aerosyst'

engaged in n

reliable inerti:

aircraft, automatic all-weather landing systems, small rocket

lift devices. If you are qualified, we invite your inquiry.

BELL AEROSYSTEMS COMPANY • Buffalo 5, N. Y.
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The combat value of an aircraft carrier

is directly related to the strike capa-

bility of its aircraft. Navy planners,

seeking to increase the combat poten-

tial of aircraft carriers, are vitally aware

of the economic advantages of aircraft

capable of more than one mission. The

Navy’s new multiple-mission fighter,

the Phantom n, has demonstrated

effective delivery of huge loads of con-

ventional or nuclear ground strike

weapons while retaining full capability

for instant conversion to an air-to-air

fleet defense mission.

Sparrow nx missiles for anti-air war-

fare are semi-submerged in the fuselage

and are carried on all missions. The

Phantom n literally flies its own pro-

tective cover on surface attack missions

because it retains full capability for

all-weather air defense at any time.

Great numbers of conventional bombs,

rockets, guided missiles, napalm tanks

or nuclear weapons can be slung be-

neath the wings and the fuselage for

delivery against ground targets. Simply

varying the armament load of the

Phantom n fits the carrier force to

shifting combat situations regardless of

weather, day or night.

The multiple-mission Phantom n is

now being delivered to the United

States Navy, Marines and Air Force.

MCDOWELL
Mercury. Gemini and Asset Spacecraft •

Phantom n Fighter, Attack and Reconnaissance Aircraft Electronic Systems a:,d Equipment *

Tabs Missile Airframes and Engines • Automation

MCDONNELL AIRCRAFT • ST. LOUIS

Employment opportunities exist for engineers and scientists. All qualified applicants will receive consideration for employment

without regard to race, creed, color or notional origin. Write: Professional Placement, McDonnell Aircraft, St. Louis 66, Missouri


